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The House met at 2:00P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKE~: Order, please! 

DR. T. FARRELL: Mr. Speaker, a point of privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of privilege , the hon. minister. 

DR. T. FARRELL: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point 

of personal privilege in connection with a document which has been 

laid on the table of the House by the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary), 

and this is the earliest opportunity I have had to rise on this 

matter for personal reasons. Now, Sir, I examined this document in 

question,which is a mixture of lies and half truth,cunningly concocted 

in an attempt to bring discredit upon me personally me as a ~inister 

of the Crown and upon the Government of the Province. I wish to 

point out that it is not alleged in the document that I or any member 

of this government was bribed,~ut the document attempts nonetheless to cast 

doubt upon my integrity as a person and as a minister. I am 

gravely concerned about the possible motives of the maker of this 

document and I cannot understand why a document designed to cause 

personal harm should have be referred to in debate ry a member of 

the House of Assembly. In order to clear my name and put the 

sordid allegations to rest,! have asked the government to initiate 

a full investigation by the RC}W of all aspects of this matter. I 

know full well that there has been no ~ongdoing on my part and I 

am confident that the results of such an investigation would prove 

to this House and to the publ!c of Newfoundland that no wrongdoing 

took place on my part ,and that the wrongdoing in this case is the 

unscrupulous making and publishing of unfounded allegations. I 

wish to make the following matters clear: I have not bribed anyone, 

I have not intimidated anyone,! have not peddled inf~uence and I 

have at all times conducted myself properly as a member of this 
! 

House and as a minister of the Crown. I have asked for the broadest 

,. 

I· 
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DR. '!' • FARRELL: possible investigation to 

decide this matter once and for all. 

SOME HON. }\EMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPElll<ER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

Before recognizing him I would draw to the attention of all hon. 

members that the hon. gentleman to my left spoke on a matter of 

privilege and the authorization for that is in May~page ·~43, 

"In regard to the explanation of personal matters the House is 

usually indulgent and will permit a statement of that character 

to be made without any question being before the House." And 

then there is a second part, ''No debate should ~nsue. thereon,but 

if another member is involved in the personal statement he is 

generally allowed to give his own view of the matter and to say 

whether he accepts it or not •" I poi!ilt it out so tha.t our rules 

of procedure are absolutely clear on this point. 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

}!R. W .N. ROWE: Sir, I am not involved in 

the matter anymore than any other member of the House of Assembly 

except as Leader of t~e Opposition. I will say very few words 

on this, Sir, not by way of debate but merely by way of comment 

and question. 

We are delighted, Sir.- I 

hope that the ¥inister of Justice ~ccedes to the request of his 

colleague to have this matter fully investigated by the RCMP. and 

any other police department in the Province, the matters which 

were alleged in a clocu~ent forced onto the table of the House 

by Your Honor under the rules of the House.so that maybe the 

~linister of Justice, Sir, could indicate whether in fact 

he asked for a police investigation and when if he has when he 

instructed such an investigation to take place. Secondly, Sir, 

. 
~ · I 
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MR. W. ROWE: either the minister who just spoke or the Minister 

of Justice might indicate to the Rouse whether one Terrance White, 

referred to--or who allegedly wrote a letter signed in his own 

handwriting and is signed bv him- is still on the payroll of the 

Provincial r.overnment , whether he is still the minister's Executive 

Assistant , ;.nd if reports which were mentioned in one of the 

news reports lunch time are in fact true, that apparently he has left 

the country or left town~ I am only p.oing by what I heard or was 

reported to me as being reported by,I believe, Q Radio lunch time 

today. 

AN HON. MEMBER: On CBC as well. 

MR. W. ROWE: On CBC as well. Perhaps some han. minister 

opposite could answer all of those questions which I have raised in 

response to the han. minister's point of privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER: Before calling the next item, Statements By 

Ministers, I feel it incumbent upon me to make a brief statement to the 

House with respect to the tabling of documents. There appears in the 

media at least to ~ave been some misunderstanding of the involvement 

of the Chair~ the chair, in the person of the Deputy Chai~an of 

Committees and in the person of myself. The inferencefrom some of the media 

reports I saw or heard could tend to suggest that the Cha;_r has the 

discretion of authority, which it does not have at all,and that the 

Chair. being aware of a document then decides whether it should be 

tabled or it should not be tabled,or whether it is in the public interest 

to table it or not in the public interest to table it. And I think 

that it is important to have affirmed what precisely is the role of 

the Chair in the tabling of documents. And it is specifically and 

exclusivelv to enforce the rules of the House of Assembly. The 

specific references in Beauchesne which were made at that time,and 

not necessary that they be repeated, anu they are that all 

documents cited must be tabled unless they are personnal letters 

or unless they are state papers, and state papers are ones in the 

possession of the Crown. And that is the role of the Chair in every 

instance of tabling documents,to enforce the rules of the House of 

Assembly. 

I c ' .,·. \:: ~ 
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Mr. Speaker: I say that bec~use the media comments uoon it 

where at least ambiguous and would tend to attribute to the Chair 

a role that the Chair does not exercise and does not have authority 

or jurisdiction to so do. 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, I have this morning received the 

advice which I sought from the Deputy Minister of Justice and the 

Director of Public Prosecutions concerning an alleged affidavit,with 

a purported letter annexed thereto,which was tabled in this Ron. 

House by the hen. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) on Tuedsay, April 

25, 1978. 

I have this morning directed that there be a full 

investigation by the Foyal Canadian Mounted Police into all matters 

referred to therein and all other matters in any way associated 

therewith, and all persons or persons who may,whether mentioned in 

the affadavit or not, have bee., associated therewith or in any 1vav 

affected thereby. Whilst the investigation will be prompt, vigorous, 

and unimpeded, and under the sole and exclusive direction of the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police who P:'.ll investigate all matters, as they 

always do,that come before them and which they may come upon during 

their investigation. For the information of the hon. House they 

will be investigating, and having assessed the affidavits and 

enclosures or attachments thereto,possible intimidation, threats, 

bribery, o~ ~lackmail or anything else which may constitute a crime 

or crililes 1:nder the Criminal Code of r:anada including the matter of 

publication of sworn affidavits and perjury as a result thereof. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile 

MR. NEARY: To that point, Sir, or to that Ministerial Statement, 

I wonder if the hon. gentleman would add one thing to his list of 

things that he wants investigated? Could the hon. gentleman add 

taping telephone conversations to his list? 
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The RC}JP will investi2ate anythinP in thP 

Criminal Code of Canada, 

HR. NEARY: The han. gentleman is giving the RCMP instructions, 

Sir, to investigate certain things. The RCMP are quite capable of 

carrying out their own investigations, they need no guidance or counselling 

tram tne Minister of Justice. But I would like for the minister to add taping 

telephone conversations to his list. Would the minister add ~hat to his list? 

~Dl . SPE.AKER: Order, please! I cannot permit debate under 

~linisterial Statements and the han. gentleJOJ.an has JOJ.ade some conments 

and Uas asked a question -

}ili.. ~ARY: I have asked a question, Sir. Would he -

:·.!R. SPEAIG:R: -but that is as far as I can go. 

}!R. HICJ.O~'i: Hr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. minister. 

!!R. HICKHA.'i: H.r. Speaker, 111ay I repeat that the Royal Canadian 

2~unted Police have been instructed to initiate a ptoapt investigation 

by ~e. I do not instruct them as to how they carry out the investigation 

or the matters that they investigate, I do know that they will be 

investigating inter alia,amongst 'other things,and I will repeat what 

I just said, intimidation, threats, bribery, blackmail and anything 

which constitutes a crime under the 3rilOJ.L~al Code of Canada -

:lR. NEARY: But this may not be a crime. If the Premier 

tapes a conversation that is not a crime. 

l·!R. lU CKMA.'i: and a crime under the Criminal Code of Can~da, 

for the benefit of the press, Hr. Speaker, includes a breach of the 

secr~cy provisions of the Cr~inal Code of Canada and also the question 

c.f perjury, Any matter, as the RC:-fP always do, that they come 

upon :::~at is in the breac:1 of any la~~· -any law, not just the Criminal 

Code of Canada-they will investigate it,and they will do it unimpeded 

and in their own mancer and in their own way. 

l'!R. :•lEARY: To that I say hear, hear! Not without 

any interference from the minister. 

}.!R. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

!' 

~ 
' 
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MR .lliCKl·!AN: There will be no interference from the min!ster. 

PRENIER MOORES: Hr. Speaker, I was atvay unfortunately when this 

unfortunate matter came before the House. I came back and,obviously,as 

I think anybody in my position or any other position in this hen. House, 

I was upset because we had witnessed the tabling of a document which 

now will be thoroughly investigated by the police and 

the blame go where it may. When I came back I obviously talked 

to the Hinister of Industrial Developmer.t.,· . whom I have known for m=y 

years. He . has assured me that no money was paid to bribe }!r. Davidson 

or anyone else, nor wa6 any money received from :1r. Davidsor or Hr. 

Doyle or anyone else,and I have accepted that. 

The fact is, Sir, that no member on this 

side of the House,to my knowledge, iu the Cabinet, has ever lobbied 

or backbenched,or on the other side for that matter, has ever lobbied 

to me or the Cabinet on behalf of Davidson or Doyle. I do not thiak, 

Sir, anyone can say that we have given undue benefits to Mr. Doyle. 

Butnow we have to have an absolute and thorough investigation,as has 

been said,where any perso~ -any person! - whether he be amongst the gener~l 

public or whether he be any member of this House,if there is any 

criminal act that has been involved in this House then the courts will 

deal with it. There will, Sir, be a totally full and complete 

investigation. 

I would just like to make a few comments 

about the gentleman who are involved in this particular allegation. 

Mr. Ar.drew Davidson's track record is one, Sir, that anyone who is 

familiar with it or has heard about it -

MR. 1'EARY: A point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER: A point of order.has co~e up. 

~!R. N3ARY: Hr. Speaker, Your Honour knows full well,and -

the !·linister of Justice has been lecturing to us in this hon. House for 

the last ten years anTNay, since the hon. minister has been Minister of 

Justice,that while there is a police investigation going on it is morally 

wrong for any member of this House to try and prejudice that investigation 

': I 

' '· 

. ' - \~ 
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~!R. . :fEARY : or ia.fluence it in any way,pol.itically or otherwise , 

And the uon. gentleman now, Sir , in his rewarks , which are going to be 

quo ted widely outside of this Ho use,coul very easily prejudice that 

investigation. Now "''hat does che bon. ~linister of Justice think of 

c.uac? 

PRDI!ER ..!OORES: ~. Speaker, I do not *~t to prejudice the 

investigatio~ but t he non. member for LaPoile (rr . Near y) does se~ 

a bit sensitive on this subject . 

Z . SPEAKER : I think I do have co deal with the point of 

order now. Toe claim was n.o t made t hat t:.he ma ccer is sub judice acd 

it is not co my knowledge sub judice. r aLl not awn.re of a parliamentar~ 

au-£hority which oorould inform me tilat I must order hon • . members not co 

refer to matters whlcil might be under police investigation. r am 

not aware of an authority vhicn would require chat:. 

:!R. :.lEARY : !be ~ister of Justice keeps telling 

:·m. SPEAKER : Order,please ! I :11nister of Ju.stice may say ac til .• es, 

'I am not going to comment on that, there is a police investigation ,' 

. 
J 
~ I 

· ' ... 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

somebody else might say it. But with all due respect, I do not 

concoct the rules,nor do I enforce their interpretation depending 

upon any member of the Rouse, And the only convention that I am 

aware of an~ogous.here would be sub judice, which meanslbefore 

the courts·- it means a bit more than that. it does not mean only th~t -

b~t that is the prerequisite, the first requirement. And this 

is not sub judice and I am not aware of any authority lvhich would 

require me to order an hon. member not to refer to somet3ing which 

might be the. subject of a police investigation. If any hon. 

member is mvare of such an authority I will certainly consider, 

but I am not aware of it. 

The hon. Minister of Justice. 

~ffi. RICK...,..Al.'l: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. NEARY: A point of privilege, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of privilege has come up. 

HR. NEARY: In the course of his reply there, Mr. Speaker, the 

hon. the Premier made a very snide,emark. And I predicted, Sir, that 

the hon. gentlemen lvould try in thi.s matter, as they have tried before, 

to smear me, to attack my character, to try to undermine my credibility. 

The han. gentleman said that the member for LaPoile seems to be awfully 

sensitive about this matter. It is not about this matter that I am 

sensitive, Sir, and this is my point of privilege, that remark was 

made for a purpose. It is not the police investigation~because I have 

been the one who has been asking for two and a half years for a very 

broad police investigation into this matter and I welcome this investigation 

finally. But, Mr. Speaker, it is the snide remark that the hon. gentleman 

made, Sir, that I am concerned about, and I would like for Your Honour 

to give a ruling on whether or not that is parliamentary. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the reason I was, as the Premier 

said, . sensitive was because of the statement that the Premier made that 

nobody in his Cabinet had accepted anything from Doyle or from ~·r. Davidson. 

Now, Sir, that is an untrue statement and I challenge the Premier to put up -

I ' 
\__ 
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MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: Order, please: 

MR • .NEARY: - to withdraw that statement, or I will put another 

document -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: Order, please: I cannot 

allow any hon. members to suggest to hon. members'if you do this 

I will do that' and 'if you do this I will table that.' I cannot 

allow that. The point of privilege which the hon. gentleman 

raised essentially is that the allegation of sensitivity -

}!R. NEARY: The point was aimed, Sir, at tne untru~n. 

MR. SPEAKER: - is unparliametary. Order, please! 

I cannot accept one hon. member saying of another that he is 

sensitive on this or that does breach his privilege. Obviously 

if there is an imputation of motive, but there has not to this 

point so beeg, so I think that disposes of that matter. 

PREMIER MOORES: Thank you, Hr. Speaker. 

No, Sir, as I was saying, to the member's point, 

to my knowledge there has been no payment to any mimsters. I do 

not think any ministers received any payment of which they were 

aware, if that is possible. But the fact is, Sir, that Mr. Davidson 

has been -

MR. SIMMONS: They were not included. 

MR. HICKMAN: Order! Order l 

PRE}o(IER IDORES : I mean members can speak for themselves in that 

regard. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh ~ 

PREmER MOORES: Now, Mr. Speaker - can I finish this in silence7 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: Order, please! Every hon. member 

has the right to be heard witho~t interruption. 

MR. MORGAN: You must have a corrupt mind, a corrupt mind. 

-4 
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PREMIER MOORES: The fact is, Sir, that Mr. Davidson has 

been in the employ of Mr. Doyle, he has turned against Mr. Doyle, 

he has on·ce again been Mr. Doyle's flunky. The fact is that 

Mr. Davidson's . track record, Sir, is not one that we, or I certainly, 

put much credence in. I do not think the man is as stable as 

some people would like to think. 

MR. SIMMONS: Headshrinker Moores. 

PREMIER MOORES: The first affidavit was circulated, Sir, to 

the press -

}!R. NEARY: (Inaudible) character assassination, pure political 

venom! Trying to cover up and hide -

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

PREMIER MOORES : I have not half finished yet, Mr. Speaker. 

The fact is, Sir, that I have been told this morning that ~r. Davidson 

has gone underground. He also seems to be gone overseas. He 

seems to be in Central America again. I just point this out as to ~~here 

the real source of this particular type of smear material is coming 

from and that, Sir, is from Panama. and that is from Mr. John C. Doyle. 

Sir, L will get to a few others later but I want 

to talk first of all about the ~!inister of Industrial Development. 

I do not care what snide remarks come from the other side of the House 

or anywhere else, the fact is that I have known this gentleman for a 

long time. No one in this House can say that Dr. Farrell - or the Minister 

of Industrial Development in his previous vocation, or in his 

public life, has been anything but a humanitarian 

f 

l. 

( 

t 
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PREMIER MOORES: and a man who has cared for 

people. He has done his best to serve the people of this 

Province even when he became very seriously ill. He has 

been friend to a lot of people maybe too many - but 

certainly and ~specially he has been to me. I believe 

in him and feel very sorry that he is being stigmatized 

by John Doyle or John Doyle's henchmen. 

Mr. Terry White - obviously 

the police investigation will cover that gentleman and his 

charges, but I find one thing peculiar, Sir, about the 

charges that Mr. White makes. It is very peculiar that 

the letter happens to be an unsolicited gesture written 

to a lawyer who is not just Mr. Davidson's lawyer but is 

also Mr. Doyle's lawyer. How much credibility do you want 

for a man in Terry White's position, unsolicited, 

unencouraged to write to John Doyle's lawyer? I suggest, 

Sir, that that is not a natural thing for Terry White to 

have done without pressure of some sort or another. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

PREMIER UOORES: Oh, yes, I am making charges. 

John Doyle, Mr. Speaker, whether 

the Opposition like to hear it or not -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

lfR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

PREMIER MOORES: - John Doyle is a fugitive from 

justice. 

MR · NEARY : Go outside the House -

PRE}!IER MOORES: , I will say he is a fugitive from 

justice outside the House, of course, because he is. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

PREMIER MOORES : The man is 

MR. SIHMONS: (inaudible) and you will 

be in court -

I 
r 
1 
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PRE:!-1IER HOORES: The man is a criminal. 

MR. SIMMONS: - where you belong. 

PREHIER MOORES: Just ' a second, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. HICKMAN: Just a second. On a point 

of privilege. 

PREMIER }iQORES: I have -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I do have to 

require the hon. gentleman to my right to withdraw the 

remark about being in court where one belongs. That is 

an imputation of wrongdoing,certainly. 

MR. SIMMONS: 

it is unparliamentary, 
~IR. HICKHAN: 
MR. WHITE:: 
SOl1E liON. MEl·WERS : 
MR. SPF,AT(ER: 

Mr. Speaker, I gladly, because 

withdraw it. 
That is not a withdrawal. 
That is a withdr~w~l. 
Oh, oh! 
Order, please! Order, please~ 

The allegation made by the bon. 

gentleman to my right was that the Premier should be in 

court where he belongs. The Chair interjected and said 

the matter should be withdrawn, it was an allegation of 

wrongdoing. The hon. gentleman said, 'Because it is 

unparliamentary, I withdraw it.' The Chair is put in 

very difficult circumstances when matters of tone are 

part of a withdrawal. The literal words were, 'Because 

it is unparliamentary, I withdraw it.' I think the 

parliamentary requirements have been fulfilled in the 

strict and technical sense,and all the Chair can enforce 

is the rules of parliament and not manners or courtesy 

or those things. Every hon. member on all sides r~ave 

those, but the technical requirements of the rules are 

all that I can enforce. I cannot do anything else. 

MR. SIMMONS: I am not anxious to put the 

Chair in any awkward position at all. There will be an 

opportunity to deal with the Premier's charges at the 

right time and expose them for what he is saying. 
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~1R. SIMMONS: But without reservation and without 

hanging on any parliamentary technicalities, I withdraw 

the statement. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

PREMIER MOORES: 

The matter is now disposed of. 

The hon. the Premier. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

As I was saying, Sir, about 

Mr. John C. Doyle, I find it incredible that a man with 

his record of involvement in this Province, his record 

before the courts, can still manipulate people in this 

country for the sake of personal vendetta or his credibility 

or to manipulate Javelin or whatever. 

MR. m;:ARY: Name them! ~a~ them: 

PREMIER MOORES: I will, do not worry. 

The fact is, Sir, that Mr. Doyle, 

himself, does not have the credibility so he uses flunkies 

who have been bought and ·who will go to any extremes in 

fear of Mr. Doyle. The fact is, Sir, this government has 

never been a friend of Doyle's. People like that we in 

government would rather not see in this Province as 

developers, promoters or any other kind. There never has 

been any lobbying by any member and the public knows this. 

The fact is, Sir, the real issue is Mr. Doyle, of course, 

is not happy with this government. I suggest that he wants 

to arrange a situation where he either discredits us or 

can manipulate someone else. 

say 

Sir, the rules of this House 
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PREMIER HOORES: 

very clearly, Jule 77, "The offer of any money or other 

advantage ~o any member of this House,for the promoting of 

any matter whatsoever,depending or to be transacted in 

~rl i~>mP.nt, is a high crime and misde_mea~ur'.' And number 78, 

"If it shall appear that any person has been elected and 

returned a member of this House,or endeavouring so to be, 

by bribery,or any other corrupt practices,this House shall 

proceed with the utmost severity against all such persons 

as shall have been ~illfullv concerned in such bribery 

or other corrupt practices." I suggest, Sir, that after the 

police investigation I would like to think that those rules 

would not come into play,but if they do,for any member on 

either side of the House,and if it is proven that that is the 

case,I suggest, Sir, they tvill come into play on' no uncertain 

terms. 

NR. NEARY: What a smear artist! 

PRBHER MOORES : The fact is, Sir, the hon. 

member for LaPoile C~r. Neary) says;'What a smear artist';and, 

Sir, I will tell you,it certainly takes one to know one,I will 

tell you that in that particular case. He talked a few minutes 

ago about the lack of his credibility-he .has none anyway. 

Dl-1 - 1 

MR. NEARY: You are playing the mug game, 

'Frankie Baby', but you are going to get caught this time. 

PRE!'IER ~!CORES: The matter is, Sir, that this 

whole matter stinks! One thing is for sure, when the evidence is 

in someone will pay the full price. 

SO}!E RON. I·~'JlERS: Hear, hear! 

~1R. ~EARY: That is right! 

PREMIER }!CORES : And another thing I will say, 

Sir, is that this government will not be intimidated both by Doyle 

or his mouthpiece-:;, This government <~ill not be intimidated by 

John C. Doyle in Panama who is in touch with people here to do 

their work for them, people in this Province. The fact is, Sir, 

that public life in this Province, people have come to expect this 

-. 

·I 
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PREUER HOOJ!ES : sort of dirt and this sort 

of fi·lth and it is not good enough. I say, Sir, that we had to 

have some aecency, some respect - and some honor. 

HR. S • NE.<\RY : Since you took over every-

thing has happened. 

MR • S I}']'fONS : Hear, hear: 

PRENIER MOOP.FS: Sir, if you want to get 

back since I took over, if you ~Qs.nt to get back -

som: RON. ~~l"BERS : Oh, oh: 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please: Order, please! 

PP.EHIER ¥CORES: - if you want to get back the 

transcripts that we do have -

sm~ HON. MEMBF.?.S: Oh, oh! 

Sir, if we want to get ~ack the 

transcripts of ~~hat happened prior to our taking over, and if ~~e want 

to get back to information that the police will have about what happened 

before anr! since, then, Sir, we 1-1ill find out what the real story is. But 

'·7hat I 1-1as saying, Sir, is that :!.n public life in this Province -

You have not got a decent bone in your body. 

P~~fiER liDO RES: - it is unfortunate that decency, respect 

and ~onor is net in play anymore then it is in this House. 

AN HON. ~!EMBER: 

SOME RON. YPffiERS : 

~'R. SPFA.KER: 

MR. W.N. ROt-m: 

If you 1-1ant to do the decent thing, resign! 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

Hhat can one say in resTionse to 

the like of that, Mr. Speaker? The most disgraceful statement ever u;ade 

by any Minister of the Crown in this Province. Making prejudicial 

statements after his colleague has risen in the House and stated that 

a police inquiry has been commissioned and will be undertaken, 

statements prejudicial to that kind of an inquiry. Sir, the mug 

game-I am not going to get into that same kind of a game. It is 

easy to cast aspersions back across the House. 
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HR. W .N. P.Olo/E: I am merely going to ask 

one or two questions of the ~linister of Justice now, Sir, which 

I would like to have answered because they bear on this. I 

would like to know if the Executive Assistant of the Minister 

of Industrial Deyelopment, Mr. Terrence White is he still on the 

government payroll? If he is not on the government payroll now, 

when did he go off the government payroll? I would like to 

know, Sir, if the Minister of Justice knows where l·!r. I·Thite is 

now or if the police know where he is now? If the reports on 

the air that he has skipped town, skipped out of St. John's-

out of Newfoundland even-are in fact correct? 

~!R. NEARY: For his life. Run for his life. 

}'fR. W .N. ROVIE: If he left, were the police 

instructed by the Hinister of Justice immediately upon these 

allegation being tabled in this House -

~'R. NEA.RY : Or did he stall? 

MR. W.N. ROHE: in this letter by Mr. H'hite, 

did the minister instruct the RC}~ to immediately contact this 

gentleman - I believe he was around the House on the same 

evening , if I remember correctly - to get a statement from him 

on these allegation? Or was there a delay by the police or by 

the ~linister of Justice - I am not saying deliberately - but was 

there a delay which has now allowed a person who can give key evidence 

in this case to skip out of town, out of this Province, out of this 

country perhaps, Mr. Speaker? These are questions which I direct 

to the ~inister of Justice because they are very important questions. 

,\n investigation should have been commissioned five minutes after t~ese 

docume~ts were tabled in this hon. House because the allegations 

were that serious and apparently founded on credible people, 

credible witnesses. I do not know this man Davidson and I am 

not prepared to make a comment one way or the other. The Premier 

seems to be very familiar with him. 

-' 

; 
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MR. NEARY: Well he was in the Premier's house several times 

so the hon. gentleman should know him 

MR. W. ROWE: . I do not lmow h:im. 

MR. NEARY: - and talked to him on the phone a mumber of 

times. 

MR. W. ROWE: I would not know him from Adam. But Terrance 

White -

MR. NEARY: The member for Kilbride (Mr. Wells), and the 

Minister of Industrial Development. 

i'!IR. W. ROWE: - is the minister's Executive Assistant. Now 

where is he? Is he in the Province? Have the police talked to him? 

Have the police been instructed to talk to him? Or is he now goner 

And will he be available for a police investigation or if a trial is 

held or anything like that! These are :important questions, Sir, which 

the Minister of Justice has not answered and appar~ntly will not answer. 

Now, Sir, I am going to sit down. I am not going to 

say anything else about the disg~aceful statement made by the Premier 

of this Province. My colleague wanted to get up immediately and 

reply to him on a point of privilege. I said, no,I wanted to make 

my few words in reply to the Premier. But my colleague, Sir, I know 

has a point of privilege which he wants to raise because statements 

made by the Premier in his statement, Sir, 

MR. NEARY: They are misleading. 

MR. W. ROWE: - misled this House. And there is documentary 

proof thereof which my colleague would like to raise as a point of 

privilege, violation of the privileges of this House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I do not know whether the han. the 

Premier deliberately misled the House or not, only time will tell, 

but the gentleman certainly misled the House. I am raising a point 

of privilege, Mr. Speaker, and I intend to prove beyond any shadow of 

doubt, Sir, that in this outburst by the Premier to try to prejudice the 
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MR. NEARY: investigation - and, Mr. Speaker, to my knowledge 

Mr. Doyle is not the one who is on trial here. Mr. Doyle has his 

own problems. And the hon. the Premier must be aware of that because 

the hon. the Premier chatted with the gentleman for an hour last Fall 

on the phone, and tried to make a deal with Mr. Doyle. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: And so, Mr. Speaker -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I must point out that I cannot allow any hon. member 

in getting the attention of the House and the recognition of the Chair on 

a point of privilege to enter into a debate. I would ask him to 

state the allegation. 

MR. NEARY: My point of privilege is this, Mr. Speaker. 

The hon. gentleman in his remarks said that to his knowledge nobody 

in his Cabinet or on his side of the House had ever received any benefits 

from Mr. Doyle, or none of his Cabinet colleagues or his backbenchers 

had any dealings with Mr. Davidson, who had a very poor track record 

according to the Premier. Well, Sir, there is a member of the 

Premier's Cabinet who did receive favours from Mr. Doyle no later than 

July of last year. And that gentleman, Sir, is the genlteman who 

started this discussion this afternoon with his ministerial statement. 

And I have in front of me, Mr. Speaker, a document which I will read 

and then table in the House, Sir. It may be the first time that the 

hon. the Premier saw it, and that is why I say I am not sure whether 

he deliberately misled the House or not, only the hon. the Premier 

can answer that. 

I have a document, Sir, from the El Panama Hotel 

addressed to Mr. John C. Doyle, care of the Povovia S.A. Post Office 

Box 951, Panama IRP - can I have the hon. gentleman's attention, please? 

"Dear Mr. Doyle: 

This is to confirm that we have reserved a ·~ lt 

cabana room for Mr. T.C. Farrell of Corner Brook, Newfoundland to l. 
I 

be available 
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M:t. Neary: on his arrival the evening of July 3, 1977. Payment 

for these aec01111110dations will be for your account. Signed the 

ASsistant Manager." 

And, M:t. Speaker, in case that is not evidence 

enough for the hon. the Premier,I i)ave the bill for $478 on one bill, 

and $428 on another bill charged to Canadian Javelin,signed by Mr. 

Doyle on behalf of the hon. gentleman, Thomas Farrell, Cail.ada, St. 

John's, Newfoundland. Commerical rate 2.0 per cent, Canadian Javelifl. 

And. I have the itinerary of the hon. gentleman from the time he left 

Canada until he returned, an itinerary from Voyagues Pentagon Travel 

Agency in Montreal. I would !ike to lay this document on the table 

of the House, Sir. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, to my point of privilege,one other 

matter that I want to raise, and that is, s ·i:t, the Premier's reference 

to the fact that none of frl.s colleagues would have anything to do 

with Mr. Davidson. That again, Sir, is misleadi6.g the House, and 

I have evidence to prove that a number of colleaPUes of the hon. the 

Premier, including the Premier himself, Sir, has entertained Mr. Davidson 

at his home on more than one occasion. he tried to tape the hon. 

gentleman once in his kitchen up in Mount Scio House. But, Mr. 

Speaker, the hon. Minister of Industrial Development has been a close 

first perso11al friend of Mr. Davidson's up to recently, up to recent 

weeks, 
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MR. NEARY: a close personal friend. 

and dined in Comer Brook and in }lontreal, 

They have wined 

and my hon. friend 

NM- 1 

is a close personal friend. And the point I want to make, Sir, 

is - to clarify or to point out how the Premier misled the House 

the hon. gentleman has had numerous telephone conversations with 

this gentleman of which I have some transcripts, and so has 

the member for Kilbride (Mr. Wells), a year and a half or two years 

ago, talking about Julien· Lake to Mr. Davidson on the phone 

in a very friendly manner, supporting his cause and I have 

evidence to prove that. 

So, Mr. Speaker, to prove my point of privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: Order, please: 

I must point out that under privilege the rule 

is quite specific as to what an hon. member may do under that 

recognition. So I would ask the hon. gentleman to b~ing his remarks 

to a conclusion because I think he has strayed somewhat from the 

strict definition. 

MR. NEARY: Well to draw my remarks to a conclusion, I can 

only assume, Mr. Speaker, that the han. the Premier was completely 

· ignorant of the facts or deliberately misled the House,and only 

the Premier can set that matter straight and I ask Your Honour -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: I do have to require the han. 

gentleman to withdraw the latter part, "or deliberately misled 

the House." 

MR. NEARY: I withdraw that and say, or misled the House, 

Mr. Speaker, in making false and untrue statements to members 

of this hon. House, and I ask the hon. gentleman now if in all 

decency, if the han. gentl=an has any principle left, to ·get up 

and apologize to the House for misleading the House in these matters. 

MR. SPEAKER: I recognize the hon. Minister of Industrial Development, 

and I think the rubric here is the same as was operative when the House 

commenced. Actually I think the statement of the hon. gentleman 

to my right came under May 343, "a personal explanation on the matter of 
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MR. SPEAKER: privilege which needs a decision from the Chair," 

the hon. gentleman to my left is now lDl.der the rubric of commenting 

thereon because what was stated did affact him or did refer to 

the hon. Minister of Industrial Development as well. 

The hon. Minister of Industrial Development. 

DR. FARRELL: Sir, I am not in the habit, as I think is 

well known in this House, of making remarks about any individual 

or any person. I do not think that anybody has heard me across 

this floor ever use a word at any time in the years I have been here -

I have missed quite a bit of it -of allegations or dirt • or 

slurs or remarks of any kind against anybody. And as far as these visits 

are concerned, I have not the slightest knowledge and made it a point 

prior to this, because I kne<.J I would be in an area where I could 

be suspect- I am not completely stupid, Your Honour. I went through 

medical school - there is no way, in any way, that I would have gotten 

involved directly with Mr. Doyle. Maybe I was a patsy on a certain 

thing because I went with a company called Daycrete 

which is involved. And I was very sorry at one point for -- and 

I think mayje the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) might in some 

lucid molll-ent might agree with this - t :tat there was a period 

that I felt very sorry for this individual. I became very 

friendly during my illness. I must say he was extremely good to 

me - and I had many illnesses - particularly in the Montreal - Toronto 

area where his family lives. He was very friendly with several 

friends of mine, one of them in a department of this government, 

whom I respect his opinion highly. I was going to mention his 

daughte~but I do not think I should so, who is a friend of mine, 

who worked through the Red Cross and whom I have dealt with. And over 

the period that we are talking about that has just been brought up, 

at no time. and I ~~de that very clear, that I was to be involved in 

any way politically or officially, with Mr. Doyle or his group. 

Now on this obviously there is something I have 

to check on. Hopefully the RCHP will be checking on this and how this 
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DR. rARRELL: has occurred. But whether I was played for 

the proverbial sucker or not, perhaps I was, the point about 

it, Sir, that I can swear on any bible, take any test, that 

I had no knowledge at any time that Mr. Doyle was involved 

i:n that. 

You did bump into him in a hotel. 

DR. FARRELL: No , I did not. I :-as just saying I did 

not expect to -

MR. NEARY: The bon. gentleman is quoted as saying he 

bumped into Mr. Doyle. 

DR. FARRELL : Order, Sir. Order, Sir. I am making the 

point that r had no involvement or no intention 

NM - 3 
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DR. FARRELL: You know, I am making the point 

that I had no involvement or no intention, no knowledge 

that I was going to have any official dealings with 

Mr. Doyle. That is all I want to say. That will all come 

out eventually, Sir. 

MR. WELLS: Mr. Speaker, having been referred 

to -

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Kilbride. 

MR. WELLS: -by the hon. gentleman from 

LaPoile, I suppose I have to comment. Yes, this 

Mr. Davidson has telephoned me on numerous occasions. He 

has come to see me in my office. I have never acted for 

him as a lawyer. 

MR. NEARY : The Premier \inaudible) 

MR. WELLS: Well, why should he? If somebody 

telephones me, Mr. Speaker, there is certainly nothing 

incumbent upon me to get in touch with the Premier -

MR. NEARY: Would the han. gentleman like for me to 

table -

MR. WELLS: Table? 

MR. NEARY: - what the hon. gentleman thinks 

of his colleagues? 

MR. WELLS: Table? Absolutely, because -

MR. NEARY: Very interesting indeed. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. WELLS: I am speaking, Mr. Speaker. 

The man would telephone me from time to time. Long discussions 

would ensue in which I listened and Mr. Davidson talked. 

MR. NEARY: And made no comment? The hon. 

gentleman made no comment. 

HR. lvELLS: Now whatever we said, I would be 
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MR. WELLS: interested in seeing. But the 

trouble is in these things - you wonder, it is interesting 

you know; that apparently now you cannot even have a telephone 

conversation when somebody calls you without taping it. 

I guess that is the kind of society we live in. I would 

be interested to see the conversations. I think you would 

find -

MR. NEARY: Very, very in-te£es't:l.ng. 

be glad to see it too. 

The hon. the premier would 

MR. WELLS: - 99 per cent talked by the gentleman 

concerned, Mr. Davidson,and monosyllabic remarks for the 

most part, I would say, by myself. Fortunately, he paid 

for the calls when he called me. A couple of times when 

he left his number I called him back and I guess I paid for 

the calls. So thank God that is so, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: The han. the Premier would be 

interested in the han. -. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

MR. SPEAKER : The han. the Leader of the 

Opposition. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Sir, I can only repeat the 

question I asked the han. the Minister of Justice on two 

occasions this afternoon so far and he refuses to answer 

for some reason beyond me. But the question I want to ask 

is with regard to this gentleman ' whom I do not know. 

I think I have seen him wandering around the House every 

now and then - one, Terrence White . Is he the executive 

assistant of the Minister of Industrial Development or not? 

question number one. 

AN RON. }!EMBER: Yes. 

MR. H. N. ROWE: Question number two, Is he on 

the payroll? Well, I want to ask the Minister of Justice~~ 

my final question is directed to him and that is the most 

~ I 

I 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: important question of all. 

Is he still on the payroll or has he been laid off or 

fired or did he quit? And finally, Sir, did the 

Minister of Justice take the elementary precaution of 

asking the police to interrogate Mr. White once these 

allegations were placed on the table of the House? 

Has he been interrogated by the police? Does the 

Minister of Justice know that? Did the Minister of 

Justice ask that that be done? 

MR. SPEAKER: Before the hon. the minister 

replies, I would like to welcome to the House on behalf 

of all hon. members some visitors in the gallery from 

the community council of Tilting in Fogo district, and 

they are the chairman, Mr. Roy Dwyer,an~ the members, 

Mr. Fergus Follett, Mr. Clem Dwyer and Mr. Gerard Green. 

I know hon. members join me in welcoming these gentlemen. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Justice. 

XR. HICL"!AN: I have no hesitancy at all in 

answering the question by the hon. the Leader of the 

Opposition. I did not answer it arising out of other 

ministerial statements by other ministers. 

Number one, I do not know whether 

Mr. Terrence White is still employed with the Government of 

Newfoundland or not. 

HR. NEARY: The minister should know. 

HR. HICKMAN: I have checked w~th his minister 

and he informs me that he has not been told - yesterday, as 

you know, the hon. the Minister of Industrial Development 

had some other difficulties -by anyone that Mr. White has 

terminated his employment. And the hon. the Minister of 

Industrial Development tells me that as of now he has not 
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MR. HICKMAN ,: terminated Mr. White's employment. 

D#.. FARRELL: I have not seen him. 

MR. ll,IC101AN: And he has not seen h~m to do it. 

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, I do not instruct the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police as to ~han tbey should interrogate or as to 

wliOm -they should not interrogate, I would hope I do not, 

because that would be the kind of -

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. HICKMAN: I beg your pardo~? 

MR. N,EARY: Sit on the evidence. 

MR. SIMMONS: The minister just decides 

to do the evidence and give it (inaudible) 

MiL HICKMAN: That is right. I let the Director 

of Public Prosecutions make the decisio~ and he will prosecute 

anyone against whom there is suffLcient evidence. 

MR. SIMMONS: - how he decides poli:tically or otherwise, 

PRE}!IER MOORES: That is unb ei":!..e~~ble - y-ou know, 

i t is incredible. 

MR . HICKMAN: Now, Mr. Speaker, am I permitted 

to - Let me report to this House,as I did yesterday,tbat 

i:mmed ia tel y , at the earliest opportunity, which 1~as 
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i1R. HICK: !AJ.'l" : nine o'clock yesterday morning,I delivered to the 

Deputy ltinister of Justice the alleged affidavit and the purported 

letter annexed thereto that was tabled in this House by the han. the 

member for LaPoile C1r. Neary) and asked that. he review it with the 

Director of Public Prosecutions ~nd any other person connected therewith. 

I do know and I have been advised by the :leputy l1inister of Justice 

that on the next mornin~- on that same morning that he together with 

the Director of Public rrosecutions met with the commercial crime 

section of the Royal Canadian Nounted Police. 

AN HON. ~!EMBER: When was that? 

:-IR. HICIC1AN: Yesterday morning. I am not going to comcent, 

and I repeat I will not c~mment,on the manner in which the Royal Canadian 

11ounted Police conduct -

MR. NEARY: What ahnnt !Jh:f. tE;? l~hat about I·Tnite? 

MR. HICKl1AN: I have no idea where :-1r. White is, I have no 

idea, Mr. Speaker, where anyone who may be wanted for questioning by 

the R~~. where they are 1 I do not a&k them The ?..Cl1P are given 

documents, they are taking instructions from the Director of Public 

Prosecutions,and they go out and they conduct their investigation. 

:-IR. NEARY: What a stall. It is all a stall. 

r!R. i:!ICIOIAN: I do not think it will be a stall, In fact,I 

will assure this House that it will be a very prompt, vigorous investigation, 

quickly and with all the manpower that the RCNP deem appropriate and 

necessary. 

NR. NEARY: Yes, when we were looking for it for two years. 

:•IR • lv. ROIVE : A supplementary. 

:-IR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

lv. ROI.'E: It sounds suspiciously, Sir, like there was a delay 

to me, I am not saying a deliberate one~but a delay in going after the 

people who were making allegations. Let me ask the ~inister, has the 

minister fired or talked to or sought out his executive assistant, }rr. 

White? Where is he? Is he in town or is he out of the Provine? Is he 

gone? Is he here? Is he down in the department? Where is he? The 
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~IR. W. ROWE: minister's Executive Assistant, getting what? $19,000 

a year of public money. 

~IR. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

DR. FARRELL: I had some other difficulties yesterday which occurred, 

and believe it or not, I did not have any knowledge of what had occurred 

in the !Iouse the evening before. And there have been certain l:Uiaours 

and allegations going around about that. And I did not -

Ai'l HON . HEM.BER: rHa, ha, ha! Tell us another one. 

DR. FARRELL: Excuse me, Your Honour? Does the hon. member feel 

that I am lying? 

MR. PECKFORD: lie said tell us another one. You said tell us another 

one. 

DR. FARRELL: Tell us another one. 

~~ liON. ~!EMBER: I did not say he was lying. 

HR. HICJQ:!A.'l: Well, what does that mean? 

DR. FARRELL: What does the member mean? 

Ml HON. ML"!BER: Tell me another one. 

}ffi.. PECKFORD: Like what? 

DR. FARRELL: Anyway, Sir, like I said I am not used to attacking 

anyone and I am not going to , But anyway, I had no knowledge of this 

thing. I checked with my medical man ~•ho asked me to rest up for the 

day, I had some chest problems and had some smoke problems, and I rested 

for the day . T11is morning I was hand delivered a letter from i1r. White 

which I l~ve not had time to really study. We were discussing some 

other things because a lot of this stuff has just come to my knowledge 

and I was trying to get the transcripts and the whole bit and piece. 

At the Lloment I believe l1r. lfuite has terminated his appointment 

with me, to my knowledge at the moment, that is as far as I know . 

~IR. PECKFORD: Has he or has he not? 

HR. HICKMAl'-1: Did you say has or has not? 

DR. FARRELL: As I said to my knowledge I feel that he may have . 

MR . PECKFORD: But will he? Are you going to or what? 

DR. FARRELL: As soon as I see him he will be terminated. 
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SOME HO:'I • }!EMBERS : Oh, oh! 

HR. :l"EARY: (Inaudible) down to cancel the loan. 

MR. w. RO~: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the Leader of the Opposition. 

!JR. ....:. RO\o.'E: What should be a very simple point, Sir, it seems a 

s.1ame to be wasting the ti.ille of the House: w:oa. t is tile mini,; ter 

telling us? lias his Executive Assistant quit or has he been fired 

or what? What is going on here? Here is a man who :1as made grave 

allegations a~ainst his lord and :naster. llow is he fired, is he 

still on the government payroll, does the minister know if he is in 

town or gone? Do you know anything about him? 

DR. FARRELL: I thoug:1t I explained that to you. 

MR. !lEARY: Anci has the minister got the letter there in front 

of hiLl? 

DR. FA.1RELL: I ahve not seen him, Your Honour, ~nd when I do I 

shall be informing him t:1at his time is terminated as far as I am 

concerned. 

A supplementary, :·Ir. Speaker. 

11..1. SPEAKER: A supplecentary. 

:L:,. :<EARY: Is the hon. gentlecan telling the !:louse that he i1as 

a letter of resignation from Hr. White anli now -

DR. FARRELL: I said I received a letter, tl1a t is all. 

&:i llON • l1E}!BER: fie had not read it. 

c\~1 HO!>! • HDillER: Oh, he !las not read it yet. 

P 1::ElliER m oaE s : (Inaudible) table it in the House yet. 

DR. FAP.RELL: It will be at soce time or another. 

Well, does t'1e hen. gentleman have ti1e letter 1,;ith 

nim, in ,'front of him or is it in his office? Can the i1on. gentleman 

send for it and have it brought to the House? 

DR. FARRELL: Why? 

l1R. NEARY: Why? 
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MR. Neary: because we want the information. We want to know -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: - if Mr, White has resigned or if he is still an 

employee of the government? Or has he been fired? We would like to 

know. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. HICKMAN: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order has come up 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. HICKMAN: The hon. gentleman asked a simple question of 

the hon. Minister of Industrial Development,whether or not Mr, Terrence 

Whitetwho has been in his employ as an Executive Assistant,is still 

in his employ. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Right. 

MR. HICKMAN: If I may repeat what the hon. gentleman just said 

was that he has not seen Mr. Terrence White, that he has received today 

a hand delivered letter from Mr. Terrence White, which he says, is not-

and he was asked if it was a letter of resignation- and he said it 

was not. So therefore it is not relevant to this question, and he 

does not know whether Mr. White has terminated his employment with 

the Government of Newfoundland or not, but that he, the Minister of 

Industrial Development,when he next sees Mr. White will tell him that 

he intends to terminate his employment. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Why? 

MR. W. ROWE: A supplementary? 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementray, the hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. W. ROWE: Why is the minister going to terminate Mr. White's 

employment? Does he know whether these allegations that were laid on 

the table of the House were they in fact from Mr. White? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Industrial Development. 
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DR. FARRELL: Because the a~legations made by Mr. White were untrue. 

MR. W. ROWE: Oh, I see. They have already (inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, the hon. Minister of Justice, Sir, has 

been referring to alleged affidavits and alleged documents. Now the 

han. gentleman is firing his Executive Assistant for making certain 

charges and allegations. Is the hon. gentleman confirming that 

indeed these allegations were made by Mr. White in his own handwriting? 

MR. WHITE: Say something. 

MR. W. ROWE: Come on,boy say,something will you? 

MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary. 

MR. W. ROWE: Somebody answer. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the han. the member for Burgee-

Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, the Premier in sp~aking to this matter 

earlier, I believe, in a Ministerial Statement,earlier in the sitting 

this afternoon, indicated that he was of the fmpression that Mr. 

White's letter might have been written and signed under some pressure. 

Now since that is certainly a possibility, I put it to the Minister of 

Industrial Development, is it not premature for hfm to decide that 

he would terminate the employment of his Executive Assistant? Is it 

not possible, would he not agree,that it is ~ossible that Mr. White 

has been a victfm of circumstance~ possibly, if the Premier's 

thesis is true that he might have done so under duress or under 

pressure? Would you not want to 

MR. WHITE: Why fire hfm? 

MR. SIMMONS: - hear what his case is before deciding whether 

he indeed is anything but an innocent victfm? Has the minister-' am 

asking the Minister of Industrial Development a question. I am 

asking does he agree, has he decided to terminate the employee's 

contract without finding out the facts of the case? Or does the Minister 
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Mr. Simmons: of Industrial Development already know the facts 

of the case, and are the facts such that would dictate that he 

terminate the employment of Mr. White? 

MR. NEARY: The king of the smear artists. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, -

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I understood from the minister - and 

I have talked to him about it- the reason Mr, White has not been 

fired is because he has not seen him to talk to him about it, just 

that very point. The fact is if Mr. White did write such a letter, 

no matter under what conditions,obvi~usly he would fired by the 

minister for the simole reason of disloyalitv if nothing else. 

AN RON. MEMBER: What kind of justice is that? 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary question, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the han. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Would the han. Minister of Industrial Development 

indicate to the House if this is the first time that Mr. White's 

services have been terminated as Executive Assistant to the han, 

gentleman? 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Industrial Development, 

DR. FARRELL: No, Sir. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. NEARY: Would the han. gentleman indicate under what 

circumstances Mr. White's services were terminated , and how many times 

were they terminated and under what circumstances were they terminated? 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Industrial Development. 

DR. FARRELL: Approximately a year ago, Sir, it came to my 

attention that Mr. White had been involved in a business with some other 

people which I felt might possibly be a conflict of interest -

PREMIER MOORES : He got a loan from here. 

DR. FARRELL : Pardon? 

.. 
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PREMIER MOORES : ffe got a loan from here. 

DR. FARRELL: Yes, and had a loan from the Rural Development 

Department for a group and I had, you know, great difficulty -

this was a conflict of interest - but prior to that he had - th.e 

man'twho I regard as an unfortunate individual, very serious martial 

problems, I hate to be bringing this uo at the time - but 

SOME RON. ME!offiERS : What! 

DR. FARRELL: No, I am sorry ! I am sorry ! 

SOME RON . MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order! Order! Order, please! 

DR. FARRELL: What I am saying -

SOME BON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: I would ask the hon . lllinister to please allow me? 

DR. FARRELL: Sure. 

MR. SPEAKER.: I must poin·t out to bon. gentlemen that whatever 

their difference of opinion, the~ opinions of one another, or of 

what a question is, or of what an answer is, there are certain basic 

decencies which to my knowledge 

t ,. 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

every Legislature in the Commonwealth observes,and which have 

to be enfo-rced. I realize people may take strong exception to 

Mhat another han. member says and in a period of debate this 

attacked as harshly as long as it is 

done within the rules,but I do have to point out to hon. 

members that the rules precluding debate duri~g Question Period 

have to be observed and that the calling sort of back across 

the House from one side to the other of uncomplimentary,to 

put it mildly,remarks can lead to nothing but deterioration. 

SOME HON . MEMBERS : 

MR.. SPEA.'{ER: 

I believe he was in thP. 

DR. T. FARRELL: 

Hear, hear! 

I interrupted the hon. minister. 

n.f answering. 

I am sorry, Sir. 

This was serious personal problems which I helped them with. And I probably 

expressed and I ask the excuse of the House-or the 

House to forgive that slip because it was not meant in any harmful way 

There are serious personal problems.~e found it difficult 

to follow his work patterns. ~e was not able to operate very well. 

liP. had 2riefs. 

PREMIER MOORES : 

Now I find it hard to explain problems,but -

You do not have to explain, 

just say it was personal problems. 

DR. T. !'A!'.RELL: Personal problems which 

: actuaJ1v I helped him with.md on this one I felt-and I know it 

nas been used in this so I will not go into it as it is being us":d in 

his documents that I discarded him or let his services go at that 

time and said try and work out your problems and we will see 

in the future how it works out and that is exactly how it happened. 

'MR. NEARY: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

MR. NEARY: 

A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

A supplementary. 

Mr. Speaker, I am glad the hen. 

gentleman retracted that remark, Sir, because if hon. gentleman are 

going to talk about marital problems certainly hon. gentleman on 
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MR. NEARY: the other side of the House 

know all about it because they have their share of problems 

according to these transcripts that I have. So the hon. gentle-

man should not drag personal matters into this House and the 

hon. gentleman has done it and the hon. the Premier has done it. 

Character assassination -

DW - 2 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

1-'R. NEARY : Sir, what I am asking the hon. -

}ffi.. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

AN HON. MEMJlER: Sit down! 

MR. SPEAKER: I must rule on the term of 

character assassination. People may think what they wish but in 

the House~in the Legislature,cannot allow certain terms and that 

will be one of them. I will ask the hon. gentleman to withdraw. 

MR. NEARY: I withdraw, Sir , and I will ask the hon. 

gentleman now if the hon. gentleman had taken the trouble when 

Mr. White went in business to "check with the Auditor General to 

see if indeed Hr. White was in conflict of interest. 

Why the minister forced Mr. Hhite off the payroll? Why he 

threatened to fire the gentleman? Why did he not check with 

the Auditor General? The minister is a Minister of the Crown, 

The gentleman is ranning-the Deputy Premier next to the Premier 

himself,the number two man in this Province,why did that gentleman 

not pick up his telephone or have somebody pick up the phone and 

call the Auditor General to ask him if ¥r. Hhite was in conflict 

of interest? I am sure the Deputy Premier,the President of the 

Council,the number two man in this Province could have done that. 

1-'R. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

DR. T. FARRELL: At that time, Sir, I had 

doubts about it and I did not want my executive assistant be 

involved in any business,outside business, personal business. He 

·-
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DR. T. FARRELL: · was dealing with me and 

that.was the point I was making, Sir. I certainly did not-! 

did not think it was my place to go and check with the Auditor 

General.! felt that this is the way I wanted it at the time, 

and that is why. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR.. SPEAKER: 

~.NEARY: 

A supplementary. 

A supplementary. 

Mr. Speaker, will the han. 

gentleman tell us what the relationship between Mr. White and 

the han. gentleman has been over the last several months since 

~r. White was taken back on the payrollrAnd under what circum

stances. When was the han. gentleman advised that he was going 

mv- 3 

to be taken back on the payroll? And how has been their relation

ship over the past several months? 

DR. T. FARRELL: Glad to do it. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. minister. 

DR. T. FARRELL: It was brought to ~ attention by 

friends of ~1r. White, colleagues etc., that he was going through an 

even rougher period and I myself was starting to come back to,hope

fully,full health. Late in the Fall I had some words with Mr. 

White and said if· I went back to a very active post ·I might 

have a position available for him. In the interim I discovered 

through a family doctor who called me personally that Mr. Hhite 

had a very serious eye condition,which looked like total blindness, 

called retinitis pigmentosa. it is a co~genital dise~se which, thi~k

ing back over the _past and our early days together I got extremely 

worried about it. I made a point cif trying to _get in touch 

with him,which I ,had great difficulty doing. He was living in the 

Stephenville area.! was on my way myself for a checkup on my 

own eye problems to one of the better eye surgeons in Canada,and 

I felt that the only hope,because there was no center in Canada 

for this particular condition at that time that I knew of and that 
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DR. T. FARRELL: he might know of .r brought 

him with me to have a checkup on the eye problem which turned 

out to be not this particular condition,luckily,and was 

treatable by laser treatment. And in the process I felt that 

he had had such a rugged time and had gone through such a 

DW - 4 
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DR. FARRELL: 

nervous state over this eye problem that when I went back 

into a full department I would take him back with me, and 

that I did, Sir. 

MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. The hen. 

member for Burgee - Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS : Mr. Speaker, a question for 

the Minister of Industrial Development. In the last few 

minutes he has obviously indicated to the House that he 

knows Mr. White quite well and has considerable confidence 

in his ability and certain compassion for his personal 

problems. Now, Mr. Speaker, I put to him the question I 

attempted to put earlier: why has the Minister of 

Industrial Development decided to terminate the employment 

of Mr. White before he has talked to him, before he knows 

whether or not the letter which he signed was signed, as 

the Premier suggested, under some kind of duress or pressurei 

Why is it the minister has decided - from something he said 

a moment ago - why has he already decided to terminate the 

employment of Mr. White? Has he sufficient evidence to 

come to the conclusion that Mr. White was, in signing that 

letter, aware of what he was doing? Can the minister 

enlighten us on that point? I cannot understand, Mr. 

Speaker, why it is he has decided already to terminate 

Mr. White's employment unless there is something we are not 

hearing from the minister. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of 

Industrial Development. 

DR. FARRELL: Sir, I have not seen Mr. 

White. I am waiting to see Mr. White. 

MR. NEARY: And you are going to fire 

him when you see him. 

DR. FARRELL: Not necessarily. I am 

going to try to find out exactly what is behind these 

h 
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DR. FARRELL: certain allegations. How 

can I do it until I talk to him? I have not had the 

opportunity to see Mr. White and until I do so, I am not 

going to make any decision. 

MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary·. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. SIMMONS: For clarification, Mr. 

Speaker; the minister then is retracting a statement he 

made about fifteen or twenty minutes ago which went almost 

word for word as follows: "When I see him I am going to 

fire him." Now the minister, I understand, is now 

retracting that statement and is willing. 

DR. FARRELL: I would fire him right now 

if he did indeed write this. 

MR.SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of 

Industrial Development. 

DR. FARRELL: Excuse me! If he did write 

this under pressure, I said, I am certainly going to fire 

him, you know. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: It is like a Reach For The 

Top team. A supplementary, Sir. They are like a Reach For 

The Top team over there, conferring on their answers, Mr. 

Speaker. As my hon. colleague said, Bob Cole should be over 

there. 

MR. PECKFORD: (Inaudible) more than 

confer. 

AN HON. MEMBER: You reach for the bottom. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Oh no, Sir, if I wanted to 

reach for the bottom I would reach across the House. 

MR. NEARY: We are looking right across 

at the bottom of the barrel now. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: We are looking at it, Sir, 

from here now. 

MR. NEARY: I have been looking at it for 
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MR. NEARY: six years. 

MR. MORGAN: You are going to the bottom 

fast. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Ah yes. Yes. Going to the 

bottom fast. That hon. gentleman\ What about if the hon. 

minister never -

MR. NEARY: Corne over,boy,until I show 

you some transcripts. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: - sees Mr. White again which 

seems to be more and more the likelihood, Sir, from reports 

outside the House and radio stations. The fact that the 

minister has not seen his own executive assistant, which is 

an unbelievable, incredible circumstance in itself, what 

does he intend to do? Is he going to - what is he going to 

do? Does he have any idea now where he is; for example? 

Has any knowledge come to the minister as to where his 

executive assistant is at this moment? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of 

Industrial Development. 

DR. FARRELL: Mr. Speaker, I have been 

asked a series of questions there- if I see the executive 

assistant again. Hopefully I will see him again, Sir, and 

if I do not see him again I will appoint another executive 

assistant. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Bellevue. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, a week ago today 

in this House, the Minister of Tourism informed the House that 

he had made a helicopter trip to Chelsea in the district of 

Trinity - Bay de Verde on a Sunday afternoon, August 14, 

I think. I want to ask the Minister of Tourism, the former 

Minister of Transportation and Cornrnunications,how many people 

did the minister plan to meet there on that day? Was 

there a delegation? And what was the reason for that flight? 

f 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of 

Tdurism. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. SJ?eakex, ven. gladly. 

Th~ request for a meeting came from a Mr. Phipps a I~ I 

recall - I forget his first name - ~e was a former 

engineer who worked with the Department of Highways at 

one time. He requested a meeting,he came into-St. John's 

to meet with me personally and the department staff, there-

were. letters fr~ hi.Jn asking me to travel to the area. 

recall his request very vividly because he requested me, 

and he mentioned two officials he did not want to come 

along because he felt the officials were the obstacle in 

not getting the work done. 

I 

I explained to him that I 

would like to take the officials with me. 

·. I 
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MR. MORGAN: It was on a Sunday afternoon. 

For at least two weeks in a row I could not find time 

during the week because of very heavy commitments, and 

I recall on Sunday afternoon taking a helicopter, flying 

out to the area, meeting with Mr. Phip~s and a number 

of other people from the same area who have had a problem 

with a road which was marked as a local road,but he 

felt it was not a local road and he wanted some upgrading 

and reconstruction carried out. 

MR. CALLAN: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, I am wondering would 

the minister have the common decency to inform the member 

for the district of Trinity - Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe) 

that he was going out there and also invite him along so 

that both men would be filled in on what the problem was? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Tourism. 

MR. MORGAN: I hope, Mr. Speaker, I do have 

common decency in all matters pertaining to government. 

And I would say, last year in my travels as Minister of 

Transportation it would be quite difficult for the members 

of the Opposition to catch up with me. 

MR. CALLAN: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Ub, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, the minister has 

indicated that he had gone out there on a S.unday afternoop. 

at government expense to investigate a local road problem. 

How does the minister, Mr. Speaker, the former Minister 

ofT. and C., rationalize making a special trip to see one 

individual, or two or three individuals about a local road 

problem when on numerous occasions that same minister 

refused to meet delegations who were prepared to come in to 
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MR. CALLAN: this city at their own expense 

and the minister refused to meet these delegations, or the 

minister refused to go out and see delegations out there 

about major road problems. How does the minister rationalize 

that? 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Tourism. 

MR. MORGAN: Well, Mr. Speaker, if the han. 

gentleman is inferring that the persons I met with were 

friends of myself or anybody in the department -

MR. CALLAN: I am not inferring anything, 

I am asking this question. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Phipps, I met with him once 

here in St. John's. I did not know of him before that 

only from correspo~dence. In connectio~ with delegations 

I think the records will show - and records have been kept -

the Department of Transportation last year, in one year 

I met in the office of T. and C. 217 delegations from 

across this Province and I take strong exception to people 

saying I did not meet delegations. 

MR. CALLAN: A supplementary, Hr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, on that helicopter 

that Sunday afternoon, there was a gentleman friend of the 

minister's. I want the minister to tell us, Who was that 

gentleman friend? Was he the special assistant, the 

former P.C. member for that area before the redistribution? 

11R. SPEAKER: The han. the Minister of Tourrsm. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Speaker, one of the h~n. 

gentlemen who accompanied me was my executive assistant. 

MR. CALLAN: Thank you. 

HR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. the member for LaPoile. 

. i 
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MR . NEARY: The hon. the Minister of Justice 

here yesterday misled the House in an answer that he gave 

and the hon. gentleman promised the House to get some 

information in connection with an agreement, a fee schedule 

that was worked out with Scrivener (Newfoundland) Limited 

and then Scrivener (Newfoundland) Limited was absorbed by 

SNC who are now the project managers over at Memorial 

University. The Minister of Justice told the House that 

he thought that the bond had been called. Mr. Speaker, 

the hon. gentleman said 'he thought' and the hon. gentleman 

undertook to check it out for me,to get me the information. 

In my research that I did overnight, Sir, I understand that 

there was no bond, that you do not have bonds - project 

managers are not bonded, and so there w~s no bond to be 

called. And I want to ask the hon. gentleman now if he 

has the information for the House that he promised to get 

yesterday in connection with this whole sordid affair? 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

MR. DOODY: Mr. Speaker, regarding that 

matter, I took it on myself this morning to ask the officials 

in the Department of Public Works to try to research the 

matter for me. I had scribbled hastily what appeared to 

me to be the substance of the question that the Member for 

LaPoile had asked. It is a complicated matter and one 

which I feel would have been better placed on the 

Order Paper because I do not want to give any incorrect 

information to the House. However, I will ·pass along wh4t 

I have been able to get together so far and if this is not 

sufficient we will get some more information for the hon. 

member. 
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MR. DOODY: Scrivener (Canada) Limited 

were the parent company of Scriviner Projects (Newfoundland) 

Limited who had the original contract for the project 

management of the Health Sciences programme. This contract, 

I understand, was awarded sometime in 1971 by an Order in 

Council. There was no contract as such. There was a 

proposal by a gentleman named Harvey South who eventually 

together with two other partners, a Mr. R. H. Scrivener 

and a Mr. R. Beatty,formed a company who subsequently took 

on the management of that huge project. It was not until 

sometime later, I think it was sometime in 1973 9 that a 

contract was eventually entered into. Scrivener (Canada) 

Limited eventually went into receivership and all the 

branch companies 1 which included Scriven~r Projects Limited, 

were accordingly affected. 

The only asset of the company 

here in Newfoundland was their contract with the Government 

of Newfoundland to finish the Health Science complex for a 

fee that was established. 
MR. NEARY: To finish the Health Sciences Complex, right! 

"AN HON. HEMBER: A maximum fee. 

MR. DOODY: That is right. The maximum fee, 

which they called the offset~was written in subsequent to 

the original agreement. There was no maximum in the original 

arrangement with Scrivener in 1971. 

HR. NEARY: Oh, yes there was. 

MR. DOODY: Well, it was written into a 

contract later on by a subsequent group of people who dealt 

with Scrivener. 

So the Scrivener Projects Limited 

assets were made available by the receiver, but one of the 

clauses in the management contract precluded their . I 

transferring that asset to another company without the 

permission of the Government of Newfoundland. 

f 
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MR. NEARY: Why were they not taken . to court? 

VThy ··was Scrivener not taken to court for not fl1lfilling 

their contract? 

HR. DOODY: Because there was no point in 

it, apparently. 

tiR. NEARY: Well, why let them get off the 

hook? 

}!R. DOODY: Anyway, the receiver asked the 

Government of Newfoundland's permission or authority or 

concurrence or agreement to transfer the contract to 

another company called Cominack~ 

Newfoundland was not happy with. 

which the Government of 

Subsequently they came 

in with another idea. They had learned that the company 

called SNC -Surveyor- some long involved name. It is 

not important anyway - had bought many of the assets of 

Scrivener on the Mainland. 

MR. NEARY: Well, they had nothing but the 

contract - the minister just told us they had nothing but 

a contract. 

HR. DOODY: No, I said they had bought many of 

the assets of Scrivener (Canada) Limited on the Mainland. 

Subsequently they were contacted by the engineers of the 

department here to see if they were going to become 

involved or were interested in becoming involved in the 

Health Sciences Complex since they had taken over most of 

the personnel in the holding company, Scrivener (Canada) 

Limited. SNC thereupon came down, looked at the project 

here and offered to take it over. 

MR. NEARY: Why was a:ction not taken 

against Scrivener? 

MR. DOODY: Relative to a fee schedule which 

was inquired about yesterday, I made the same inquiry on 

behalf of the bon. member and ·r was told that the fee 
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MR. DOODY: schedule which S.NC eventually 

settled with was essentially the same as that of the 

Scrivener Projects Limited -

MR. NEARY: Why was Scrivener not taken 

to court for violation of contract? 

. MR. MORGAN: He answered that question • 

authorization was given for the hiring of on~ additional 

staff member. 

MR. NE ARY: No, the bon. minister did not 

answer the question. The hon. gentleman has no axe to grind. 

MR. DOODY: As I said in the beginning, 

Your Honour -

MR. NEARY: Go out and look after Oc~an Breeze. 

iUL MORGAN: Stop interrupting. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. DOODY: If the hon. member for LaPoile 

(Mr. Neary) and the hon. member for Bonavista South 

(Mr. Morgan) would just restrain themselves for a few 

minutes,! will try to give the House the benefit of what 

little 1nf6rJDation I have on this subject. 

As I said in the beginning 

it is a relatively new area for me. I asked our people 

to look at it this .morning. They 
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}JR. DOODY: 

provided me with some of the information. I do not pretend that it 

is all here. I know it is a far more complex and detailed area 

than I am outiining here at this time, I have undertaken to give 

the House the information that I have here and I would be only too 

happy to provide additional information as requested or as required. 

It is a complex area and it is one of which I do not pretend to have 

any personal expertise but in which I have every intention of finding 

out from those people who do. 
i l 

~1R. NEARY: Why were they not taken to court, Scrivener? I 

HR. DOODY: Well we will certainly check on that and ask them • You 

know everyone to his own hobby,appa:i:ently. You know, there are courts and 
courts. 

:•JR. NEARY: Like ask my father if I am a liar. 

}JR. DOODY: He would probably say you were. I do not know. 

SmiE liON • l.IEl1BERS : Hear! Hear! 

HR. DOODY: That is just an assumption and a guess and I really . 

do not know. It is another area in which I do not have any expertise. 

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the d~y. 

l1R. DOODY: The question is over. I am sorry1Your Honour. 

MR. SPEAKER: The motion is that I leave the Chair. 

MR. J, CARTER: Hr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order. 

}.Jt. J. CARTER: Hr. Speaker, before you leave the; Chair there is 

a very important pain~ of orJer t:;.at I ;;ould lil~e you to clear up. 

The ton. gentlemau for LaPoile has been referring to his research -

that is the term he uses for the doconents whici1 he nas on his desk-

and hz has already tabled a fair amount of stuff. But he has also 

referred to recorded telephone calls and all sorts of evidence that 

if he t·Tere to table it it woulJ be eJttremely damaging. Now I say 

this, ar. Speaker, that I do not know and I do not really care what 

he has there at the moment,but I think the principle ought to be 

firmly laid down in this House that a person cannot get up and wave 

all sorts of supposedly incriminating documents and say, "Oh,if I 

.) 
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MR. J. CARTER: table these the bon. gentleman would blush." I 

think that the person,once he mentions that or once he alludes to them 

and certainly once he waves them physically ought to lay them right 

on the table of this House. 

~IR. NEARY: Be careful you might have to table your -

l!R. J. CARTER: :Ir. Speaker, I think that this is a very important 

rule and ought to be clearly laid down once and for all. And in support 

of this -

~m.. NEARY: Come over and I will let you read them -

}IR. J. CARTER: Mr. Speaker, in support of this particular point of 

order I have a citation from Beauchesne, number 159, subsection3. 

~IR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

HR. F. ROHE: Hr. Speaker, on that point of order. While you are 

looking up the esoteric legal reference given to ytu by the learned 

member for St. John 1 s North, Sir, that is not a point of order as 

Your Honour well knows. The rule has been referred to and laid down 

time and time again that you must quote from a document. Sir, the 

remarks of the hon. gentleman from St. John's North would have been 

better directed towards the Premier, his leader,and the House Leader 

on the government side who today consistently,and yesterday,got up, 

Sir, and made references, veiled references, quasi.- intimidating, threats 

and so on; 1we are going to have an investigation and the hen. member 

will not like what comes out of that' and this kind of thing, Mr. Speaker. 

The bon. member's remorks should be directed to his own House Leader 

and the Premier of the Province. As far as the authority is concerned, 

Sir, I believe it is clearly laid down by precedents of this House 

as well as the rules that you must quote from a document in order for 

that document to be tabled. 

:H. J. CARTER: Further to that poL'l.t of order.: You are still not 

finished:' 

}!R. SPEAKER: The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 

HR. F. ROWE: Sir, what I had in my mind now is intimidated right 

out of my mind, Sir. I have to sit down. When I saw that hen. gentleman's 

~ I 
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MR. F. ROWE: physical presence in all its grandiose entirety, Sir, 

I decided I better sit down. 

HR. J. CARTER: Mr. Speaker, further to that point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for St. John's North. 

HR. J. CARTER: As usual the Leader of the Opposition is wallowing 

in error. The point that I was making was that these were physical, 

actual documents that the han. gentleman not only referred to but 

physically raised above his head and waved in the air and threatened 

that they ',o7ere incriminating and contained all kinds of serious 

allegations and if he were to table them it would be all the worst 

for the han. member concerned. 

MR. SPEAKER: I jo not think it is a matter which requires an 

immediate decision - obviously it requires a decision - and ~ will 

give one certainly later today. 

The motion is that I leave the Chair. 

XR. SllfrlONS: Hr. Speaker, I would like to raise a point of order. 

I do not think it is a matter you can deal with right yet,but yesterday 

durin;;,I believe,t.1J.e Question Period,the :·1inister of Justice in 

answer to a question from me quoted from a document, a letter he }~d 

from his departnent. I was not sure he had actually quoted until I 

caecked the transcript and there is no doubt that he did quote from 

the document. As I say,it is probably not a matter Hr. Speaker can 

dispose of right now but I would ask him to hear my point and then 

rule on it at an appropriate time later. 

I submit that having quoted from that document, 

:·lr. Speaker, yesterday in anS\ver to a question from me and in 

accordanc~ with precedents already established in this House that 

the minister ought to have tabled the document yesterday. I was 

somewhat in error L< not having caught it yesterday out I wanted to 

make doubly sure that he had been quotu1g and not just referring 
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MR. SIMMONS: 

in general terms to the document. A check with the transcript will 

indicate that he did indeed quote from the document. He should have 

tabled it at that time and I would submit that Mr. Speaker ought to 

ask him,having checked the Hansard to determine that what I have said 

is the case, he would then ask the Minister of Justice to table the 

document as he is required to according to the rules and precedents· 

of this House. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: To that point of order. If I did indeed quote from 

a document, it would obviously-! presume and assume that the hon. 

member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) is referring to a line of 

questioning with respect to an investigation that is ongoing in my 

department. Then obviously any communication from my department to 

me falls clearly and absolutely within the definition of Crown 

documents. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, if I may. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Burgeo-Bay d 1Espoir. 

MR.. SIMMONS : - again,there is no question about that and the rule 

was established earlier, the precedent, that if the Crown document, not 

that if it is a Crown document, but if that document is not in the 

public interes1.~ that is the operative point,I believ~ ~and the real 

point I want to make in raising this, I do not particularly want to 

see the letter personally because I know the letter he is talking 

about and I have seen the letter. That is not my point. The letter 

that I think the minister was reading from is a letter that I have a 

copy of and therefore I know what is in the particular letter. But 

my point, Mr. Speaker, is that it seems to me that members on the 

government side - and here is my reason for raising this point of 

order - are now beginning to take advantage of this question of 

state documents. We are in the situation where because we are not 

in government and by and large we do not have state documents, we 

nevertheless, Mr. Speaker, have documents which if tabled may not 

be in the public interest,as we demonstrated the other night. 

t ,. 
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MR. SIMMONS: 

People in government,on the other hand .. ~an get up 

and have what is technically a state document and then hide behind 

the guise that it might not be in the public interest or that it is 

a Crown document or a state document. That is the essential point 

I raised, Mr. Speaker, and perhaps at the appropriate time Mr. Speaker 

could rule on it. 

MR. SPEAKER: I have heard these matters and since although quite 

distinct from it, it is obviously related to the former point in 

that they both deal with the citation of documents, entailing of 

documents,! will give both decisions at the same time. 

The motion is that I leave the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

Heading 1005-01. 

The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. COLLINS: Before we adjourned on Tuesday night~ I was in the middle of 

a response to two questions, one asked by the hon. member for Baie 

Verte - ~ite Bay, and one from the han. member for St. George's 

(Mrs. Mcisaac). With regard to the question posed by the member 

for Baie Verte-T•Jhite Bay, which dealt with the pattern of practice, 

a term I like to use, concerning a doctor who is now in place in La-

Scie and the relationship with the Baie Verte hospital, I can only 

tell him publicly, this is a public forum, that my deputy minister 

was into Baie Verte and La::;r.:i.f' late last week. We have received 

some complaints and I would suggest possibly to the han. member that 

he might want to come down and discuss that with the deputy minister 

or with myself for that matter. I would prefer to say very little 

else at this particular time other than to make sure that the hen •. 

member is kept advised as to what might or might not happen there. 

With regard to the ouestion raised by the 

hon. member for St. George's (Mrs. Mcisaac) with respect to a 

doctor et Jeffrey's, we have been having some problems in terms of 

finding a replacement for a doctor at Jeffrey's who resigned, I think, 

-' 
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MR. COLLINS : 

last Fall. That particular practice, Mr. Chairman, comes within 

the ambit and the jurisdictional responsibility of the Hospital 

Board at Stephenville. Of course that does not mean that the 

department does 

~ I 
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MR. H. COLLINS: 

not have an interest too, but it is the responsibility of the Board to 

recruit ~ replacement and we certainly give them all the help we can. 

There is a doctor now in place in Jeffreys but, as the hon. member said, 

there is a possibility that that doctor might be leaving again in June 

in which case, ~f course, we will have to find a replacement. The Board 

at Stephenville are aware of that and so are the people in the department 

and certainly we will give them all the assistance we can in order to . find 

a replacement if, in fact, that doctor does leave,and it looks like the 

doctor might be leaving in June. 

I do not know how many other members, Mr. 

Chairman, might want to make a contribution in the debate so after 

answering those two questions I will resume my seat and make notes as 

other hen. members speak. 

NR. CHAIRUA.J.'I: The hen. member for St. George's. 

MRS. MCISAAC: There is something I would like to ask the 

minister, if he would go a little bit further and give me the information 

on whether or not drugs will be dispensed in the area or if people still 

have to travel that fifty-odd miles with a prescription. 

MR. H. COLLINS: I will certainly look into that. 

On motion 1005-01 through 1005-02-02, carried. 

MR. NEARY: On (03), is there a new doctor's residence 

this year, could the minister tell us? 

~JR. H. COLLINS: I am sorry. 

~JR. NEARY: Is a new doctor's residence going to be built 

this year? 

:!-JR.. CHAIRHAN : Ron. minister. 

}JR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, not to my kn?wledge. Generally 

speaking, for the salaried doctors in medical practice around different 

areas of the Province it is the practice that the housing requirements 

are taken care of by the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation 

generally through a rental process because very often we find that doctors ·~ 

going into those areas are not inclined to stay there for the rest of 
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MR. H. COLLINS: their lives, but I certainly do not know of 

any new residences that are being built but I can make a note of it and 

find out·. 

On motion, 1005-02-03 through 1006-03, 

carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Ron. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: I just slipped out for a moment - we are on 

1006? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 1006-03-1. 

MR. LUSH: Well it is okay. I wanted to speak to the 

ambulance air service, Mr. Chairman. There is no -

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is -

MR. LUSH: Is that okay? Could I have the Chairman's 

approval to speak to that, or does that come under 051 Is that the 

air ambulance under 05? If it is, then I can go o~ to that. 
i 

MR. CHAIRMAN": I think that would be under 05. i 
I 

MR. LUSH: Okay. All right. 
r 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Minister 
r 

of Health to tell us now how the department purchase their drugs. Do they 

call public tenders or do they have a list of companies in their office, 

in the office of the Department of Supply & Services and in the various 

hospitals and they just invite tenders or do they advertise in the 

newspaper, and are tenders called for all kinds of drugs? Could the 
i. 

Minister give us a little information on this Heading? ' ' 

MR. CHAIRMAi.'i: Ron. minister. 

MR. H. COLLL'lS: Mr. Chairman, I do not have that detailed 

information here but my officials are outside and I will certainly get 

it from them. 

MR. NEARY: Well get them in the House, get the officials 

into Committee. 

MR. H. COLLINS: I will decide whether the officials come into 

Committee or if they do not come into Committee,Mr. Chairman, and my 
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HR. B. COLLINS: officials are outside and I will get the 

information for the bon. member. We ~ill keep away no information 

which the- bon. member needs and which we can supply to him. What I was 

about to say is that a number of hospitals around the Province do their 

own purchasing as they are permitted to do under the Hospitals Act and 

the various acts under which they operate. There is a central supply 

division within the department which is located at Pleasantville, and 

I will certainly get that information for the bon . member in a few 

minutes . 

NR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman -

MR. CHAIRM&~: Ron. member for LaPoile. 

$.. NEARY: - I am not satisfied with the hon. gentleman's 

answers. The bon. gentleman is obviously proving once again that he i s 

incompetent. If the bon. gentleman does not have the information 
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MR. NEARY: 

to provide the Committee then the hon. gentleman can call his officials 

in on the-floor of the House and get the information. The hon. 

gentleman is asking us to pass this subhead without answering the 

questions that I put to the hon. gentleman. How many hospitals 

are ordering their own drugs? Give us a list of the hospitals. 

Are public tenders invited? What procedures are used? Can 

the minister get some information for the Committee or bring the 

officials in on the floor of the House. The hon. ~entleman took 

off, Sir, like a scaled cat. 

~IR. CHAIRMAN: 1003-03-Ql 

MR. NEARY: No ,it is not going to pass, Mr. Chairman, I want 

to get some information from the hon. gentleman, Sir, and I will 

stay on my feet until I get it. I want to know, Sir, I want to 

know What procedures are used in the purchase of dru~s for the 

various hospitals, medical clinics scattered throughout this 

Province and I ask the hon. gentleman, and I am still waiting 

for an answer, Sir, and I do not think - I will tell you what I 

will do, Mr. Chairman, I will move that the subhead be deferred 

until such time as the hon. gentleman can bring his officials in on 

the floor of the House and give the Committee the information that 

I am asking for. I move that we defer that particular item. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please~ 

MR. HI GIOIA.~: Mr. Chairman, the hon. gentleman has poillted 

out, which is quite the practice in this House, that any hon. minister, 

if he needs a bit of information or technical advice from his officials, 

'lill eo out and get it. But that is certainly not grounds for deferring 

tne item. 

~!R. CHAIRMAN : Order, please! For the information of hon. members 

the only motions that can be entertained are motions to amend, to ?ass 

or reduce. There cannot be entertained a motion to defer once discussion 

on a subhead has been entered upon, and we have clearly entered upon discussion 

of 1006-03-01. 

The hon. member for LaPoile. 
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MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, does the hon. minister have the 

question? In connection ~ith drugs, Sir, sold by the 

government-

!·IR. E.. COLLINS: To save tDne and to relieve the House of this 

misery, let him take his seat and I will answer the question. 

MR. NEARY: Well,I have been the last five minutes trying 

to get it, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. H. COLLL'IS: The hospitals across the Province, Mr. Chairman, 

which are operated by hospital boards are represented as a group 

by the Ne~;foundland Hospital Association. 

Those people have a listing of all the people across Canada 

who supply drugs and their purchasing is done on a bulk basis after 

inviting proposals from the people who supply drugs. In terms of 

hospitals which are operated by the provinc1al government, the 

Department of Public Works and Services, through their purchasing 

agent, purchasing agency, also have a listing of all those people 

and proposals are asked for and the'best possible prices are obtained. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

. MR. 'NEARY: Mr. Chairman, in connection with drugs, Sir, 

that are sold by the government to out-patients in hospitals and 
I 

drugs supplied to cottage hospitals through the Central Pharmacy t 
and drugs sold generally by the government, through the Central 

Pharmacy or otherwise, on what basis, Mr. Chairman, does the government 

set its selling prices? And what is the general differential between 

the selling prices set by the government for selling these drugs 

in medical clinics and out-patients and so forth, what is the general 

differential between the selling prices set by the government and retail 

prices in drug stores in Newfoundland? 

~. CHAIRHAN: The hon. Minister of Health. 

cf 1] 7 
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MR. H. COLLINS: I am reasonably sur-e, Mr. Chairman, that the 

!llllrk-up which Central Supply has is in the order of twenty per 

cent. I will get that confirmed in a moment, 

ttrentr per cent whi.ch is confi:r:med by the Deputy Millister. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for LaPoil.e. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, in connection with this 

subhead, Sir, would the minister indicate to the House if the 

govemment will consider a proposal put forward by the senior 

citize~ clubs, by the Newf.oundland Association for the Aging, 

and for all the clubs that have membership of seniOr citizens 

in this Province, and the siXty club and over, would the minister 

indicate if the government intends to accede to the wishes, the 

requests of the sellior c;:itiZens in thi.s Province who are now·, a good 

many of them, sUffering because they cannot afford prescription drugs 

and medication that they needl Does the government intend to introduce 

a programme to help these people get their badly needed drugs, especiall.y 

those, Mr. Chairman, who have to pay ciut huge sums of money every 

month for prescription drugs and far medication? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Mi.nist.er of Health. 

. 
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HR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I responded 

to that question maybe in the name of another han. member on 

Tuesday evening. The hen. member for LaPoile (Hr. Neary) knows 

a delegation from the senior citizens met with my colleague,the 

¥~nister of Social Services,I believe it was last week and 

presented government with a brief dealing with,as they see it, the 

need for government to at least subsidize the cost of drugs to 

the senior citizens of the Province. We have a lot of sympathy 

for the predictment which those people find themselves in and 

that their inco~es are just about stationary,fixed. And of 

course we all know the cost of drugs is increasing and we also 

know that a lot of senior citizens by virtue of the their age 

and possibly some ailments are required to take a considerable 

number of drugs from time to time. 

I would indicate to the 

eommittee, ~r. Chairman, that across Canada various provinces 

have different arrangements i~terms of the manner in which 

subsidies are provided. Nowhere across Canada is that done 

by a Department of Health. It is a social services matter 

and my colleague has received a brief and I am sure that he 

will be making the necessary recommendations to government. 

MR.. NEARY: The answer then is no. 

MR. H. COLLINS: I did not say that. 

On motion, 10~-03-01, carried 

On motion, 106-03-02, carried 

~1R. CH.i\IPJ1AN: Shall 106-03-03 carry? 

The hen. member.for Baie Verte-

White Bay. 

!1R. RIDEOUT: Mr. Chairman, I wonder would 

the minister care to take a minute or two and explain to us what 

this rural physiotherapy program is. What does it encompass? l'hat 

parts of the Province is it operating? What is it all about? 

.. 
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UR. RIDEOUT: That is 1006-03-03. 

MR. H-. COLLINS: Rural physiotherapy. There is 

a small amount there, Mr. Chairman, which is $5,300 and it is provided 

for the part-time employment of physiotherapist and for the purchasing 

of equipment and supplies. The physiotherapist are paid on an hourly 

basis. There are presently two employed under this program. They are 

located at l•oody Point and Trepassey. 

MR. CHAII~HAN: The han. member for LaPoile. 

MR. S • NEA.ttY: Hr. Chairman, in connection ~1ith 

~hys1otherapists, ¥r. Chairman, my understanding is that the 

minister's department or some of the hospitals that came directly 

under the ~unister of Health that are not under a board have had 

to go on recruiting trips. Has the hon. minister disappeared? 

The hon. gentleman has evaporated into thin air! 

MK. lUCKMAN : He was listening to you. 

MP-. S • NEARY: No,I am not talking to an empty 

seat, :t-:r. Chairman. That is t!te height of ignorance,contempt for this 

ilouse,arrogance on the part of the minister, Sir, and I am not going 

to talk to a vacant seat. If the han. gentleman cannot answer the 

questions,if tP.e hon. gentleman is so incompetent that he cannot answer 

the questions,then I suggest that the han. gentleman bring his officials 

in on the floor of the House. 

AN HON • }1EMBER: Send the Premier in. 

l1R. S. NEARY: Or send the Premier in to answer 

the questions. The Premier is supposed to know what goes on in all 

departments of government. 

MR. J. CARTER: Sit down and give someone else 

a chance. 

MR • S • NEARY : Does the han. gentleman want the 

floor? 

MR. J. CARTER: No. 

MR.··s. NEARY: I want the minister, Sir. 
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MR. J. CARTER: There are other han. members wanting the floor. 

MR. S.. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, do we have to do 

like they do at hockey games. We want the minister! We want the 

minister! We want the minister! We want the minister! 

HR. DOODY: Wherever you feel more comfortable. 

SOME RON • MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

AN RON • MEMBER: (Inaudible) zoo. 

HR. NEARY: Well, if I were at a zoo looking 

at the hon. gentleman I would feel very comfortable, to see these 

little animals that swing from their tails. 

MR. J. CARTER: You are supposed to address your 

remarks to the Chair. 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, what I want to know 

about this matter, Sir. 

A."l" RON. MEMBER: You are wasting time. 

MR. S. NEARY; ~~. Chairman, is it doing Your 

Honor a discourtesy7• is it being discourteous to the HousE!j is it 

contempt for the House, Sir, to have the han. gentleman,while we 

are putting his Estimates through the House the han. gentleman 

does not have the interest to sit down, Sir? 

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. S.NE.ARY: C'..one outside in the corridors for 

a draw or out in the backroom somewhere for whatever else goes on over 

there. 

M1l •• T. C:ARTFR • 
l.Jhat is it you are suggesting? 

MR. S. NEARY: I am not suggesting anything, Sir, 

but I am going to ask the Minister of Health before .we are finish wi~h 

his Estimates to bring in the breathalyzer into this han. House. 

SOME RON • MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

I do have to call it to han. members' 

attention that in Committee remarks do have to be directed fairly directly 

-: ! 
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~. CRAI~l"'-'1: and clearly to the subhead 

under discussions or it does place the Chair in a position 

of having to interrupt and make a ruling if the Chair feels 

that this is not being done. Now I know this does present 

difficulties at times out 1 just do bring it to llon. members' 

attention. 

HR. S. NEARY: Well, }!r. Chairman, it 

would be a very interesting process to bring a breat~alyzer 

ow - 4 

into this House especially when the Rouse meets at eight o'clock 

in the evenings and I would like 

I 
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MR. NEARY: 

to see the breathalizer brought in on the floor of the House 

and also on the tenth floor of Confederation Building,and maybe 

one or two physiotherapists too, Sir. I know this is rural 

physiotherapy we are talking about here, Mr. Chairman, and I would 

like to know if there is a shortage of physiotherapists in this 

Province. I would like to ·know how many times the recruiting team 

have gone over to Ireland and England and Scotland in the last year or _I 
so to recruit physiotherapists. And I would like to also know from ~ I 

' 
the minister why we do not have trained physiotherapists in this Province, 

why we cannot put Newfoundlanders in these jobs, why it was necessary 

recently,for instance,for an Irishman from the Waterford Hospital to go 

back to his native Ireland, to recruit some of his buddies who were 

physiotherapists to bring them over to Newfoundland. Why is this 

necessary, Sjr, when we have record unemployment in this Province? Why 

cannot we send our own people off,men and women, Newfoundlanders to 

be trained as physiotherapists as well as send people off to be 

trained as health inspectors? Why? Perhaps the bon, member for 

Exploits (Dr. Twomey) can set a poor old ignoramus like myself straight. 

Why is it necessary to go to the hon. gentleman's native soil to 

recruit - although I consider the hon. gentleman as a Newfoundlander, 

by the way. That is not meant as an insult to the bon. gentleman, 

Why is it necessary when we need physiotherapists to either go in 

the rural parts of Newfoundland or to work in our hospitals here in 

St. John's and if we need health inspectors or if we need technicians 

of any kind, why is it necessary to always have to go overseas or to 

send a recruiting team across Canada? We have record unemployment in 

this Province. We are spending one-third of our budget on education. 

We have this fantastic university, we . have the College of Trades and 

Technology 1 we have eighteen vocational schools and every time we need 

a physiotherapist or an X ray technician- no ,maybe not so much an X ray 

technician no~- health inspectors, we have to send off a recruiting team 

at public expense to recruit foreigners, to recruit CFAs. Now, Mr. 

i· 
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MR. NEARY: 

Chairman, why is this necessary? Why does the minister not plan 

far eno~gh ahead? Why do not the officials of the minister's 

department have sufficient foresight to be able to tell what the 

need will be for physiotherapists and health inspectors? Why is it 

necessary to send these recruiting teams off at great expense to 

the t~payers,living in posh hotels and eating at the finest bistros 

in Europe, Maxim's and so on? Why is this necessary? 

If we have to, if we cannot train them here 

in Newfoundland, why do we not send them out of Newfoundland to be 

trained in the various training centers and under the programmes 

in other provinces and in other countries rather than import .Come 

From Aways to fill these jobs when we have record unemployment 

in this Province. Now that the minister, Sir, has returned to his 

seat, perhaps the ~on. gentleman could give the Committee that 

information. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The bon. member for Exploits. 

DR. TWOMEY: The hon. member f~r LaPoile (Mr. Neary) was kind 

enough to ask me a few questions and to wonder if I could shed some 

light on these questions. I know quite well that there are not 

full provision ·for training of physiotherapists in Newfoundland. 

Tne main centers are Toronto, Montreal, Halif~ and Western and 

out to B.C. I know very well that there are many who have asked 

me if I could intercede in their behalf to get them a place in 

university and as with all universities the admission requirements 

are extremely strict and they are again province orientated. It 

is much easier to get into a university in your own province than 

to move from one province to the other. And I think p~rticularly 

in Quebec and in the Province of Ontario these governments are very 

definitely giving strict priority to students who apply from these 

provinces. That is number one. 

Number two, why cannot we not get them out into 

the rural areas? I wish that I had that panacea for that because 

they are a requirement, a requirement not alone to help the patients 
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DR. TI"OMEY: 

but also to help us who want to advance our lqlowledge in physiotherapy, 

to help the nurses in the hosp:itals to advance their knowledge . And 

even the few occ.asions that r.1e have had the opportunity of having a 

physiotherapist, the doctors , the nurses and the patients have 

learned much . 

Again there is the problem of isolation, 

-· ... 
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DR. TWOMEY: working alone. They prefer 

to work in a group where they can exchange information 

just the ·same as they do in larger clinics or in hospitals. 

These are some of the problems that we face. It is 

extremely difficult no matter where they come from to keep 

them in the more isolated areas of Newfoundland. I believe 

all the ports, both in the larger centres- St. John's, 

Gander, Grand Falls and Corner Brook-have not that much 

of a problem in getting physiotherapists. 

HR. HICKMAN: Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. the House Leader. 

MR. RICKMAN: Mr. Chairman, if I may. I did 

serve on one occasion for one year as Minister of Health 

and the difficulty in getting physiotherapists for this 

Province is indeed a very acute one. It is, as I recall it, 

a very difficult course, one that requires a high degree of 

scholarship. I do not think there has been any change in 

the entrance requirements in Canadian universities for 

physiotherapists. I know one lady who had completed her 

first year at Memorial University three or four years ago .; 

and she and three others from Memorial made application to 
i 

one university,and all three were either straight A students 
. 

or close to it~and only one was accepted to,I think it was 

Queens, and it is then a four year course after. Now it 

is my understanding,and the hon. the Minister of Health 

can correct me on this, that if a Newfoundlander is accepted 

in any Canadian university in the discipline of physiotherapy 

that such person can then,if he or she decides that they 

need the money, make application to the Department of Health 

and a contractual relationship is entered into under which 

the Government of Newfoundland pays a certain amount of 

money per year to the physiotherapist and that when he or 

she graduates from university they must return to the 
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MR. HICKMAN: Province and work in a post 

assigned by the Department of Health,or at least work 

within that discipline within the Province,for whatever 

number of years are specified in the agreement. If they 

do not serve the number of years that are specified, then 

there are certain penalty clauses and rights of recovery 

from the person to whom the money was loaned. It is, 

Mr. Chairman, I believe, the same good policy that was 

followed by the Government of Newfoundland prior to the 

opening of the Health Sciences centre and the establishment 

of a school of nursing at Memorial. 

MRS. MciSAAC: (Inaudible) 

MR. HICKMAN: Pardon? 

MRS. MciSAAC: That plan (Inaudible) 

MR. HICKMAN: Well, if the policy has been done 

away with - I know it was not done away with up to two years 

ago, because the young l~dy that I am familiar with told me 

that she was under this kind of contractual relationship 

and when she graduates, which I believe is this year, will 

be returning to somewhere in Newfoundland. I would assume 

that the only way it would be discontinued is if our own 

School of Medicine finds that they have the money to hire 

the additional staff, and it would require, I suspect, a 

fair number of additional, highly trained, expensive, 

competent staff to introduce that course at the School of 

Medicine. But certainly, no matter how you cut the cake, 

physiotheraphy is one of the very difficul~ disciplines 

to which one can gain admission. 

Secondly, it is a long, long course. It cannot be compared 

with sending someone away for a year's training as a health 

inspector. It is a highly professional,five year course. 

·-! 
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MR. RICKMAN: I think there are an increasing 

number of Newfoundlanders going into that vocation now and 

going to university, - at least I seem to meet more of them 

all the time. And I cannot concur with the comment by 

the hon. the me.mber for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) about recruiting 

people abroad. May I remind this Committee that when this -

MR. fi.TGRT· Why are you up? 

MR. HICKMAN: Well, a few minutes ago bon. 

gentlemen were complaining because there was not enough 

di!'cussion. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. FLIGHT: We want to talk to the minister. Is he allowed 

to speak? 

HR. HICKMAN: There was a gr~at cry went out 

a few minutes ago, Mr. Chairman, that they wanted participation 

in this subject of rural physiotherapy. 

AN RON. MEMBER.: Right. 

HR. HICKMAN: And I happen to represent a rural 

district and I happen to know something about the work that 

is being done by physiotherapists in this Province. And I 

am complying with the request that came from across the 

floor in my own modest, short, concise way. And I am being 

harassed by 

., 
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I 
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MR. HICKMAN: the hon. the member for Windsor - Buchans 

(Mr. Flight), and I do not like being harrassed and if he would 

only remain quiet for one second I could very precisely and 

concisely finish my few modest comments, And that is, Mr. Chairman, 

I want to remind this House, because we should never forget it, 

that we have a very strong debt ~f gratitude to the physiotherapists 

who came from the other side in the 1950s when this Province 

was stricken with polio. They were the ones who responded to tne 

call, did tremendous work under the leadership of Dr. Shapter and 

I for one would not concur in any comments or suggestions that it 

would be wrong to recruit any of these great people. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, before that item_passes,and I thank 

my colleagues for their contribution, under our bursary programme 

there are four Newfoundland students now undertaking training at 

different universities outside Newfoundland in physiotherapy. We 

are hopeful that more and more people will become involved in that 

particular field, especially today in Newfoundland when we are 

trying to enlarge and increase the"various specialities and services 

and so on. 

We have an agreement with all of the hospitals. 

If any hospital in the Province is desirous of engaging, employing 

a physiotherapist and they can select a person who is qualified 

to take the training, we will give them a guarantee of a salary 

when that person is trained and we also provide, as I said, 

a bursary to the student in order to be able to undertake the training. 

I might also add, Mr. Chairman, that negotiations are now underway 

with the Memorial University Medical School in terms of putting in 

place a physiotherapy training programme in our own medical school 

and university and please goodness that will take place pretty soon. 

The hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) also 

alluded to what he says is a fact that numerous trips are made outside 

the Provice to recruit different types of medical people. There has 

been no one in my department since I have been there who has made anv 
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MR. H. COLLINS: trips overseas to recruit anyone. I do recall 

that not too long ago a doctor from the Waterford made a trip 

to Ireland- in search of one or two psychiatrists and while 

he was over there he also made it known that there was a 

need for physiotherapists in the Province :md were he able to 

find one he might have tried to encourage him or her to come 

to Newfoundland. But that is what he is alluding to, nothing unnatural 

about it, nothiqg different from what was always done in this 

Province. And as my colleague from Exploits (Dr. IWomey) 

has mentioned, we have been fortunate in Newfoundland in being 

able to attract some good doctors, good nurses and others from 
I 

overseas and particularly from Ireland. And we should all 

be thankful for them and not criticizing them as the hon. member 

has done. 

On motion 1006-03-03, carried, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Baie Verte - lfuite Bay; 

1006-03-04 

MR. RIDEOUT : Mr. Chairman, I want first of all for the 

minister to tell me how we are spending this $80,000 -National 

Health Grants, where they are going and for what purposes 

they are going? I may have a few words to say after I find that 

out. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, the $80,000 which we received 

from the federal government as a National Health grant is provided 

for assistance to persons training in the various public health 

disciplines and the public health employees to further their 

educational qualifications. Health inspectors, dental hygienists, 

speech therapists, are trained from these funds, also post graduate 

training is provided for nurses in public health, for university 

graduates in the health services administration. 

NR. CHAIRNAN: The hon. member for Baie Verte - White Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT : Mr. Chairman, if I understand the minister correctly, 

this is a grant directly from the federal government to the provincial government, 

Cf 2So 
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MR.. RIDEOUT: for the purpose which is outlined. So it is 

not provincial dollars for any specific purpose then. 

MR. H. COLLINS! A federal grant. 

}JI.. RIDEOUT : Okay. 

l006-Q3-0S 

MR.. CHAI1U1AN : 

I1R. LUSH: 

On motion l006-Q3-04, carried. 

The han. member for Terra Nova. 

Thank you. I want to direct a question or 

so to the minister respecting the air ambulance services, Specifically 

I would like to know the air ambulance service, to whom are they 

available to and on what kind of a basis or what kind of a regular 

basis? And I refer specifically to cases where patients have to 

be transferred from one hospital, let us say from a regional hospital 

or a cottage hospital whatever, a hospital not equipped to deal with 

the_ particular illness that a person may have and the person may 

have to be transferred to a hospital here in St. John's where they 

can deal with that kind of illness,- where they have the necessary 

equipment to take care of the patient concerned. 

My understanding is that the air ambulance 

service right now available with respect to transferring patients 

is conducted,let us say at the very least,on a very ad hoc basis, 

a very erratic basis that is not available to all. It is only 

available when the government air craft is available and I wonder 

if the minister can verify that. But that is my understanding,that 

it is not available to everybody and this seems to be very 

discriminatory, not discriminatory in the sense that some individuals 

are taken and some are not, not discriminatory in that sense, but 

discriminatory 
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;-IR. LUSH: with respect to its availability. A person having to be 

transferred from one hospital to another because there is nat sufficient 

equipment in that particular place to handle,that seems very unfair 

that a person -would have to be transferred,number one,but that is a 

fact of life because all of the hospitals in the Province cannot be 

equipped as well as those in St. John's. But is seems unfair to 

the extent that at one point a person in this community can get 

transferred for nothing and then the next day another person has to 

be transferred and has to pay the total cost because the government 

air ambulance service, the government aircraft,is not available. I 

have know of cases, ~. Chairman, where a particular person being 

transferred nat only having to pay the air fare from Gander to 

S't, John's or wherever but the patient concerned has been required 

to pay for the wages of an attendent to go along. It might have 

been a nurse and they have had to pay the nurse's salary for that 

day. They had to pay for any equipment that was necessary .• Like for 

example,! can recall one case where a person had to be brought in in 

a wheel chair because they could not walk properly and that person 

had to pay for that wheel chair, l~d to pay for a taxi from the 

airport in St. John's to the hospital and the taxi back again. So 

they bad to pay for the nurse who accompanied them, having to pay for f 
I' 

all of these additional expenses in addition to the air fare itself 

the wheel chair and then a taxi to and from the airport concerned. I 

That seems to be grossly unfair when today they say tl~t one person 
I 

' I 
I 

i 
i 

can get it and then tomorrow the person living next door or in some 

other part of the community cannot get that same kind of a service I 
and we are punishing people really for being sick if you will and not 

being able to get the services near their homes and having to be 

transferred. -· 
Now I would expect tiJ.at the minister's ans••er would 

be that since we cannot provide it an a-or make it available to everybody 

then we are doing the best under the circumstances. But, Mr. Chairman, 
, .~ 

that certainly is discriminatory and unfair and unjust to the people 
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l1R. LUSH: who cannot get these services. It seems to be a matter 

of luck, the luck of the draw:if you happen to be sick the day that 

the aircraft is there then you can 3et it. Now that is oy understanding 

of it and the- minister can clarify that situation. It has been 

su~gested that if that is the case, if the government aircraft cannot 

be available why cannot the government make some arrangements with the 

other air services, for example EPA,and have the cost paid. But 

it does seem unfair where in one instance a person has the whole 

shot paid for whereas another person is burdened with the total bill 

of the air transportation,of the air fare 1plus the cost of the nurse 

or the escort that might go along with the sick patient,plus any 

equipment that is necessary. Again if an ambulance has to be ordered 

for the person from the aircraft 1they have to pay for that. 

So maybe the minister can elaborate on that point 

maybe as to the substance of what I am saying, the accuracy of it and 

so on. 

:.IR. CHAIHHA..'l: 

l1R.. H. COLLINS: 

The han. Hinister of Health. 

Mr. Chairman; one of ti1e first things should be 

uncierstood here is that the air ambulance to which the han. member 

refers ami to which we refer in our estimates is an emergency air 

ambulance. Now the han. member or any hon. member might question, 

Well, what does one mean by emergency? Generally we will find that 

people who use the emerbency air ambulance service are people transferred 

from one hospital to another 1or certainly from one medical practice to 

~•other,and what is not an emergency is determiued by the doctor at 

the hospital where the patient is residing and the hospital to which 

the patient is being transferred. In consultation between the two 

doctors it is detercined if in fact this case is ~n emergency for the 

purposes of an emergency acbulance service. 
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MR. H. COLLINS: 

I hope I have made myself clear on that. There are a number of 

people in Newfoundland who are transferred sometimes from the James 

Paton Ho~pital in Gander to the General or the Jar.eway,from the Central 

Newfoundland Hospital in Grand Falls to the General,or from a point 

in Labrador to the General or the Janeway,or from the Janeway to 

the Sick Children's Hospital in Toronto. And unless it is of an 

emergency nature, of course, the people are responsible for their 

own transportation costs and also responsible for the cost of an 

escort if in fact an escort is needed. And very often the people 

themselves decide if an nurse as an escort is needed to go along. 

But the emergency air ambulance service to which 

we are devoting our attention now, whether it is an emergency is determined 

by the doctors in consultation. And having determined that it is an 

emergency for those purposes then the King Air which is owned by the 

government will be dispatched and that is the prim~ry use for that 

aircraft. I can state a number of times when the aircraft has been 

destined to take ministers or others to different places and they 

have been pre-empted by a call from my department on the basis of a 

request from a hospital across the Province that the plane is needed 

for the emergency evacuation from whatever hospital to St. John's or 

wherever. 

I might also add, Mr. Chairman, that I had an 

experience about three weeks ago,to try and tell the Committee 

to what extent we are providing a good service in Newfoundland 

and to the great extent that we are providing it free of charge. 

I had the occasion of a person, one of my own constituents who called 

me one night and indicated that they had a child at the Janeway and 

it looked like they were going to have to take the child to the 

Children's Hospital in Toronto. He asked me what assistance we could 

provide. And I outlined to him that I would check it out and see. 

I did check it out and the child did not qualify for the air ambulance. 

It was not of an emergency nature, at least not sufficiently to qualify 

for that. So they bought three seats from an airline and took the 
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MR. H. COLLINS: 

child to the Children's Hospital in Toronto,and they understood that. 

But the point I want to make is the child was 

in that hospital, I think, for twelve or thirteen days. And that 

family received a bill of $5,140 from the hospital in Toronto. Had 

they been living in Toronto, Mr. Chairman, they would have been 

required to pay the $5,140,or at least they would have been required 

to pay this enormous health premium which is in place in Toronto . 

We picked up that bill minus three dollars because we do have a 

charge,as everybody knows now,in our hospitals at ward level for 

three dollars. So we picked up that bill under our hospital services. 

So while it can be said and some members will say that we should have 

a free ambulance service, you know, to move people around wherever they 

want to go, my_ goodness, you know, I have some figures here which 

might be interesting. 

For instance, Mr. Chairman, itt 1949-1950 

the total cost of health care in Newfoundland was $4,429,000. Now 

jump on a few years now to 1972. In 1972 the total cost of health 

care in Newfoundland rose to $78,000,711. I am going in the 

wrong direction. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Are you? 

MR. H. COLLINS: No,I am not. That is right. 1971-1972, $71,271,000, 

In 1974-1975 that figure almost doubled. It rose to $115,830,000. 

Now this year, Mr. Chairman, 1977-1978 we are budgeting for $227 million 

in the Department of Health which is, as I alluded to in my opening 

remarks,the second largest spender. Now,you know,there are some 

things which any government can do and there are some things we cannot 

do because we do not have the funds to do it. But 

I 
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MR. H. COLLINS: I want to reassure the hon. member and the 

Committee that in terms of free services, free health services, there 

is no province in Canada with a better service than we are providing 

in this Province. And our air ambulance service, in addition to the 

"KING AIR", we have a number of helicopters stationed around this 

Province which are used for other purposes, forestry, agriculture, 

wildlife,and so on and so forth, but the first call on the helicopters 

stationed at Pasadena, at St. Alban's, two at Gander, one here in the 

City, and one in Labrador, the first call is emergency air ambulance 

services. So I believe, Mr. Chairman, with the services we are 

providing that there is no need for us to be ashamed of them and I am 

sure that the people in the Province appreciate them, too. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: Another question, Mr. Chairman - I do not know if 

probably I am misunderstanding something here but the minister mentioned 

that you could not have a policy of moving people around for free to 

wherever they wanted, and that was not my question really, my question 

was in the matter of people having to be transferred because the particular 

hospital would not have the facilities to be able to cater to the illness 

of the particular person concerned. So that it is my concern as well. 

It is relating to people who have to be transferred because the hospital 

does ·not have the facilities to look after this particular patient so they 

have to transfer him to St . John's or wherever. Now, apparently, according 

to the minister, whether the oerson gets free air travel, or not, is 

contingent upon whether this is an emergency situation. All right, the 

question to the minister then is this; with respect to emergencies, with 

respect to patients that have to be transferred on an emergency basis, do 

all the patients in this Province now meeting that requiTement get the 

free ambulance service? All of the emergency situations in the Province, 

do they get this free ambulance service? 

MRS. MCISAAC: Mr. Chairman • 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Ron. member for St. George's. 

MRS. MCISAAC: I would like to go a little bit further on 

that one-and I wonder what the situation is with, not the air ambulance, 

but what would be the situation with ground ambulance• Now I was in 

hospital a couple of weeks ago,and while I was there, there was a young 

girl brought in and, of course, this was air ambulance now. She was 

transferred from Burgee with a ruptured appendix and she had to be 

brought in by helicopter. From what I could understand, her father had 

to pay the expense,and then when they got to the hospit~,of course,there 

was this Three Dollars a day bit, and then he had to have the extra 

Forty-five Dollars to whack down in order to get her in the hospital. 

On another occasion there was a lady from 

along the coast somewhere, she was a diabetic, and she was brought in 

in a very bad condition, and it cost her Fifty-odd Dollars to get an 

ambulance to bring her into hospital on o Sunday; then, when she got to 

the emergency entrance, again she had to have Forty-five Dollars to whack 

down before they would even look at her, which seems to me a little bit 

unfair, if it is an emergency, it" is an emergency, A ruptured appendix 

and a diabetic who is in very bad shape seems to me to be two very, very 

serious conditions. I am wondering about the fact that - this lady now, 

for instance, if she did not have Fifty Dollars to pay the ambulance 

and did not have the Forty-five Dollars to pay for her admission in advance, 

what could have happened to her1 And then she sat there and had to wait 

until they came up with the Forty-five Do1lars to pay her admission fee 

Now this Three Dollars a day bit, and I may be speaking - probably there 

is another Heading that I can bring this up under, maybe I have missed it, 

but I am quite concerned about that Three Dollars a day fee because if 

you are there for fifteen days it runs into Forty-five Dollars. There 

are people who are admitted on several occasions during one year, and 

maybe other members of their families also, and it is quite costly. 

I am wondering - I asked the minister shortly before the Easter recess 

what the situation was and if this Forty-five Dollars would be a maximum 

per year or if it would be a maximum per admission. If it is a maximum 

per admission I can 

·. 
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MRS • MCISAAC: see where the poor person 

or the person in the low income bracket is just in some 

cases going to have to neglect themselves or some o~ their 

family because of the fact that they do not have the 

forty-fiye dollars to pay. 

And while forty-five dollars 

may not seem like an awful lot qf money to some of us who 

are making fairly good wages, it is certainly an awful lot. 

of money to the person who is in a low income bracket, 

probably making $5,000 or $6,000 a year. 

And certainly, to have to 

pay in advance when you get to a hospital, to my way of 

thinking, is ridiculous. You are not going to a movie, 

you are not going to the hospital because you want to go, 

you are going because you have to go. And this bit about 

having to have your money before you are admitted seems_ to 

me a backward step. In anybody's imagination it has to be 

a backward step, because there are people in low income 

brackets. And certainly in my district where we have very, 

very low employment and people are living on - well, 

the people on social assistance are probably in a 

wonderful position because they do not have the money, they 

do not have to have the money to get in. If you are on 

social assistance you are admitted automatically regardless 

of how serious your illness may be. It may not be anywhere 

as serious as a diabetic or a ruptured appendix7 but yet, 

if you are in a low income bracket you just have to have 

that money to get in hospital, and this does not seem fair. 

Anywhere else but in hospital 

I can see paying in advance, and I am wondering if there is 

not something that the minister can do, or the administration 

can do to wipe out this fee in advance. I mean, if you do 

not have the money, regardless of how sick you are, you are 

just going to have to die and prove that you do not have 

the money. This is one thing that I would like to see wiped 
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MR. MCISAAC: out completely. 

Sure, bill them. If they 

have to pay the three dollars they have to pay it. I do 

not agree with it, but I certainly do not agree with 

having to pay it in advance because I know that a lot of 

people across the Province and a lot of people in my 

district right now are suffering because they cannot 

afford to whack out forty-five dollars, they do not have ~ 

that much left over in the run of a month. I would like 

for the minister to comment on this. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I hope that 

members understand what I said about the emergency nature 

of the air ambulance service. The term emergency is 

determined by the doctors in consultation, which is the 

best way for it to be done, of course, there is no 

interference from anybody at all. If the doctors decide 

that any patient requires transportation, if it is of an 

emergency nature, then there is no problem about the 

government air ambulance service becoming involved. 

The hon. member also 

made some reference to our road ambulance service. This 

programme, Mr. Chairman - I will read some statistics 

here- this programme this year is in the amount of $900,000 

which is pretty close, of course, to $1 million, whereby 

we provide assistance to municipal councils and community 

groups in the purchase and operation of ambulances to 

provide accident victims and seriously ill patients with an 

efficient rrethod of transportation to and from hos[!ital •. and 

from hospital to hospital. 

The existing ambulance 

programme was introduced in September 1974, and the 

programme provides for payment by the government of fifty 

cents for each mile travelled on authorized calls to 

community groups, municipal councils and private operators. 

r~ 
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MR. H. COLLINS: And Nurroer two, a payment 

by _government of $100 per month for each ambulance service 

operated by private operators; and a payment of 75 per 

cent of the . replacement costs of ambulances to municipal 

councils and community groups. 

Patients are required to 

pay the ambulance operator a fee of ten dollars where the 

travel distance dOes not exceed fifty miles . So it ca.n 

be seen, Mr . Cbainnan, that that i s a highly subsidized 

service. A fee of twenty dollars is required where the 

travel distance exceeds fifty miles. 

The summary of the 1978-

1978 budget i s that the annual ambulance grant of $1200 

is made to forty private operators for an 
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~IR. COLLINS: .:m estimated cost, or not an estilllated cost, a cost of 

$48,000. The estimated annual mileage for sixty-one ambulances works 

out to 4~5,000. The replacement of approximately twelve acbulances 

which we have' to replace $108,000. Provision of approximately three 

new ambulances $36,000. First aid training $6,000 and so on and so 

forth. We have ambulances today, ar. Chairman, and we are providing 

subsidies to acbulances in Pasadena, in Gamba, in Renews, Cappahayden two, 

in Burin two, in Marystown three, in Old Perlican two, Trepassey one, 

Brookfield one, Botwood two, Norris Point two, Port aux Basques three, 

St •• Uban 1 s six,because of the requirements in St. Alban's with people 

coming in from around the Coast and on to Central Newfoundland Hospital, 

one in Hawkes Bay, four in Bonavista, one in Sunnyside, one in Happy 

Valley, one in Grand Bank and one in Baie Verte, Lewisporte, Harbour 

Breton, Englee, Winterton, two in Cape St. George, one in Glovertown, 

one in Lawn, Deer Lake, Point Le~gton, Harbour Grace we have two, 

St. Lunaire, Bay L'Argent, Adams Cove one each, Roberts Arm two and 

one at each of the following places Mose Alllbrose, Placentia, LaScie, 

Badger, Springdale, Port Saunders1 Burgee, Hermitage and Jeffrey's. 

~ffiS. MCISAAC: Did you say Jeffrey's? 

~. COLLINS: Jeffrey's, that is what I am told here by the people 

downstairs who should know. 

AN hON. HE..'1BER: Who is responsible then? 

l1R. COLLI:NS: Well?in some cases the ambulances are operated by 

community councils, in some cases they are operated by service clubs 

such as ~he Lions Club and in a number of cases they are operated by 

private operators. 

HRS. :1CISAAC: 

did you? 

MR. COLLINS: 

You said Jeffrey's, you did not mention Stephenville 

I am not sure. I mentioned so ~ny. I mentioned almost 

every place in the country I think. 

MRS. ~1CISAAC: I do not think you mentioned Stephenville but there is 

an ambulance in Stephenville and I kno~i and I have seen it there. In fact, I 

received a bill for one for $50.00 from Stephenville to Corner Brook 
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HR. COLLINS: in Stephenville? That is another 

bunch which I have not mentioned at all. The ambulance in Stephenville 

is attached to the hospital. I have not mentioned all tr£ ambulances 

attached to the V4rious hospitals across the Province but the one in 

Stephenville is no doubt attached to the hospital and not mentioned 

here. 

MRS. MCISAAC: Well, Mr. Chairman, why would you have to pay $50.00 

then for an ambulance from Stephenville,for instance,to Corner Brook if 

it is one of tne ambulances that is attached to hospitals? \fould you 

say that this is legal, this $50.00 fee to transport patients from, 

for instance,St. George's to Stephenville? 

MR. COLLil~S: Mr. Chairman, the han. mewber has asked me a question 

now which I am sure she cannot expect me to have the answer to. 

~!RS. MCISAAC: 

~JR. COLLI:lS: 

Yes I do expect you to answer it. 

I have give.n the litay the programme wor~cs where there is a 

payment by government of fifty cents for each mile travelled on 

authorized calls. The patients are required to pay the ambulance 

operator a $10.00 fee where the travel distance aoes not exceed fifty 

wiles und a fee of ,$2.0, 00 is required where the travel distance exceeds 

fifty miles. 

HRS. UCISAAC: Okay then,I will a.;k the minister one thing, Is there 

any programme or any information programme, we will say, to make people 

aware of the fact tha~ they have to pay just a certain amount for 

aU~bulance services? How is the individual to know that they are. 

only required to pay probably $10.00 instead of the $50.00 that they 

are paying? Along with that, to go further, another auestion I would like to 

as;c is when you go to a hospital and you go in on an ecergency basis, or 

you enter as an emergency,while the doctor who examines you and may 

admit you is not sure that it is an emergency you still have to pay 

your $45.00 to get in there. It is not that easy to determine whether 

it is an emergency unless they do some tests but still you have to 

have that money there, tt may be a real emergency and while the 
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:-IRS. .IC ISAAC : cioccor cioes nor recognize i~ as an ecerQency if you 

do not nave tn.e money you do noc: get in. So you zo b~ek home and 

you may very well die an hour later just because the doctor who ezamined 

yo~or happens to be in outpatients or e~:~ergency, does not recognize 

your illness as an e.mergency . 

~lR . COLLI" S: :1r. Chairman, t he only thin.g I can do here is outline 

the policies and the prograDIIII.eS which are in. place. If the bon. member 

knows of a case where, obviously, so·me pet" son nas not been treated 

propet'ly 
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MR. H. COLLINS: 

or has been charged too much or whatever, certainly I would be 

interested in knowing about it and we can certainly look into it, 

But these are the programmes as they are in place and supposed to 

be made available to all the people. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Harbour Grace. 

MR. YOUNG: I would like to say a few words concerning what 

the member for St. George's (Mrs. Macissac) brought up there because 

I am an operator of a private ambulance. I own an ambulance and I 

may say that we are licensed under the Board of Public Utilities 

Motor Carriers Act and as stated by the minister we are not allowed 

to charge any more, like he said, under fifty miles, ten dollars, 

over fifty miles- I can leave and go to Port aux Basques, if need be, 

and that patient has to pay no more than twenty dollars. In your 

case, what you are stating there_! feel it should be brought to the 

,;ttenti.on of thP. 'Pnh 1 i C TTti 1 i t~. !"S R<"<' . ..-r! "" J" ;om «ll_;.P t:hP"I"P, i 8 

something illegal going on there. We get paid - I operate my 

own ambulance. They are very strict now. It cost me something 

like $1,500;;. the new act came in when we went under the Motor Carriers 

Act-to further equip my ambulance. And I fail to see why that 

patient had to pay the fifty dollars. They could go to St, John's, 

go anywhere for twenty dollars. That is all we ever charge and 

we are fully equipped. My ambulance driver is trained by the Department 

of Health. And it is very, very strict now because I am sure that 

some of the equipment we have to put - I am a bit annoyed by some of 

the equipment we have to put in this ambulance because I am sure 

that some of the RNs really do not know how to use the equipment. 

Our ambulances in the bay now, I feel sure, are fully equipped to 

cope with any emergency. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: Are the ambulances operated by hospitals? 

MR. YOUNG: Ambulances.are operated by hospitals. The Carbonear 

ambulance is operated by the Carbonear Hospital, but that ambulance does 
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MR. YOUNG: 

not go except in the case of an emergency. They will call us people 

in. If the Carbonear Hospital sends a patient to St. John•s, the 

hcspital will pay th~t bill, that twenty dollars. it is not 

out of the patient . 

• MR. RIDEOUT: That should apply to Stephenville. 

MR. YOUNG: That should apply to Stephenville. So somebody 

is -

MRS. MCIS.AAC: Well this is the thing it is all wren~. 

MR. YOUNG: Definitely. If that is a private ambulance operator 

he should lose his license to operate that ambulance. 

MRS. MCISAAC: I have a copy of the bill for fifty dollars. It is 

not paid yet. 

MR. CHAIRN_AN: The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: Mr. Chairman, I wanted also to speak to the ground 

ambulance -~hat is what we call it, as opposed to t,.he air ambulance _ 

but I sort of thought this was not the appropriate heading. It seems 

as though - I will start all over again, Mr. Chairman. I also have 

some questions about the ground ambulance service as opposed to the 

air ambulance service, but I thought it came under another heading. 

We are now under 1006, special programmes, provision of drugs, medical 

appliances, air ambulance service etc. , and it would probably cause 1 

I, some confusion if we talk on this here because there are other 

! 
I 

related thing& For example, the St. John i s Ambulance that I want to 

' I 
1 speak to if _-no one else does, so I think we are under the wrong 

headinjl: if Mr. C"'hairman can make a rulinr on that. I 
MRS. 'MCISAAC: It says ambulance service there under that heading. 

I 

I 

MR.. CHAIRMAN: What is it? 1006? 

~MR.~·~L~U~S~H~=~-- I think we are discussing OS. More appropriately, Mr. 

Chairman, it should come under 1007. 

MR.. CHAIRMAN: Probably the minister could explain. Would that 

come under 1006-03-05, ambulance escort~ 

MR. COLLINS: It could. The reason I mentioned the road ambulance, 

the hon. member for St. George's (Mrs. Mci;aac5 - and rightly so;mentioned 

, 
t 
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MR. COLLINS: 

the road ambulance service. The road ambulance service does appear 

in a ~rant further along. 

This one is general service . 

MR. COLLINS: Yes . 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Probably ~e can pass that one and bring it up at 

a later date. 

On motion heads 1006-03- 05 and 1006- 03- 06 carried . -.I 
MR. CHAl~'fAN: Shall 1007- 03-01 carry? 

MR. LUSH: We are on to 1007, Mr . Chairman, n~? 

HR. CHAIRM.W: 1007-03- 01, Canadian Red Cross Blood Bank. 

MR. LUSH : Okay . All rigb t. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ~~~==~:.....__1007-03-{)2, community ambulance service. 

MR. LUSH: Is this where we speak to this, Mr. Cbairman,under 

the community ambulance,under the road service? 

.I 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Yes. Okay. 

MR. LUSH: 1007-03-02, is this the one that we were 

talking about previously? Yes. Okay. 

Mr. Chairman, there are a couple of points 

I want to make about the ambulance service under this heading. 

One, as it relates ·to the ambulance services being placed under 

NM - 1 

the Public Utilities Board. Now I do not want the minister to 

feel that I am against that because I was one of the hon. members 

that certainly felt strongly about that, that the ambulance service 

should be put under the Public Utilities Board,and I firmly believe 

that is the right place for it. And it is going to make the ambulance 

service much more efficient., and going to prevent a lot of unnecessary 

competition that was going on previously and iron out a lot 

of problems related to the ambulance service throug:qout the Province. 

But there are just a couple of things I would like to comment upon 

with respect to the ambulances going under the Public Utilities 

Board. 

Number one - I do believe that the regulations 

were too stringently applied too quickly. For example,there are 

areas in the Province where there were no complaints, that people 

were operating an ambulance service,though not in accordance with 

the present regulations, and they did not have the regular ambulance. 

But I can think of a couple of operators who have been operating 

a very effective ambulance service, as effectively as you can without 

the proper ambulance - I do not kn~1 what they call them, just wagons, 

the car station wagons they have been using - and they have been providing 

a fairly adequate service 1 No complaints from the residents that these 

ambulance operators were serving. So in that event,! think that the 

board should have given the people a little longer time to mull the 

thing over as to whether or not they wanted to carry on into the 

business and convert to the new ambulances which represented a much 

larger investment1 I am sure, going to the proper type ambulance as 

opposed to using a station wagon. 
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HR. LUSH: So I think in areas where the government was 

not receiving any complaints about that, maybe they should 

have given these operators, long time operators in particular-

and I can think of a couple of operators who were operating ~~is 

ambulance service for upwards to twenty years and efficient people-

so I believe that they should have been given a little longer time 

to make up their minds as to whether or not they wanted to go into 

this service,now under the new regulations,which represented a 

greater outlay of money. 

I am not sure what the time was but I believe 

it was either sixty days - sixty days I think probably that was 

the time- two months is not a very long time to give an operator 

time to mull over whether he really wanted to go into the 

ambulance services as stated by the regulations. I do not disagree 

with the regulations, I think they are basically gooft regulations. 

}~ybe a few a little too stringent, and I will comment on that, but 

I think this one with respect to time maybe should have been a 

little more flexible, particularly where you had long time operators, 

good operators, efficient operators, a little longer time to give 

them the opportt.mity to make up their !l'.inds whether or not they wanted. 

to change over into the new system. I believe that maybe the 

board acted a little too quickly, a little too rashly in situations 

like that. But the regulations themselves I think, one - putting 

them under the Public Utilities Board is a good thing. I do not 

disagree with that. Many of the regulations there are good but 

I would also, Mr. Chairman, bring this to the attention 

of the minister to see if he has received similar complaints. 

It has also been brought to my attention that some 

of the regulations '"ith respect to the equipment demand people with 

paramedical training almost. And operators - the way we are right now. 

A lot of the operators cannot fulfill these obligations. Not 

to say that we should not meet the requirements, the regulations, not 

to say we should not have them, because I believe that an ambulance 

' i 
t 
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MR. LUSH: operator should have some paramedical rraining. 

But in addition to that, many times you need an attendant, The 

driver c~ot administer the kinds of services that are needed 

because he has got to drive 
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MR. LUSH: and sometimes the patients 

will ·need somebody with them while being transported to 

a particular hospital. So what has been brought to my 

attention is that the regulations are in some cases a 

little difficult to follow because you need trained 

people to be able to use the equipment that is demanded. 

So I think we should look at that. If we cannot enforce 

the regulation in that respect we should probably hold 

back until such time as we can. But nothing wrong with 

the regulations, Sir. I think that is where we should 

aim, for that kind of thing where we are giving people 

travelling to hospitals on emergency cases - that they 

have all the care and attention that they can be given 

but it is probably a little futile to have regulations 

that we find a little difficult to enforce at the 

moment. And to break one regulation - if we break one 

we may as well break the nthers as well. So maybe we 

should hold off on enforcing certain aspects of the 

regulations until we have the trained personnel to be 

able to carry through on that particular regulation, 

whatever it might be. 

So my main point is that 

I think with respect to ruling people out or getting 

them out of the business - people who have been long-

time operators - I think we should give them a little 

breathing time to decide whether or not they want to 

continue on in the business. Because they have been in 

it for a good while, they have given good service -

and particularly in areas where there are no complaints 

- I would not want the minister to think that I am now 

objecting to this, I have stated that quite specifically. 

I think the Public Utilities Board are the right people 

to control the ambulance services in this Province, but 

.l 
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~fR. LUSH: I would just ask that with 

resp~ct to the time element which is sixty days now, 

that there would be a little more breathing time so 

that long-time, efficient operators could think the 

thing over as to whether or- not they really want to 

branch into the new type of service required. 

One other point, and this 

an important one. With respect to raising fares, 

raising the transportation cost. It is my understanding 

that the Public Utilities Board cannot rule on this. 

If an operator of an ambulance service deems it 

necessary to raise the transportation cost with rising 

prices in oil and gas, or whatever, and the cost of the 

equipment that is necessary, in order for that 

particular ambulance operator to raise the transportation 

cost it has to be a decision of government. Now I have 

talked to many people and they felt that if ambulances 

are under the Public Utilities Board then they should 

be there in their entirety, not only with respect to 

meeting the operation regulations, this sort of thing, 

but also with respect to fair charges. If they want 

to hike their prices then they should be able to appear 

before the board and give their reasons for it and to 

be granted or not granted. So I think also that is a 

good point. If we are going to put the ambulance 

operators under the Public Utilities Board let us do 

it, the whole bit, and give the board the-complete 

authority of controlling the operation, deciding what 

equipment they should have, this sort of thing, and 
·-

also making decisions relating to the transportation 

costs - the fares. 

MR. WOODROW: Mr. Chairman. 
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MR. WOODROH: 
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The hon. the member for 

Mr. Chairman. looking at the gross 

estimates in the Deoartment of Health. We are lonld_I'If' <".t 

approximately $227.5 million. I think it should certainly 

make all of us in this hon. House realize that it is not 

an easy department to administer. And I would like to 

say first of all that the minister deserves congratulations. 

He must have many sleepless nights trying to adminis~er -

MR. FLIGHT: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

has come up. 

MR. FLIGHT: 

A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

Order, please! A point of order 

Mr. Chairman, I understand we 

agreed that we would go head for head on this, that once 

we got off the minister's salary there would be no point 

made in debate, compliments to the ministers, criticisms 

of what went on. I understood that to be relevant we have 

to stay with the head. And the hen. member, although I 

respect him - I respect his speeches here, but it is a 

:isuse of the time right now. With an hour left we want 

to get down to the heads and we do not want any wide-ranging 

speeches. The time for that kind of speech was there, 

for complimenting the minister for a good job, it was 

there when we were on the minister's salary. And that 

is the point, Mr. Chairman. 

~R. PECKFORD: I do not know whether the hon. 

member for Bay of Islands had a chance to ~e wide-rangin~ 

or narrow-ranging, you know, he just began his few remarks 

and I think the hen. the member for Windsor - Buchans is 

just being kind of supersensitive 

what the point of it all is. 

about it. I do not know 
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MR. PECKFORD: I do not think that he had a chance to utter 

enough syllables, Mr. Chairman, in order for anyone to rule whether 

he was in -or out of order. 

MR.. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Ron. members do understand that 

the remarks had to be pointed directly at the head. I am not aware 

that this has been violated to any great degree by the hon. member 

for Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow) as yet but this will be the duty 

of the Chair to make sure that remarks are pointed at the head 

under discussion. 

The hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

MR. WOODROW: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say to the member 

for llindsor - Buchans (Mr. Flight) that I am just as much a part 

of this House as he is. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

I:!R. wOODROW: And I have interest in my district. Not because 

I am on the government side I am not allowed to speak in this House. 

MR. F. ROWE: Learn the rules. 

MR. WOODROW: You learn the rUles yourself. 

Mr. Chairman, I think it proper that we should pay 

a bit of homage or something, or congratulate the minister on his 

staff, what I was coming to was this, that sometimes we forget 

in this Province the people who are working in our hospitals. 

Now I,in fact,have occasion in the city of Corner Brook to visit 

the hospital often. In fact,I visit it on a weekly basis and I 

must say that I find the staff to be congenial, not only to me 

but to the patients as well: and that is important, that is 

a part of their job to be kind and congenial to people. 

!1R. F. ROWE: Hr. Chairman, a point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A point of order has come up. 

MR. F. ROWE: Sir, I believe we are on heading 1007-03-QZ. 

Is that correct, Sirl 

HR. CHAIID'AN: Right. Correct. 

MR. F. ROWE: Which deals specifically with community ambulance service. 

1 
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MR. FLIGHT: That is right. 

MR. F. ROWE Now with all due respect to the member for 

Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow), he is not relevant to the topic 

at hand and we on this side of the House, as I am sure most 

members on the opposite side, are most anxious to deal with 

the estimates head by head, and subhead by subhead and the member 

for Bay of Islands is talking about hospitals in general now -

MR. FLIGHT: Congenial staff. 

MR. F. ROWE: - and the congeniality of the staff and this 

kind of a thing. Now, Sir, everything he is saying is true but 

he is not relevant to the particular subhead that we are speaking 

to and I have asked the Chair to -

MR. FLIGHT: He is breaking the rules of the House. 

MR. F. ROWE: - I would ask the Chair to simply ask the member 

for Bay of Islands to be relevant to that specific head. 

HR. PECKFURD: To the point of order, Mr. Chairman, I mean if 

the hon. gentlemen opposite would just, you know have a little 

patience, I mean they are provoking the hon. member into being 

irrelevant. Now if they would just be quiet I am sure the hon. 

melt'ber for Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow) will restrict his remarks 

strictly and technically to the ambulance programme. But I think 

they are being awfully impatient and are trying to be extremely 

technical on this point. 

MR.. CHAIR!!AN: Order, please! The remarks under the subheadings 

in regard to the Health Head have been more than just narrowly related 

and the Chair is aware that this cannot be allowed to go too widely. 

But nevertheless I think that other remarks have just as much 

latitude up to this point in time for the hon. member for 

Bay of Islands. But I would expect the han. member to bring his 

remarks into relationship to this head as quickly as possible. 
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MR. WOODROW: Mr. Chairman, I just want to mention 

before going into some specific remarks, the extended care 

unit in the city of Corner Brook which was the former 

Western Memorial Hospital. This, in fact,has sixty beds 

~~ I t~ink it is doing a wonderful service to the West Coast 

of the Province, 

Now, Mr. Chairman, what I think I am allowed 

to speak about is the emergency air services, are we still on that? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Community ambhlance services. 

!!R. WOODROW: Commtmity ambulance services -well, really what 

I was going to ask the minister before I was so rudely interrupted 

by the member - in fact by the two members, you would think,in 

fact,they owned the House -what I was going to say, Mr. Chairman -

MR. F. ROWE: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A point of order has come up. 
i 

MR. F. ROWE: I will ask the hon. member for Bay of Islands l I got up on a technical point dealing with the rules of this 

House of Assembly at Comnittee stage. The member was not rudely I ,. 

interrupted. We are not acting like we own the House. We were 

getting up strictly on a point of order, according to the rules of 

the Committe, and I would ask the member for Bay of Islands 

(Mr. Woodrow) to withdraw the statement that he was rudely interrupted 

because he was not rudely interrupted, he was interrupted 
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MR. F. ROWE: in accordance with the rules of this House 

of Assembly. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

Ron. members, of course, can arise on a 

point of order when they feel that order is being disregarded or otherwise 

interfered with, and this of course is not an interruption, this is their 

right. I would ask the han. member, if this is what he meant, I am sure 

he would wish to retract any words -

HR. WOODROW: Mr. Chairman, anything for the good of the 

Province. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the bon. 

minister if he would happen to know how many emergency calls were made in 

1977-78 by the "KING AIR", and the cost, and what also is important, Mr. 

Chairman, if the "KING AIR" is not available - it could happen the "KING AIR" 

could be grounded sometime -what happens then? And also, Mr. Chairman, 

the number of road ambulances and their costs as well and - am I allowed 

to speak of drugs, Mr. Chairman? 

MR. FLIGHT: The tollic is ambulances now. 

MR. WOODROW: Just ambulances, eh? Well, I am going to take 

my orders from the Chair in this debate, Mr. Chairman. I am going to go 

out and do like the member from Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) and take 

my orders from the Chair and not from the member for Windsor-Buchans 

(Mr. Flight) or. from Trinity-Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe) either. 

Mr. Chairman, I just want to mention also, one 

case, a case that was transferred from Corner Brook to - this is a case 

of a brain tumor - I almost have to ask the other members, "Are we allowed 

to speak in this House?" - I want to mention, Mr. Chairman, the case 

of a patient who was transferred from Corner Brook to St·. John's to Halifax 

back to St. John's again and back to Corner Brook. Now I think this case 

is worthy of mention because it shows what this Government is doing for 

Health in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR. YOUNG: Mr . Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The bon. member for Harbour Grace. 

MR. YOUN-G: First, I would like to reply, not reply but 

probably ,say, -for clarification about it and for the member for Terra Nova 

(Mr. Lush) when he spoke concerning the ambulance service in this Province, 

I think we have one of the best ambulance services available in almost 

any part of Canada today. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

~!R. YOUNG: I know whereof I speak because I know of the 

ambulance service in Nova Scotia and I am sure, as I said before, this 

unfortunately, our department has not been doing a good PR job on the 

ambulance service we have in this Province. I came tmder the Motor 

Carriers' Act, they gave me plenty of time, the only thing I was a little 

bit disturbed about,as I said before, the last time I spoke on it, that t. 

it cost me about $1,500 to equip my ambulance and so forth and then the 

changing of the colour of ambulances to make them all blue. This, I thought, 

was a little bit outrageous because my ambulance was just about new and when 

they came from the factory we would just choose our colours, be it red stripes, 

orange, blue or green, whatever we would need. I wrote the Motor Carriers 

people and they gave me until the last of June, this was in January -

they gave me until the last of June to change the colour. I still feel -

you referred to people who were using stationwagons; I know one person 

in the area who was using a stationwagon and they put him off the road 

right away which I felt was probably justified, because in lots of cases 

they were using ambulances one day as an ambulance, ; and then to go to a funeral, 

and then push a stretcher in and use it as an ambulance again. 

That man was given ninety days to make up his mind if he wanted to go back 

into the ambulance business, and I feel sure that he will go back there. · 

I understand he is ready to purchase a new ambulance. 

My concern as an ambulance operator is where 
I 

··I 
do we go when you make too many demands.You have to pay an ambulance 

driver and if you enforce the rule that we put an assistant in the ambulance 

this will be a great cost . 

~. 
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~lR. H. YOUNG: Also,one thing that concerns ue is the long wait 

at the hospitals,especially the General when we go L< there with a 

patient. · I know my ambulance driver have been there for as long as 

seven hours waiting for that patient to be admitted and then the 

patient is admitted. This is a great burden on the family and so 

forth, they are waiting around all day and many times I have had 

to bring my ambulance back home again and make another trip in 

because the ambulance was not available in the bay. 

I feel sure, Sir, that our ambulance system,like 

I said before,is second to none in Canada and I know the minister 

responsible for bringing this ambulance service in and it is just 

unfortunate that members of the House have not taken an interest in 

the ambulance service as the member for Terra Nova has. To hear the 

member for St. George's say today that a patient was charged $50.00 

for an ambulance service-{ think that we should be familiar with our 

ambulance services and probably do a little bit more of a PR job and 

let the people of Newfoundland know what we are offering as a 

government. 

HR. CHAIRl"...A.."l: The hon. member for Exploits, 

DR. H. THOMEY: Mr. Chairman, if the estimates of any department 

in this House had increased as much as the estimates for the community 

ambulance service I am sure that every member of the House would 

express extreme concern. It is up now co almost $1 million-$900,000 and I 

have been concerned for the last few years if we have over utilized 

the service of this ambular.ce,generally speaking,and I really mean 

over utilizing. I uonder if it has been used as a type of a t=i 

service. I am sure that government,in the future,and all members 

of this !louse will be giving serious consideration to the extension 

of this service witnin the next few years. It is possibly the right 

time now that we should give it very serious consideration. I feel 

that it is a subject for debate. What are we going to do? Should 

it be down on one side, charge a higher fee for the ambulance service? 

Should we say bring it up as high as the taxi rate? These are things 

• ! 
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DR. H. Tii0:1EY: that are very importaut. I am uot going to spend 

any ~ime, but I bring this to your attention, to all members of this House. 

~ill. Cl:'.AIRl-IAH: The iion, member for lJiudsor-Buchans. 

tlR. G. FLIGh'T: Hr. Chairman, apparently the way the debate is 

going we are going to have a long ranging debate on ambulances. 

I want to talk about ambulance, specifically, and I could have 

waited till we get to another head, but looking at the performance 

that I have just seen this past ten or fifteen minutes -

HR. CHAIRNAN: Order please! Order please! I believe the han. 

member maybe getting into the area of criticizing the Chair ill this 

regard. I would ask him if he is going to speak on this head, that 

like he has advised others,he should direct his remarks to the 

matter under discussion. 

SOliE RON. ~:El!BERS: Hear! Hear! 

HR. G. FLIGTIT: Yes, lir. Chairman, I L'l.terid to .speak to the head 

and I will leave it to the Chair as to whether I = in order or not. 

I want to talk about the reduction by this government in the St. John 

.~bulance grant this year reduced- from $85,000 last year down to 

$50,000 this year. Now, :·!r, Chairman, all the speakers we have heard 

up to this point have be~n throwing bouquets on our ambulance 

perfoimance in this Province. The han, member for Exploits just 

indicated an increase in some ambulance vote but the Department of 

Health decreased by $35,000 the grant to the St. Jolm Ambulance. 

~!r. Chairman, the St. John Ambulance l~ve indicated, documented for 

the administration that they7 in 1973, instituted a programme, a first-

level health care programme that provided training in first-level 

health care and trained people to deal with accidents occurring, 

w-herever ti"ley may occur, and as a result of that programme - not only 

was that programme so successful, Mr. Cha±rcan, that it covered 

ninety-nine isolated communities and involved over 6,000 people-

actually the figure is 1,300 people were certified as instructors 

in these various courses - the course became 

f 
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HR. FLIGHT: a model for Europe and 

Third World countries. 

Hundreds of small communities 

in Newfoundland have requested that particular service, 

that training from St. John Ambulance, and, Hr. Chairman, 

it has been documented that of 70 per cent of people involved 

in accidents who received first a:Cd treatment prior to 

being taken to hospital, only 30 per cent of those people 

will require further cedical attention and only 24 per cent 

have to be hospitalized. But for those who do not receive 

first aid treatment at the accident scene, 70 per cent 

require further medical attention and 75 per cent of those 

are hospitalized. So in view of the performa~ce of that 

programme, Mr. Chairman, funded up to this point as I 

understand, by provincial grants and sponsored by the 

St. John Arebulance, in view of the success of that programme, 

I would like to hear the ·minister indicate, in these days 

of ever escalating health costs in this Province , why it 

would be that the department would see fit to reduce the 

grant from $85,000 in 1976 - 1977 to $50,000 in 1978, and 

that in view of the fact that St. John Ambulance requested 

$106,000 to carry on the programme that they have so ably 

proved to the department and to the administration 

that has been so widely accepted in Newfoundland and has 

paid such dividends. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if anyone 

here is wondering why I am concerned about ·the St. John 

Ambulance, I want to point out that I am very well aware 

of the service and the programme laid out by St. John 

Ambulance as, number one, there are two St. John 

Ambulance divisions in my district, Buchans - Badger, 

and the Provincial Commissioner of the St. John Ambulance 

I 
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MR. FLIGHT: is a constituent of mine -

resides in Buchans. And it would seem to me to be very 

difficult - t ·he minister may be able to exglain it 

it would seem to me very difficult when the minister 

stands up and explains the ever escalating cost of 

hea~th services in this Province, how he can reconcile 

cutting the funds from a programme, taking away, reducing 

the fundsto an organization that in effect was saving 

money for this Province. And again, Mr. Chairman, as 

the minister knows - he is not in his seat right now, 

the Premier is in his seat - as the minister knows, 

St. John Ambulance have documented the facts that I have 

just given the House, that every one dollar - they have 

established, I would think, to the satisfaction of the 

minister, that for every dollar spent in that programme 

there is a return of approximately three dollars in 

health care costs - a red'uction of three dollars in 

health care costs to this Province. 

Now if you let these facts, 

Xr. Chairman - when the minister returns I would like 

to hear him justify the reduction in the St. John 

Ambulance grant for 1978. 

HR. CHAIRMAN: 107-02-02 

MR. FLIGHT : Mr. Chairman, I have not used 

my allocated time and I will stand here talking forever 

until the minister comes back and answers my question. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! ~ understood 

the hon. member had taken his place. 

MR. FLIGHT: 

~!R. CHAIRMAN: 

No, I have not. 

I understood he had. 

I am incorrect I will certainly recognize him, but I 

understood - and I was going to therefore recognize 

another hon. member. 

If 
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~IR. HICIQIAN: Anyway, Mr . . Chairman, 1: move 

that the Committee rise, report progress and ask leave 

to sit again. 

On motion that the Committee 

rise, report progress and ask leave to sit again . 

Hr . Speaker returned to the Chair. 

!R. S_PEAKER: 

MR.. CHAIR~1A 

The bon. Chairman of CommLttees. 

Mr. Speaker, the Committee of 

Supply have considered t h e ma tters to them referred, have 

made progress and ~sk leave to sit again. 

On motion report received and 

adopted and Committee ordered to sit again presently. 

MR. SPEAKER: It being 5:00P.M. I am required 

to inform bon. members of matters of which notice has been 

given to me for debate at 5:30P.M. I have received notice 

of one matter from the bon. member for Hin dsor - Buchans 

relating 

... 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

to a question asked the hon. Minister of Education (Mr. 

Rouse) and the subject matter, the condition of schools in Badger. 

I indicated when I left the Chair that I would give a decision on 

the two points of order which were brought up before I left the Chair 

which deal with the tabling of documents. The two points are quite 

closely related and a decision on both of them will,in fact, be a decision 

for the House's reference to the entire rules with respect to citing · 

documents and to tabling them. 

The two points of order were first, whether when an 

han. member refers to documents but does not quote from them whether, 

in fact,they must be tabled. The submission was made that when the 

rules says, the citation of documents requires their tabling, that that 

means reference to them rather than quotation from them. That is one. 

The other point of order was the allegation by the han. member for 

Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) that the Ministet of Justice in 

the Question Period yesterday read from a document and his point therefore 

that it should be tabled. 

Now the authorities on the whole matter of the 

tabling of documents are quite explicit and I will quote them again 

for the record. May, page 431, and this is under the heading, Citing 

Documents Not Before The House, "Another rule or principle of debate 

may be added. A Minister of the Crown is not at liberty to read or 

quote from a dispatch or other state paper not before the House unless 

he be prepared to lay it upon the table. This restraint is similar 

to the rule of evidence in courts of law which prevents counsel from 

citing documents which have not been produced in evidence, The 

principle is so reasonable that it has not been contested and when 

the objection has been made in time it is generally acquiescent. It 

has also been admitted that a document which has been cited ought 

to be laid upon the table of the Rouse if that can be done without 

injury to the public interest. 

A minister who summarizes a correspondence but 

does not actually quote from it is not bound to lay it upon the table. 

t 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

The rule for the laying of cited documents cannot be held to apply to 

private letters or memoranda." That in its entirety is the rule 

applicable h~re with respect to tabling of documents. I will 

for the sake of completeness also quote the relevant section on 

the tabling of documents from Beauchesne, page 134. It is very 

close to what I have already quoted but so that our rules and 

procedures are absolutely clear. 

Section 159, subsection (1), (2) and (3). 

"Reference to a public document in the possession of a committee 

which is not taking action on it is not irregular, but reference 

to the proceedings of a committee or the evidence heard by the 

committee cannot be made in the House before the committee has 

presented its .report. 

"A Minister of the Crown is not at liberty to 

read or quote from a despatch or other state paper·not before the House, 

unless he be prepared to lay it upon the table. This restraint is 

similar to the rule of evidence in courts of law, which prevent 

counsel from citing documents which have not been produced in evidence. 

The principle is so reasonable that is has not been contested; and 

when the objection has been made in time, it has been generally 

acquiesced in. 

"It has been admitt~d that a document which has 

been cited ought to be laid upon the table of the House, if it can be 

done without injury to the public interest. The same rule, however, 

cannot be held to apply to private letters or memoranda." 

I also quote from Beauchesne, Section 159, 

subsection (5). "The point of order, that a member should lay on the 

table a document which he quotes, should be taken when reference is 

made to the document." 

With respect to the two specific points of 

order brought up, one, whether referring to documents requires their 

tabling, the answer is no. To cite is defined in Webster's dictonary 
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MR. S1'EAKER: 

as to quote from. So an hon. ll1!lllfber has to quote from a document 

before he has to table it. I think that that is almost probably 

self-evident. A person could ·refer to numerous public.ations, dozens 

of books he can refer to but unless he quotes from,he does not have 

to table. So the ruling there is that the bon. member's reference 

to do=ents is not a quotation from those documents and there is 

no requirement to table. 

On the second point my reading of the Hansard, 

Question Period of yesterday, I am not aware that there is evidence 

that the bon. minister did read or did not read from a document. 

Obviously, I do not have a vi.sual record of yesterday. I th:ink the 

point is probably 111llte because the rule is quite clear that when the 

claim is made that it is not in the public interes.t and that claim 

is made, then the rule establishes tha:t it does not have to be 

tabled. 

To summarize therefore,the rules with respect 

to citing of documents are :indicated in May, page 431, Beauchesne, 

pages 134 and 135. They are also expliCitly referred to in the 

decision of the Chair of this Honse, 

~ 
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}ffi.. SPEAKER: May 31st., 1977 in the Hansard thereof. They 

are the three sources. The only other source that I will 

refer to is our Standing Order 44 (a) which states, "The Standing 

Orders of the House shall be observed in the Committees of the 

Whole House as far as may be applicable," and therefore these 

rules with respect to tabling of documents are rules applied 

in the House and applied in the Committee. I think the only 

other matter I need to refer to is that when the claim is made 

by a minister of the Crown ~~at it is not in the public interest 

to table the document, the Chair does not have the authority, 

as courts in some instances do, to review the documentation 

and make its own decision on that question. The Chair does not 

have that authority, when the claim is made it is immediatley 

effective. 

~!R. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, before Your Honour leaves the 

Chair, the're is but one debate 

MR. Sll!MONS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

(Inaudible) • 

No. No. No. Well I will just ask him 

anyway, there is but one debate tonight on the Late Show which 

will take ten minutes, I understand that we will have ten minutes 

left on the Health estimates and I was wondering with the unanimous 

consent of the House, if instead of Your Honour resuming the 

Chair at five-thirty, if Your Honour could resume it at about 

five twenty, which would mean that the Health estimates or five 

twenty-two would be complete, and we would still have time for that 

one Late Show debate. 

}!R. NEARY: 

MR. a I CKMA!''l: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. SIMMONS : 

The answer is no, Mr. Speaker. 

Very good. Thank you very much. 

The hon. member for Burgeo -Bay d'Espoir. 

Mr. Speaker, I just want to get back to your 

ruling just for clarification and I did not - I am very glad it, 

is not for me to comment on it as Mr. Speaker has already asked us 

not to, but I am very glad for the ruling because it is a document 

that I did not particularly want to see tabled. But I wanted a ruling 

.. 
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MR. SIMMONS: on the matter. 

Once we get in the area of it not being in the 

public interest, would that apply equally to all members of the 

House or only ministers of the Crown? 

MR. SPEAKER: The authorities, Beauchesne and May, are quite 

explicit that that applies only to ministers, not to private 

members. 

MR. SIJ.!MONS: Well perhaps it will require another point 

of order at the appropriate time because the dilemma that we 

could have been in is that I was in possession of the same document. 

And suppose for an instant that I had inadvertently even quoted 

from the same document and then had been forced to table the 

document which we all agree is not in the public interest to 

table it. There is a certain contradiction there that perhaps 

needs to be sorted out for the protection of member~,I believe,and 

the protection of those that may be mentioned in documents that it is 

not in the public interest to make public. 

MR. SPEAKER: It is certainly an interesting point the hen. 

gentleman brings up. Obviousl~ I will not give a decision on it 

because it has not come up in the concrete instance and I will 

have to wait to see if it does. My immediate reaction, and I will 

just say it if hen. members want to think about it, my immediate 

reaction, lvithout giving a ruling, I am not giving a ruling on it, 

if it did come up, certainly the matter that I would put fon•ard 

and ask for contrary opinion on would be the opinion as follows, 

that the rules seem to be quite explicit, but this refers to tabling 

by a minister and that a person ,,;ho is not a minister, if he is 

citing from the same document may 'iTell be required to table it. 

I am not making that as a ruling. It is a position that I will 

put forward and ask for argument on before making a decision, if and 

when the point becomes a specific one. 

On motion that the House resolve itself into Committe 

of the Whole, ~1r. Speaker left the Chair. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

1007-03-02. 

The hon. member for Terra Nova. In recognizing 

the hon : member I would point out to the hon. member for Windsor-

Buchans (Mr. Flight) that in no way are we passing by the heading 

that he is interested in. But the hon. member I understand wishes 

to arise in further comment on 02 to which we are specifically 

directing our interest. 

The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: In the matter o! the community ambulance service where 

I was talking about the ambulances being under the Public Utilities 

Board and commenting on certain regulations being applied too 

stringently. Because we are not yet in a position whereby we can 

meet these regulations, particularly as they require _people in attendance 

with patients being transferred to hospitals, requiring these attendants 

to have paramedical training, and since we are not.ready for that then 

my feeling is that we should not be enforcing that particular regulation 

even though it is a good one. There is not much point in having a 

regulation if we cannot enforce it. So I think until such time as 

we can enforce that then we should hold off until we get the people, 

the paramedics with the proper training. But it is certainly to be 

aimed for. 

The other point, and this is the more important one, 

was the point ~·ith reference to not giving long time operators 

sufficient time to make up their minds whether or not they want 

to stay in the business in view ~f a larger investment, to be able 

to buy the regular ambulances that are required and to equip them 

with the necessary equipment. So my point is that I think that 

the regulations should be a little more flexible to give these 

people time to make up their minds. 

Now, the bon. member for Harbour Grace (Mr. 

Young) says this is not a problem, that with respect to colours, 

for example, he was given until the end of June. Now I know a 

case where an ambulance operator who is presently in the midst of 
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MR. LUSH: 

trying to make up his mind whether or not he wants to continue in 

the ambulance service with these new regulations or whether he will 

drop out. The Public Utilities Board have given him until May 30. 

Now, so here is an inconsistency in the application in the enforcement 

of the rules. Certainly we can say there is a difference. But 

certainly goodness it would not take a person very long to be able 

to get the colours necessary, the required colours whatever they 

are, blue, yellow, green. This is rather a short operation. It 

would not take very long to do it. So in this case they have 

given the han. member for Harbour Grace (Mr. Young) ~ and I am 

not only quoting him, I suppose all the others throughout the 

Province, until the last of June to come up with these required 

colours whereas in the case of a person trying to make up his mind 

whether he wants to stay in the business, it has got to be May 30. 

And I have seen that particular document, the lett~r from the 

Public Utilities Board saying that that is it. The regulation 

will be enforced on May 30. So here we have an inconsistency. 

And I am not going to comment any longer on that, Mr. Chairman,other 

than to say I think we should be more flexible in this respect 

particularly with respect to long term operators, efficient operators. 

Let us be a little bit more flexible in giving the time requirement 

in helping those fellows to make up their minds as to whether or not 

they want to continue on in the service. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, with regard to the road ambulance 

service. The programme has been in effect since 1974. And we 

found last year that there were a tremendous number of ambulances 

already in service and we were also receiving a number of requests 

from people, sometimes in the same area, the same town where an 

ambulance was in place requesting our financial assistance and our 

subsidies to start another ambulance service. We are not equipped 

in the Department of Health to be able to determine always if the 

service is needed or not. We are not equipped in our department to 

be able to determine what is needed 
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MR. R. COLLINS: 

in terms of safety,in terms of the overall safety requirements 

of the vehicle and so on and so forth and we decided,and I think 

hon. members opposite were also making representation to me on 

the basis that the time had come that we had enough ambulances now 

in service,and enough applications for further additions that 

somebody,some organization should be put in place or requested to 

regulate new entrants coming in the service. The Public Utilities 

Board,of course,is in place and are very qualified to that sort of 

thing. 1~e approached the Public Utilities Board and outlined to 

them the problem and they agreed to commence -work towards bring-

ing the operation· under the auspices of the Public Utilities Board. 

That took some time but it was finally accomplished.As the hon. 

member says ambulance owners and operators across the Province 

were so advised. It has also been determined that there are 

a number of ambulance operators,all of them preferably should 

receive different levels-or a·specific level, I should say, a 

specific level of training in the paramedical field. And of 

course that is more easily said than done,because there are a 

number of ambulances operated by Lions Clubs, by Kinsmen's Clubs 

and by comunity and town councils,and very often we find that 

the drivers of those ambulances are volunteers. This is another 

reason why we can provide the service sometimes a~ inexpensive 

as it is. So how do you require or force a volunteer ambulance 

driver to take trainingr The department has been for some time 

working on ways and means of training them all and negotiations 

have already taken place with the St. John Ambulance people to 

devise a proper training program. We have $6,000 in our Estimates 

to permit St. John Ambulance,if they agree to do it,eventually to 

set up the necessary criterion and so on and so forth. So we will 

be training ambulance operators wherever possible and in time 

hopefully all of them. 
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MR. H. COLLINS: Hith regard to problems to 

which the hon. member for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush) alludes about 

a time limdt in terms of the Public Utilities Board require-

ments where ambulance operators must have certain things done 

to me~t the requirement ·.whii:h they have laid down, They had 

to set a date somewhere. If till they set the date the 

next year~ May 31st., 1979 you know there would be a lot 

of people still not have had all of the modifications and 

improvements made- So a date was struck, as the hon. member 

refers to, We cannot find much fault with that. But I would 

tell him,and for the information of all hon. members here in 

the Committee,that we have a very proficient gentleman 

administrating the ambulance program down in the department. 

He llas got a great name - his name is John L~mdrigan - and I 

am sure that if hon. members have problems with any individ-

ual ambulance operator that if they go down and meet with Hr. 

Lundrigan in the department that he will find ways and means 

of being able to accomodate those people who do have problems 

and possibly be able to iron out some things with the Public 

Utilities Board as well. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Have you pledged your support to him? 

}ffi. H. COLLINS: He pledged hls to me. 

DW - 2 

t1R. CF.AIWAN : The hon. member for Hindsor -

Buchans. 

MR. G. FLIGHT: 

Hr. Chairman, I will try once more. In view of the fact the 

minister in his last statement indicated his lmm~lectge anCI praised tl:\e progrmr 

presented to them,or the program being carried out by St. John 

Ambulance·,in view of the fact that the minister has got again 

documented that every dollar invested by a government in a program 

such as sponsored by the St; John Ambulance has got a return of 

three dollars in health care across 

' '· 
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1·lR. FLIGHT: this Province; in view~of the fact the minister 

has it in front of him - if he wants to get up and deny it he can 

deny that the statistics are wron~but the statistics are that for 

every victim of an accident in this Province -

AN RON. ME}iBER: Are you still on 1007? 

:1R. FLIGHT: Yes, we are still on 1002, Mr. Chairman. Now in view 

of the fact, I-Ir. Chairman, -

HR. CHAIID!AJ.'l: Order please! Just for clarification we are on 

subhead 1007~03-02 which is entitled Community Ambulance Service. 

I would point out that there is also a subhead 07 which refers 

specifically to St. John Ambulance. So we are really at this point 

and time considering ambulance services. 

HR. FLIGHT: With the ~hairman's consideration, I stood up and 

discussed the issue for at least fifteen minutes - St. John Ambul~•ce 

as it applies to ambulances in this Province. We have had a >7ide-

ranging debate on ambulances up to this point, Mr. Chairmzn, and I 

thought that having gone on for ten minutes, having put the 

St. John Ambulance case as I saw ~t,then I presumed I was relevant. 

Since the minister chose not to address himself to the issue then I 

t~ought that I would remind him that he had answered everJ other 

question except the one that I had put. So I will be specific, 

Mr. Chairman. I will get off the floor and be specific. But since 

the minister is aware of the savings available to ~~e Provine~ provided 

i1e agrees with the statistics -if he does not - if he agrees with the 'I 

statistic that of the nunber of accident vict~s treated at the scene 

of the accident only th!rty per cent of those people require further 

nospitalization or medical attentio:,,~ut t:ut seve::-.ty per cer.t of people 

not treated at the sce"e of au accident, .not having that kind of 

treat::J.ent available to theJ;~,seventy p"r cent rectc~ires furt:1er 

:1cspitalization and further Uledical attenti0n. 

~ow that statistic speaks for itself. If the lilinister 

is prepared to get up and deny that that is indeed a statistic, a fact, 

then I would say to l1im 1.: would want him to tell the House how it is 
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hR. FLIGh'T: that he can make a ciecision to cut the St. John Ambulance 

grant, the organization that is providing this service and showing the 

minister· how to save some dollars in health care in this Province, how 

it is he can cut the St. John Ambulance grant by $35,000 for the 

fiscal year of 1978. 

l!R. CHAI~iAN: The hon, Ninister of Health. 

MR. COLLDlS: Mr. Chairman, we are aheaci of the game now. We are 

down to 1007-03-07 but that does not matter if I can responi._ 

;.!R. CHAIRHA.'I': Order please! My understandir~ of the matter is 

that the bon, member is referring to the activities of acbalances 

but he is also bringing in the matter of the St. Jolm Ambulance. The 

two are sort of separate from one another but he is bringing one into 

the other. I think this is where the confusion is arising. 

The hon. minister, 

c!R, COLLINS: Yes, okay, :-Ir. Chairman, That was the only reason 

I did not respond to the hor., ge;;:,tleman l:efore, because I knew the 

opportunity would arise when we got down there but in any event I 

can do it now. I am not going to confirm or deny the statistics to 

which the hon. member refers and which have been provides to him by 

the St. John Ambulance people. The St. John Ambulauce people came to 

us last year with some ideas in mind and we found some additional 

dollars for them and that is what got their grant up last year to 

$85,000, This year St. John Ambulance again made a request to us 

for a ?rovincial ~vernment grant-and I do not want to get into the 

process of how budgets are arrived at, ho•: a lot of figures here are 

arrived at·-but the grant as shown here now is less. In fact it is 

$50,000 this year which we confirmeci we would give them as opposed to 

the $85,000 last year. Since then tne St. John Ambulance people have 

presented us with a brief, of which I believe the hon. member miP'ht- h<me " 

copy. It sounds like he does as it is familiar reading to me what 

he is saying over there. Only yesterday morning I had a meeting in my 

office with Mr. Jolm Harnum and Hr. John O,Brien, Mr. O'Brien being the 
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UR. COLLUlS : executive director of the St . Job.n Ambulance,and also 

Dr. Frazer t.;alsh , the medical superintendent of the Waterford Hospital 

who is also a member of the Sc. Jobn Aclbulance Organization in 

Ne\.rfounciland . They put a pretty strong case for additional funlls 

and,as the hon . member says, they requested $106,000 this year .. 

For the information of members of the cor:nnittee, 

St. John Ambulance has done a treme.ndous amount of good work. In 

years gone by they have . devored their energies,anci a lot of energy, 

1:o some of t:-te m.ore remote parts of Labrador, some of the more remote 

.,arts of the Northern Peninsula of :lewfoundland 
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_MR • .!!.:_COLLINS: 

and some of the more inaccessible parts of the South Coast of the 

Province1filling a need in an area where the Department of Health 

had not been able to get in because of small places. You cannot 

put a doctor in every place around the Province, you cannot put a 

nurse in every small community, so they were fulfilling a need and 

providing a tremendous service in an area which we were having 

difficulty with in terms of finding the resources to do it ourselves._ 

As I said,I met with them yesterday and I 

arranged with them to meet with the appropriate officials in the 

deparonent. I believe that a preliminary meeting has already taken 

place and after we have gone through the whole process with St. John 

Ambulance and be able to show to them what we have in mind this 

year, look at what they have in mind, I think that we can come to 

some arrangement in terms of being able to dovetail and co-ordinate 

the whole effort from a departmental point of view.and from their 

point of view. Mr. Chairman, I am reasonably optimistic that once 

we have gone through that exercise that the St. John Ambulance 

people and ourselves can come to some amicable agreement. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. member for Conception Bay South. 

MR. NOLAN: Is it permitted to continue to say anything in reference 

to the St. John Ambulance, Mr. Chairman? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I would prefer if it could be related 

to ambulance services, but if it is specifically on St. John 

-~bulance I would prefer for the operation of the Committee if we 

could pass the headings until we got down to that. 

On motion heading 1007-03-02 and heading 1007-03-03 

carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shall 03-04 carry? 

MR. RIDEOUT: No, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. member for Baie Verte-White Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Chairman, I believe 04 is the Newfoundland Medical 

Care Commission and we are not about to allow $36 million to carry 

without having a few words to say on it. In view of the disasterous 
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MR. RIDEOUT: 

policy taken by this minister or this government in slapping on 

the population of this Province a three dollar ward fee before they 

can be a&nitted to the hospital - I understand from what the minister 

was telling some of my colleagues this afternoon they have to pay a 

certain percentage of that fee - l n view of that almost inhumane and 

criminal policy followed by this government, the Minister of Health 

is not going to get $36 million although there are only a few minutes 

left in the Committee before he tells us why the untouchaoles have - I 

not been touched. And the untouchables, of course, are the high 

paid members of the medical profession in this Province. 

We have seen in documentation before this House 

evidence of other professionals as well as lawyers or any other 

group, evidence where the professional doctors have made in excess 

of $100,000 individually. We have seen examples, Mr. Chairman, where 

they have made in excess of $100,000 and the react~on to this 

government of that type of blatant abuse is for the government to slap 

a three dollar ward fee on the sick and the poor and the lame in 

Newfoundland. 

Now the Minister of Health is not about to 

get $36 million unless we do run out of time, unless he tells us 

why the untouchables have not been investigated, unless he tells us 

why some steps have not been taken by his department to control the 

amount of money spent paying for medical services in this Province. 

I think it is time, Mr. Chairman, that the• exorbitant fees being 

paid to those people be investigated. I think it is time that 

it oe investigated before the little person is slapped, Who do 

we slap first in this Province? Not the wealthy, rich doctor and 

$100,000 a year man or the $150,000 a year man. We do riot slap 

him. In fact we are paying almost $2 million more this year, Mr. 

Chairman, to the Newfoundland Medical Care Commission so that I 

suppose we can pay more money to those people. Now I am not against 

doctors being paid. They deserve to be paid and paid well,as Your ' • f 

Honour will agree I am sure. But the simple fact of the matter is, 

. 
f· 
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MR. RIDEOUT: 

Mr. Chairman, that before we go slapping it to or kicking it co 

the poor people,why do we n:ot. take a look at ourselves and why do we 

not take a look at the Newfoundland Medical Care Commission and see 

if we cannot shave $2 million or $3 million or $4 .million or $5 million 

off that amount before we get into the business of slapping it to the 

pocke-ts of those people who can least afford to pay? 

Ihe Minister of Bealth 
... 

- I 

I 
t• 

, 
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}JR. RIDEOUT: should almost be ashamed to implement that kind of 

policy before coming before this House and explaining to us whether 

or not a·few million dollars could be saved in this Newfoundland 

Medical Care Commission. 

Mr. Chairman, I think it is five thirty. 

JH - 1 

HR. HIClQrAN: I move that the Committee rise, report progress and ask 

leave to sit again. 

On motion that the Comcittee rise, report progress 

and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker returned to the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han, Chairman. 

MR. CHA.IRtfAi'f: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have considered 

the matters to them referred and have instructed me to report having 

made some progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received and adopted, Committee 

ordered to sit again presently. 

:ill.. SPEAKER: It being five thirty a motion to adjourn is deemed 

to be before the House. Subject for debate - the situation of the 

school in Badger. 

The <1on. member for Wiudsor-Buchans. 

:::R. FLIGHT: Thank you, Hr. Speaker. Hr. Speaker, in the five minutes 

allocated to me I want to talk about what has to be one of the most 

frustrating situations in this Province today and that is the school 

bus situation as it applies to specific areas. Now I accept the 

school bus t;1eory as it applies to rural ~;ewfoundland or isolated 

co~unities,but there are towns in this Province, }rr. Speaker, where 

th.o children, the parents, the town is suffering. ';/c talk about the 

quality of .:ducation, :·1r. Spea~r, when in a town like 3aciger today 

located smack on the Trans-Canada liighway eighteen miles from 

Grand Falls,where there is enough potential for growth as any comrr~uity 

in Newfoundland and here is the statistic, :-rr. Speaker, 190 students 

travelling from Badger to Grand Falls. There are only 237 students 

left in Badger to go to school, 

Now here is where the frustration comes in, 
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HR. FLIGh"T: Hr. Speaker. I do not want it to be said in this -

A!! HON. llEl!BER: How far? 

MR. FLIGHT: Eighteen miles. I do not want it to be said, 

Hr. Speaker, that I am being critical of the denominational system, 

the DEC's role. I sympathize with the DECs as they do not have 

enough ~oney to do the things that are requested of them. But the 

frustration comes :1ere; the people of Newfoundland do not see the 

DECs as being the people who decide where schools are built. . If that -. I 
were so then, :~. Speaker, I would not have received a petition from 

Badger with eighty-five per cent of the names in Badger on it. They 

look to this government, to the Minister of Education to decide whether 

or not their children are going to have to be bused eighteen miles, 

grade seven to eleven. Those students in Badger, as I have said in 

this House before, !-~. Speaker, will know more about the to~m of 

Grand Falls when they graduate th.:tn they will k..-:1ow about ti1e town 

of Badger. They leave home at eight o'clock in the morning and 

they return at five. They cannot take advantage of the recreational 

and extra curricular facilities ih the town of Grand Falls because 

there is a school bus there parked waiting to take them away. They 

do not have them in their own schools. The recreational facilities 

in Grand Falls are suffering as a result of the lack of participation 

by their own students. The drop-out rate is fantastic, Mr. Speaker. 

Students are kicked out of school before the parent even knows what 

is happening and tile l1inister of Education - arid we talk about ti<is 

ridiculous nonsense! - In a sense it is not nonsense but compared to 

this one it is nonsense about the quality of education. 

How about the quality of education? How about the 

conscience? How about the well-being of all the children in this 

Province who are being bused from their o~vn homes eight o'clock in the . i 

morning and allowed to return at five in the evening? ~low who is 

going to take the bull by the horns, Mr. Speaker, and make the 

decision? Who is going to suggest to th~ DECs or to whoever spends 
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MR . FLIGHr : the money t ha·t yes, okay we give you the right to builci. 

schools but we retain the right to decid e where school buses operate . 

You are going to have a situation, Mr. Speaker. and I will be the first 

on.e there as a parent - you are going to have a situation where the 

school buses are not goin~ to be permitted to leave Badger. I mean 

it h<!.s gotten to a point where it is ridiculous, 190 students 

travelliP~ from a tOYn like Badger to Grand Falls . I wonder, 

~Lr . Speaker , if we are not going to have to face a situation that 

·~e ilave some great mo;:;uments built out t l1er2 . The policy a £et; 
i 

y <!.rs ago ~as to build great regional schools a~d suddenly the 

movers of that, whoever they lili:;ht ltave been, :~a:ve saicl, :ry !.o::d., 

tie have to ;,eep those kicis coming in 1ere b~cause o.:e have to justify 

the millions of dollars we spo<nt 'in this .. e t building ciown ilere 

t l·;enty- five Uliles removed £row all the little co=unitics we are 

serving • As a result and in order to justify that • inci cf an 

.a::p:.nditure and t ose :-incis of builciings that vie a re going to ave 

to subject our children,seven to eleven, the most fonnati•1e years of 

their life - I suppose twelve ye.ars old to sixteen travelling eighteen 

lililes away from t ' e town in '-lhicil ::hey ·,..ere born anci away from their 

parents and out of sight of 

' 

'-li~ 
.•. 
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MR. FLIGHT: control. We talk about moral values, no 

control. It is a fact that the teachers do not have the same concern 

for students who are being bused in from other communities as they do 

for the students who are part of that community. That is a fact! And 

teachers will admit it to you. So we are wondering about the morals, 

we are wondering about our young people, their standards of values. 

now as compared to ten or fifteen years ago. Maybe that is one of the 

reasons, Mr. Speaker. Maybe one of the reasons we have children being 

permitted and forced-not permitted, they are forced to leave home at 

eight o'clock in the morning to spend eight to ten hours a day in an 

atmoephere that. it takes them the first year to adjust to. 

I want to hear the - I see the Minister of 

Education is not here - I want to hear the Minister of Education point 

out what sense of responsibility he has to the To<m of Badger, what 

sense of responsibility he has to all the children in this Province who 

are being bused and should not be bused. It just cannot be justified. 

So I want to hear the minister. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: Obvi9usly, Mr. Speaker, this House cannot 

hear the hon. Minister of Education at this time. He and I were in 

Stephenville last night for what the people in that area and most educators 

have described as one of the milestones in educational development in this 

Province . namely the opening of the Bay St. George Community College. 

And what a warm reception we receivedl 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

NR. HICIO!A..~: Today the Hinister of Education is, I believe, 

in Corner Brook or thereabouts, opening some great educational festival, 

but in any event -

AN HON. MEMBER: Were the NTA friendly? 

l1R. HI CKMA!'l': - and the NTA were exceptionally friendly. 

Mr. Speaker, what the hon. gentleman from 

Windsor-Buchans (Mr. Flight) is asking the present Minister of Education "l 

to do and asking the present Administration to do is to unscramble an egg 
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MR. HICKMAN: that this Administration did not scramble. 

The situation is that in 1967 or 1968 the new Schools Act came into this 

House brought in by the then }!iuister of Education, now Senator Rowe, 

which was in response to the major recommendations contained in the 

Warren Commission report. That bill provided very clearly the emphasis 

for consolidation, and I say this not in a critical sense because there 

is no question at all, Mr. Speaker, that at that time the mood in 

Newfoundland was that centralization was one of the answers to our 

educational problems in Newfoundland. And it is inevitable that with 

the centralization that flowed therefrom that certain inconveniences, 

and the hon. gentleman has referred to some very real inconveniences 

and some very real problems, I noted it on the Burin Peninsula- I know 

the hon. member for Burin-Placentia (Mr. Canning) will concur with this -

where pupils from Red Harbour and other places in that area are bused 

in to the Pierce High School in Burin, that whether it is a part of the 

busing contract between the bus operator and the school board, or 

whatever, it is a fact that they do leave immediately classes finish and 

many of them are deprived of the opportunity to participate in lots of 

the extra-curricular activities. 

You know, this Government and the people of 

this Province would certainly be relieved of one very awesome tax burden, 

Mr Speaker, if the school-busing was eliminated because this House, this 

year, through its Committee of Supply has voted the sum of $11,170,000 

for school-busing, and that is a tremendous amount of money no matter 

how one looks at it. 

Now to deal with the other question that the 

hon. gentlemen raises with respect to the D.E.C. vis-a-vis the Government 

of Newfo~.mdland. The Government of Newfoundland pursuant to the 

provisions of the Terms of Union make, and it has been argued and argued -

there are people in Newfoundland - there are some constitutional lawyers 

who take issue with this, but the vast body of opinion appears to be that 

the Government is obliged to hand over to the D.E.C. 's on a non-discriminatory 

basis, 
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MR. HICKMAN: all monies for capital account -

HR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. HICKMAN: - and that the DECs then make 

that decision. Now, you know, there can be a very convincing 

argument that the government, having the responsibility 

to hand out the taxpayers' money to the DEC, should have 

some say, some rights with respect to the location of the 

school. But again, may I remind the hon. gentleman from 

Burin - Placentia West (Mr. Canning) that a couple of years 

ago when a fine school that will soon be completed, 

I think, in Rushoon was being mooted and there was very 

strong feelings in two communities as to where it should go, 

that the then member was asked to intervene and I think was 

politely told that this is not the business of government. 

I did not mak.e the terms of union, this House did not mak.e 

the terms of union, Mr. Speaker, but it happens to be there. 

It is not a matter, unfoi~unately - and I am sure the hon. 

gentleman would not mislead his people by suggesting to 

them that it is a matter over which government can in any 

conceivable way assert jurisdiction. It is purely and 

simply a matter between the school board for the area, the 

parents in the area and the Denoainational Educational 

Council. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Right. 

MR. HICKMAN: Some people will argue that 

the Denominational Educational Council have gone beyond that 

which was anvisaged in the Schools Act where it was simpl~ 

to look after capital grants~ that they are beginning to 

take unto themselves certain other policy decisions that 

the old superintendents of education had with the 

Schools Act tried to restrict and to some extent take away. 

But, Mr. Speaker, the very real problem that has been 

raised by the hon. the member for Windsor - Buchans is 

i 

,. 
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MR. HICKMAN: very definitely one that 

does not fall within the jurisdiction of this House 

nor within the area of responsibility of the government 

of the Province, and I am not sure that there are 

many people in Newfoundland today who would -

MR. FLIGHT: They do not acce?t that. 

MR. HICKMAN: Well, whether they believe 

it or not the bon. gentleman and I have a solemn 

obligation to the people to tell them what the law is, 

and that is what the law happens to be, Mr. Speaker, 

and we cannot do anything about it. And I am sure that 

the bon. member for Windsor - Buchans when he received 

that petition, turned to his people and said, 'Ladies 

and gentlemen, that petition has to go :o the DEC, not 

to the House of Assembly and I will be very happy to 

take it to the DEC as is provided for by the Schools Act,' 

which as I say, was an eig that was scrambled not by this 

administration and we cannot unscramble it. 

I thank bon. gentlemen for 

their attention and their enthusiasm. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. SPEAKER: The motion before the House is 

that the House now adjourn. Those in favour 'aye', contrary 

'nay 1
• In my opinion the 'nays' have it. 

or call it 6:00 p.m.? 

MR. HICKMAN: 

Will we have Orders of the Day 

We can do one of ~wo things; we-

can ask Mr. Speaker to call it 6:00 o'clock,which he can 

only do with the unanimous consent of the House,or 

alternatively, we can go back into Committee where we 

have ten minutes left to finish the health estimates. 

SO~ HON. ~<m!BERS : Oh. oh! 

_I 
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MR . HIClOIAN: Mr. Speaker can only call it 

6:00 o'clock with the unanimous consent of the House. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

.IR • HI CIG[AN : 

Oh, oh! 

There is not unanimous consent 

so I n ove l.l'e go back into Committee. 

MR . SPEAKER: 

the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (Mr. Young) 

St. John's South. 

The motion is that I leave 

Order, please! 

1507-03-04. 

The hon. the member for 

DR. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I presume you are 

going on the well-tried tradition of going from s~d·e to side. 

Under this particular heading the hop,. ehe member for 

Baie Verte - Whi t:e Bay (M.r. Rideout) ref erred to the 

payments made to position.~ under MCP, and I can understand 

his remarks and I have considerable sympathy with them if 

one looks at them superficially, but I would just take a 

few moments of the House to make a few clarifying remarks 

in that regard. And I do not think I can do a good job, 

because this is a complex subject 

. ! 
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DR. J. COLLINS: 

and you would really need to go into it in some detail.Very 

rapidly I will just read from the first paragraph of the highlights 

of the 1976/77 report from l·!CP which says: "Average gross payments 

for full-time positions was $75,644, The estimated overhead i.e. 

cost of operating a practice was one-third of gross payments so 

that the estimated average net professional income was $51) ,000." 

Now you might well say that,well,in this Province $50,000 is still 

a very good income and I think that every doctor and every lawyer 

and every architect and many other people, every businessman and 

so on and se forth would agree that that is a goad income. I 

would point out to hen. members what that $50.000 phy~ic1~n 

doing that I taink it would be useful if they referred to the salary 

Estimates. And you will see under salary estimates that varia~~ 

full-time employed doctors of the department,that is in the minister's 

office, for instance,the physician·in charge of public health, the 

doc~ors in charge and second in charge in cottage hospitals and so and 

so forth, their salary is not too dissimilar from this . Now I would 

also point out that this is,even though it is net income,it is not a 

salary - and perhaps I will have to say a few words on that in a 

moment but it is also net income but makes no allowance for pensions, 

it makes no allowance for vacations, and as all han. members in 

this Rouse will realize that everyone needs vacations to bp able to 

carry on useful work. So that if you want to compare that $50,000 

<.rith the full-time employed physician you have to knock off <.rhat 

one would put aside reasonably for pension and w·hat one <muld put 

aside reasonably for vacation. So I ~rill just bring to hen. members-

attention that when they talk about the full-time physician being 

reimbursed from HCP yet a more reasonable thing to do would be to 

compare them on a like basis with the full-time employed physicians 

in the Department of Health and there has been almost no comments 
f· 
; . 

.. 
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DR. J. COLLINS: made that the salaries given 

to the Department of Health employies are out of line and I would 

not argue "to that effect either. Now as I mentioned earlier, this 

is not a salary to these full-time positions. This is made up of 

multiple services, And if one ~s going to reasonably talk about the inco~e 

the physicians make,you really have to go back to the items it 

comprises. I point out to han. members attention that a visit to 

a doctors office now,rux ordinary visit to a ~octors office now is 

charged out as $6 .25'. lfuen I was goin~ to school,and this is in the 

thirties,a physicians fee was $3.00.So the cost for a visit to a 

doctor's office has gone up just over 100 per cent in approximately 

forty years. I tmuld ask hon. members to try to bring to mind t.rhat 

other item of service or merchandise or what have you has gone up 

100 per cent in forty years. I would suggest that this vJould be very 

very difficult to bring to mind.Arid if one wants to relate it to, 

say,an automobile,I can remember when automobiles used to be 

advertised out at $777 for an automobile in the thirties. And I 

would suggest that you would now have great difficulty getting 

an automobile at much less than $7,777.In other words~there has 

been tin fold increase. In the matter of clothing, in the matter 

of house costs, in the matter of food none of these have gone up 

by a mere 100 per cent whereas the most common service that a 

physician gives it has gone up by that amount. So the items are 

not out of line. Now I can agree to this extent with the hen. member 

for Baie Verte -White Bay (Mr. P~deout);if you want to direct 

monies to certain areas of the health care plan that you think are 

needed,why not cut down on l~CP payments? I would agree with the 

hon. member on that.If you cut down on :~CP payments you are not 

going to say that those services are not going to be given They would 

be given because the populace will require them but you will then 

say the populace will directly make payments to the giver of the 

service instead of ~{CP making it . Well that is fair enough. You will 

r ,, 
:f. 
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DR. J. COLLU:S: then say that we would cut 

certa~n services out of the free health plan,and I think certain 

services should be cut out.I think that much of the services 

given is of a personal care nature that does not 

. ! 
T 
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DR. J. COLLINS: 

require the state to pay for. I think that many of these services 

given a~e unnecessary,shall we say,from the point of state payment. 

Then you would save money in MCP • Then you could direct that money 

saved there into ambulance services, into hospital services, into 

equipment, you name it. But it is a whole new ball game and I think 

it is a ball game that sooner or later the legislature - and we are 

tending to edge towards it, it is a whole new ball game -

will really have to get into. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Windsor-Buchans. 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Chairman, I want to direct a question to the minister 

with regards to MCP. Last year the minister came very close - and 

we all know this and the only reason he did not do it is because of the 

flak re got from the Province, what would have happened had he tried 

it -and that was to wack on a deterrent fee. And instead of putting 

on a deterrent fee he sneaked it in another way. He put on three 

dollars per day up to fifteen days. And of course having saddled 

the poor people of this Provincer the sick and the weak and weary 

and the lame -

AN RON. MEMBER: The blind and the lame. 

MR. FLIGHT: - with that three dollars, after having done that he 

did not have the nerve, he knew he could not go that far. I want to 

ask the minister this and I want to draw the House's attention to a 

situation that exists with MCP. Now the hon. member for St. John's 

South (Dr. Collins) just indicated that when he was going to school 

it was three dollars a call to a doctor and now it is six, And he 

indicated that is a very small increase over the years, That may 

well be true but we did not have MCP when the doctor wa~ going to 

school. We did not have a situation where somebody goes into the 

hospital and the doctor takes a look, it is charged up to MCP and 

he is told to come back a week after and maybe a week after and 

a week after and every call being charged to MCP. And I want to 

ask, Mr. Chairman - I am aware and the minister is aware that there is 

an ongoing programme to try to determine misuse or abuse of the MCP 

programme as it applies to the patients. That is why the minister was 
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MR. FLIGHT: 

going to have his deterrent fee in the first place, What I would 

like to.know, is there an ongoing programme to try to determine 

whether or not there is any abuse of MCP by the professionals, by 

the doctors? Because it is -

AN HON. MEMBER: They sounded the dentists out. 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Chairman, the first time I went to a hospital 

after MCP became in my own town hospital,! was asked for my MCP 

card and I have never had to produce that MCP card since, Mr. 

Speaker. I go in now, the receptionist knows my number, 'just 

go on in and see the doctor,'Graham:' I do not have to sign a document 

saying that I did indeed receive treatment. I am not asked to 

sign a slip verifying the fact that I had a visitation to the 

I have no idea how many times my ~1CP card was used 

this past five years. 

Now, the minister as far as I am concerned,if we 

are going to go nailing the poor people of this Province _- or the rich 

or the poor, all alike, it does not make any difference to me, 

nailing them with deterrent fees, nailing them with three dollars 

a day entrance fees in the hospital, then I think that they are 

entitled to know that the programme is not being abused by the 

professional side of the thing, the doctors. I am not accusing. 

Some of the best, obviously some of the more respected people in 

this House are doctors. I have a great deal of respect for all 

the doctors in this Province, Mr. Speaker. But the fact is the 

situation is there. 

I hear tell of like my han. friend from Baie 

Verte (Mr. Rideout) talked about, $100,000 wages. How is it, Mr. 

Speaker, that a doctor can earn $70,000 or $80,000 a year in a 

glorified nursing station? That is all it is. There are 

hospitals in this programme with the referal centers we have in 

this programme, Grand Falls, the Central Newfoundland Hospital 

is a referral center. If you have to have a corn removed you are sent 

by the doctor in the small cottage to the Grand Falls Central Newfoundland 

-. , 
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MR. FLIGHT: 

Hospital. 

Now now is it that you can have doctors manning 

those small stations , Mr. Speaker, and making $78,000 to $90,000 a 

year. It is very simple. It ~ould not have been possible without 

MCP. And the question is, Mr. Speaker, whether or not if we are 

going to bave the MCP cost ·to this Province as escalated year after 

year - ! think it started with $7 million a year. It is now $36 million . 

It went up $2 million last year. And we hear the general public of 

this Province being criticized, the people who c.annot defend themselves 

being criticized. They are all hypochondriacs. They are going to 

the doctor when they do not need to go. We are going to slap on a 

deterrent fee to keep them from going to hospitals. 

I ~onder would the minister attempt to find out 

how many people were called back to the hospital for no other reason 

than for a certain doctor in this Province to be able to send another 

bill to MCP? I wonder 

! 
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MR. FLIGHT: would the minister try to indicate to this 

House what type of control? Mr. Speaker, since I have become a member 

of this aouse most of the institutions I had respect for, that respect 

is all gone. Since I have become a member of this House I have not 

seen an institution in this Province go unscathed. And so, therefore, 

I have a right to wonder. Certainly the medical profession is not the 

only one that is above criticis~because every other institution in 

this Province has been dragged through the mud in this House. And now 

it is time,- if we are going to spend $36,000,000 a year on medical 

health care costs in this Province, MCP, I think it is time to find 

out whether or not that program - because that one is wide open for 

abuse, Mr. Speaker, wide open. It would be interesting to know how 

many people in this Province today had a bill sent in against their 

MCP card that have not seen a doctor in the past year. Now I stand here 

and openly say that that is possible. I make no accusation of any 

particular doctor but I say it is possible, and with the Bill going 

the way it is going, with salaries being earned in this Province by 

doctors averaging $100,000 a year, then I say, before we put on any 

deterrent fees, before we put on that three dollars a night, we should 

maybe have determined whether there could have been a couple of million 

dollars saved by making sure there was no abuse in the MCP system as 

it is practised by the medical profession in this Province today. 

Mr. Speaker, again I want to ask the Minister 

why is it that a person can walk into a hospital uow, not show his 

MCP card, simply go in, the doctor will treat him, he will go out, he 

will not have to be asked to sign a slip confirming that he was there? 

Why not? 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. H. COLLINS: 

There is enough paperwork for everything el5e. 

The han. l~nister of Health. 

The hon. member might not get in the hospital 

anymore if the doctors have heard him this afternoon. 

SOME RON. ~!EMBERS : So what! 
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. H. COLLINS: ¥~. Speaker, let me say this first of all. 

We have the lowest fee schedule under medicare in Canada 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. a. COLLINS: 

Island.

HR. FLIGHT: 

MR. H. COLLINS.,_ 

Hear, hear! 

- with the single exception of Prince Edwa~d 

And we have the most visits -

- with the single exception of Prince Edward 

Island. On an average we have the lowest - the doctors in this Province 

on an average have the lowest income of any province in Canada • 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. H. COLLINS: 

. Do you hear that1 Do you hear that1 

Oh, oh! 

Mr. Speaker, we have a number of general 

practitioners in this Province, in this City- and hon. members' comments 

over there are not helping very much - >·te have a number of general 

practitioners in this Province and particularly in this City who are 

making less than $30,000 a year. 

MR. FLIGHT: Not -on MCP. 

HR. H. COLLINS: It is a very attractive clientele over the 

ninety miles of water and a very attractive clientele south of the border, 

and statements like we have heard here today are only going to make it 

more difficult for us to be able to attract doctors to this Province and 

get them to go out into the areas where we want them. 

AJ.'I HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. H. COLLINS: My colleague, the member for St. John's South 

(Dr. J. Collins) alluded to the fact that those average earnings - the 

first call upon a doctor's earnings is his overhead, and the overhead 

of any doctor in this Province works out to anywhere between thirty and_ 

thirty-eight per cent of his gross income. Mr. Speaker, you would not 

know, to hear hon. members opposite, but that all the doctors were 

millionaires. Now granted, there are -

AN. RON. MEMBER: (inaudible) 
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MR. H. COLLL.'IS: Hon. members have the figures in the }!edicare 

Gommission report, that is audited by the Auditor-General. There are 

a few specialists in this City and in Corner Brook and Grand Falls who 

are mal~ing a fair alll)unt of money but how many hours, Mr. Speaker, do 

they work. They work seven days a week sometimes, day and night, and 

one of the reasons for that is that we do not have enough specialists 

in Newfoundland to be able to do the work under a normal forty-hour 

week. One of the reasons for that, Mr. Speaker, is because our fee 

schedule is too low. We cannot attract the specialists from Nova Scotia 

or Ontario or anywhere else. If our own students go to McGill or 

Dalhousie and get the best training in the world, when they look at 

the medicare fee in Nova Scotia and the medicare fee in Ontario and 

the great prospects down south of the border, and they look at the meagre 

fee which ~ey -find here, they are not coming back and this is one of 

the reaons we do not have the specialists. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. H. COLLlliS: Mr. Speaker, a lot of the comments which have 

been made here - obviously, members do not know what they are talking 

about, but I want to set the record straight and that is that a number 

of general practitioners are finding it difficult to make a living, 

:! 
I 
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aR. B . COLLI~:S: Their income is of a subsistance 

nature and the specialists who are making a considerable 

amount of money are overworked. 

MR. FLIGHT: (Inaudible) the MCP? 

MR. NEARY: No answer, look! l:lo answer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The .time has expired. 

On motion, 1007-03-04 through 

1015-04, carried. 

On motion Heading X,Vealth, all items 

without amendment, carried. 

It now being six o'clock I 

l~ave the Chair until eight o'clock . 

. 
..... :. 
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The Co=i ttee resumed at 8: 00 P .~!. 

Hr. Chairman in the Chair. 

HR. CHAIBMAN: 

MR. HICK!-!AJ."': 

rm. CHAIRMAN: 

!1R. BRETT: 

Order, please! 

Social Services, Head 801, page 47. 

Social Services, Heading S, page 47. 

The han. Minister of Social Services. 

Mr. ChairmAn, I would like to take 

a few minutes to mention some of the changes that have been made 

since 1974 when we brought in our new welfare programme, what 

these changes have meant to the caseloads and also how they have 

proven beneficial to the peoole who are forced to depend on 

welfare payments as a means of livelihood. 

The decrease in the caseload is 

almost unbelievable. There are reasons for it,obviously,although 

it is,I suppose,difficult to believe that at a time when we have 

such a high rate of unemployment in the Province we would have 

the lowest rate of welfare ever, at lea.t since we have been 

keeping records. And actually there are three or four 

points that I would like to make with respect to the decrease 

and one of them is, the first one, the equalization of rates 

between long and short term. 

Now under the old programme, 

before 1974, take a typical family of a man and wife and three 

children living in their own home, if the man were able-bodied 

he would receive a maximum of $145 a month, and if that same 

man were sick, the same family, he would receive $210. Now 

the result of this difference in the rates between an able

bodied person and a sick person I think was the result of the 

famous Newfoundland bad back,and everybody in the Province has 

heard about the Newfoundland bad back. 

People naturally tried to obtain 

medical certificates from their doctors knowing that if they 

were certified to be incapacitated that the amount of welfare they 

4317 
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MR. BRETT: would receive would be greater. 

Equalization of the rates, that 

is making it the same for incapacitated and able-bodied,had the 

effect of encouraging people who were clinging to long-term 

assistance to try their hand at remunerated work, knowing that 

if they did not succeed that they could always go back to 

social assistance, 

In implementing the policy, in 

equalizing the rates, the government transferred all long-term 

assistance recipients with any employment potential at all to 

the short-term roles and the idea of that was the social worker 

could see the recipient every month and explore any employment 

opportuc.ities that might be available with the hope of getting 

them back in the labour field. And I am very happy to say that 

this did work and many of our clients did find employment. 

Now it is extremely difficult, 

and I suppose it is impossible,to fully estimate the positive 

effect that this change in policy had in reducing the 

long-term assistance caseload. All we know for sure is that, 

as I said at the beginning, the caseload i s down considerably. 

Another part of the new programme 

was the incentive provision of the new social assistance programme. 

Under the old system,any money or any income that a welfare 

recipient had over a thirty day period, whether it was a dollar 

or $100, or whatever it was, was deducted from the recipient's 

assistance or allowance. And of course that meant that people 

were reluctant to accept either part-time or full-time employment, 

or even to seek casual employment. 

Now under the new programme brought 

in in '74,people are encouraged to work and we do not take the 

full amouc.t of money that they earn. For example,in the case of 

handicapped people, they are permitted to keep the first $30 that 

t hey earn and fifty per cent of the next $200, In other words, 

4318 
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~~. BRETT: to sum that up, if a sick or 

handicapped person earned $230 a month then only $100 would 

be deducted from his allowance. 

Now in the case 

4319 . 
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ldR. BRETT: of an able-bodied person we deduct 

50 per cent of that person's earnings up to $200. Anything over $200 

is deducted in full. In other words then, what I am saying is that 

work suddenly became more profitable than social assistance and people 

who work now are much better off by working. And again,as in the case 

of equalizing the rates, it is difficult to estimate exactly 1vhat effect 

this particular policy had, but I have to say that it has helped to 

reduce the caseloads. And the third important feature of the new 

programme is the relation between the social assistance rates and the 

minimum wage, Prior to the new programme it was commonly known that 

there were people on welfare who were actually getting more than if they 

were working, And as a matter of fact, this was true right in the 

Department of Social Services itself. There were actually people working 

on the third floor making less money than if they were on welfare. So 

this was changed and we have a cut off, that is to say that a person with 

seven children, or say a person with nine children - we have a cut off at 

seven - a person with nine children does not get any more than a person 

with seven. And that may seem unfair, but again, if we went beyond that 

a person with an extra large family would be better off on welfare than 

'"orking, so I feel that that had much to do 1-dth reducing the caseload. 

Of course, there are many other factors. 

I have to give credit to the federal 'government for creating many short 

term jobs, to L.I.P. and Canada Works and, of course, we have to take 

some credit for our own welfare programmes, but I would like to think that 

there is more than that to it. I would assume that back in the late 1960s 

or the middle 1960s, the early 1960s when supposedly there was almost full 

employment that there was some reason why the short-term welfare caseload 

was up around 7,000 or 8,000, You know, obviously there was something 

wrong, and I am of the opinion that recipients came to the welfare office 

and it was a matter of an assembly line, there was no thought given to 

rehabilitation, it was a matter of dishing it out. It was too easy. 

And under our new programme we have put a lot of emphasis on rehabilitation 

and we try to see the kinds of short-term - as I said earlier, any with 

any employment potential at all - see them at least once a month if we 

can do home visits, and rath<r than the dishing-out method, to explore 
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~:R. BRETT: every avenue and every possibility 

of getting them back in the labour field. 

There is an increase this year which 

obviously is not as much as the government would like to see. It is only 

5 per cent. It is a help. We would like to tie it to the cost of living 

which is more than that, but government has to draw the line somewhere. 

It is interesting to note that in the four main service departments, 

that is Social Services, Health, Rehabilitation and Recreation, and 

Education, I believe, that this Province is spending over S600 million, 

and in the four resource departments we are spending a little over 

$100 million, which means that we are spending six times as much on 

services as we are in our resource department. And I do not think 1~e 

can go on and on and on like that, there has to be an end to it. We will 

spend over $60 million this year in the Social Services and there are 

a lot of new services that we would like to bring in. And as I have said 

on occasions - I said in the House last week- with block funding which we 

now have there should be more dollars available and hopefully some new 

services can be implemented next year, particularly as it relates to the 

aged. 

As we get into the headings I assume there 

will be questions, and I will probably leave any further co1IIIllents until 

then. 

Y.R. CHAIRMAN: (11r. Young) The hon. the member for Carbonear. 
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MR. R. MOORES : Mr. Chairman, as a prerequisite for the hon. 

Minister of Tourism~who is not in the House, and the hon. member for 

Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) who consider it essential that any 

member of the Opposition,particularly a shadow Cabinet spokesman,should 

start off any of their replies to a minister by being positive, 

I am prepared to do that, I certainly am,by saying that in the two and 

a half years that I have been a member of this hon. House I have had 

over 600 occasions to write or to contact the Social Services Department 

in Harbour Grace, and Harbour Grace in this case is the regional office 

through which the district of Carbonear deals, and I must say unequivocally 

that the co-operation, the service, the understanding, and the compassion 

that I have received from the people in that office cannot be exceeded, 

t am sure,anywhere in the Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. R. MOORES: Having said that, Mr. Chairman, as a reflection 

of the fact that do not want to be personal with the minister_ I do not 

know the man, I do not believe before I entered politics he and I ever 

met in our lives, so I do not know hi~. I have nothinr personal a~ainst 

him - it is my responsibility as the Opposition shadow Cabinet critic 

to evaluate and assess that minister's performance in the provision of 

social assistance and related services in this Province. And on 

that basis and that basis alone I can only say that this minister has to 

be one of the worst in history for this department. 

SOME HON; MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. R. MOORES: I have been told by reliable sources within 

the minister's department that I have or have not dealt with that 

essentially this department has gone down;ill, downhill in a sense 

that its minister does not want or never does stand up for the rights 

of the poor people in this Province in the Cabinet discussion5 that are 

taking place at Budget time. Let me give you exampleS, The minister 

talks about an increase in the social assistance payments in this Province. 

In two years there has been an increase of 10 per cent, 5 per cent each 
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Mr. R. Moores: year. At the same time the national inflation 

rate-~ot the Provincial; they could be decidedly different~ the national 

inflation rate alone has been 15 per cent or in excess. Therefore 

a 5 per cent increase given to a social assistance recipient in January 

is non-existent by the 1st. day of July. 

So the minister cannot get up in this House 

and expound upon the achievement of such a fantastic increase: 

nothing, nothing, nothing, plus nothing is still nothing. Let me give 

you further examples. You see,for the benefit of members on this side 

and members opposite: and members of the media, and the general public ~ 

the minister would want you to believe by the"bad-back"theory that the 

amount of abuse in the social assistance programme in this Province 

is exorbitant. But the fact is,to use a cliche of the Premier's, 

the fact is that this social services programme has only,and not 

in excess of,a 5 per cent abuse rate, which means that 95 of every 

100 people who are directly or indirectly in receipt of social 

assistance benefits is an honest,God-fearing person who does not 

abuse either the payments or the principles of the programme. 

A financial or an economic example to better 

exemplify what I am talking about,because it is hard for a person to 

abuse nothing, 
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MR. R. HOORES: a family with two adults, that 

is to say,presumably,a mother and a father, will receive 

$276 per month, plus approximately $21 for each child, up 

to seven or more. The monthly expenditure for a family of 

two, as indicated by Statistics Canada, for food $120, 

for fuel $80, for electricity $30, and for miscellaneous 

like light bulbs, Kleenez, etc., etc., $30, for a total 

monthly expenditure of $260. The remainder therefore of 

NH - 1 

this grandiose payment,for the maintenance of your house, 

food, clothing, family, everything else, is $16 a month. Now 

any decent person ~n this Province can understand what I am 

saying, the proportions of $16 per month. And then you get 

$21 for each child. Now I do not mean to be facetious, at 

least I do not mean to be overly facetious, Mr. Chairman, 

but I have a dog at home and I do nat feed it too much, I do 

not abuse it too much, but I sat down this morniug and I 

calculated that if I had a meal of pork chops and there was 

one left over,and I gave it half a can of dog food every now 

and then that I would spend $19.40 approximately per month on 

that dog. And that is what this government, that is what 

this minister talks about when he says, "We did more in the 

last four years for social assistance in this Province than 

has ever been done before,comparitively." 

Mr. Chair11:.an, the Trans-Atlantic 

cable was laid in the 1850s and we all know the achievement 

of inter-continental communications since that time. So we 

are not going to talk about the past, let us talk about the 

present and what this minister is doing, what his government 

is saying they are trying to do for the people in this Province. 

When the Premier of this Province came to power in 1972 he 

said, "The people will become involved in decision making, that 

we will distribute the •wealth' in this Province so that 

everybody gets a fair share." 
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t·lR. R. ~!DO RES: Yes 1he distributed the w·eal th 

all right! A widow in this Province gets $198 a month. And 

let me give you an example of a lady in my district who 

NH - 2 

never in her life asked for anything from this government or 

any other government and her husband died suddenly of a heart 

attack and he had not paid into Canada Pension. ~1ey had a 

good house, a decent house that was well-k.ept,and she figured 

that she would take in a few borders and tried to maintain 

the standard of living, albeit a frugal one at that time, 

She found out she got $198 a month, this is with the increase, 

$198 a month; the ~overnment forced her to spend her liquid 

assets. She han a few dollars saved up to bury herself, which 

is a traditional concept of decency and respect in Newfoundland. 

Old people like to say that they have a bit of money to bury 

themselves. She had to spend that, or most of it, before 

she could get the widow's allowance. And then when she took 

in the two bordersl The minister got up and almost boasted about 

the fact that sick or disabled people or what have you, get their 

first $30. wnat an incentive to work, what a incentive to 

be personally and individually initiative. The first $30 she got 

free. But after that.for every dollar she earned they took 

fifty cents until she earned $80, 
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MR. R. MOORES: And then after $80,which the 

minister failed to say, they took all of it, she got 

nothing. And besides not getting anything for anything 

above $80 1 they started to reduce the widow's allowance 

proportionately. That is initiative, this is incentive 

and that is people getting a fair break in this Province! 

Is the public really aware, 

Mr.Cl:iai=an, are the members of this House aware what 

kind of a pittance allowance the people live on in this 

Province when you have to pay forty-five cents for a tin 

of Carnation milk and $2.25 for sixty tea bags? I 

mention those specifically, Mr. Chai=an, because just 

about everybody in Newfoundland drinks tea or Carnation 

milk or both, it is almost like a staple of our diet. My 

contention is, of course, if they listen to the minister 

they do not realize it. The M.H.A's in this House making 

$12,000, $15,000 or $20,000 a year, Cabinet Ministers 

making $25,000 or $30,000, we lose sight of the reality 

of society, that for every person who is rich in this 

Province there must be 100 who are poor. 

When this government came to 

power they said, "We will distribute that wealth." And the 

essential principle of social services in this whole nation 

is that a government will distribute wealth as evenly as 

they can. I am not promoting that this Province alone has 

failed, I am saying that this nation and perhaps all of 

North America since this economic recession has come in,has 

lost sight of reality, has lost sight of the suffering and 

the denial of basic, trivial amenities in society for 

people and families who cannot help it. 

The minister himself just said 

that the case load has increased. Well, how could you expect 

any more when the unemployment figures in this Province are 

30 per cent of the labour force? 
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MR. R. MOORES: Let us talk about the young, 

single welfare recipient,which is a sensitive point with 

me because on an average I get two a week,who, through 

no fault of their own, because of their environment, 

their family unpringing, their social upbringing, have 

failed to come up with the academic achievement in our 

educational system that they might have had otherwise. 

They come into a labour force which is highly competitive 

and cannot find a job, and for months and months on end, 

if they cannot find a Canada Works grant or something like 

that,they have no money, they rely on their parents who 

too often cannot afford to provide for them, to support 

them. 

The attitude of this department, 

even in Harbour Grace, which I concede I have had a great 

deal of co-operation from, the attitude is, No boy, get 

aboard the plane and go to Alberta to the Tar Sands, Saudi 

Arabia or somewhere else. You are young, you are healthy, 

get out, get out, get out while you can and make money in 

other provinces better off than we are. And he says, "I 

do not want to. I have a wife, or a wife on the way" - one 

of the two - "and I do not want to leave this Province." And 

even if he did leave, the chances are that he would enter 

into a more competitive labour force than the one that he 

left, in terms of skills, in terms of training. And the 

government attitude unfortunately is highly negative, and 

the public again is unaware of this plight because they 

listen to this old guff and trash that the minister throws 

out every week or so in the newspapers and the media about 

the'bad-back' theory and that there are young Newfoundlanders 

in this Province who are out taking the government for a 

ride, who do not want to go to work. 

I agree there are some like that. 

10 per cent, perhaps, of our labour force, 2 per cent, 20 

per cent, but not all. Some are genuine, some cannot, 
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~!R. R. ~'OORES: through no fault of their own,find t;ork, 

get an income, liv~ ordinary, sensible humane lives. The minister got 

up in the House last week and he said or he referred to housing 

of t>'elfare recipients in this Province. Well,let me tell you somethin2, 

~!r. Chairman; in the two years that I have been elected I have knocked 

on every door in my district. Fvery Summer I go to my district for 

eight or ten or tt.renty weeks,whatever is required for me to go door to 

door, and I have been in, where there was a human being to answer the door, I 

have been in the. house-every house in my district where there was 

somebody at home. I have been in welfare recipients' houses that you 

would not put pigs - you really would not~ I remember when my father 

had pigs at home our stable was cleaner, newer, more modern, better kept. 

No~1 part of that can seriously be attributed perhaps to the individuals 

themselves who do not t·Tant to better themselves,but in some•.eases it 

cannot be and it is the ones where it cannot be that I am concerned 

trith. And one of the chief reasons for the government of this Province, 

who acquiesce in the promotion of and encouragement of slum landlordism, 

is because they do not have the courage and the backbOne to say to these 

people, 'Look!' We are not going to put up with it. If you do not provide 

the services, the facilities we are taking you before the Landlord-Tenants 

Board.' 

The other half of the argument; is how can 

any person on «elfare in this Province acquire a sensible living accomodation 

on $70.00 a month from the minister's regional or local offices? And I 

quote - give me one second to find it here - directly from the regulations 

effective 1977, '1-1ith regarrl to rent, where an adult lives alone in a 

rented room or apartment the maximum monthly assistance that can be 

granted by a social worker is $70.00.' And it goes Qn to say,in all 

fairness to the minister, that this can be i..'l.creased proportionately 

on tha part of the district administrator to $150.00,or at the very 

maximum,where there is a family concerned,$175.00. 

~!R. _. RIDEOUT: l.jhere there is $175. ~0 it is rare. 

~·!R. R. HOORES: As my han. friend from Baie ~Terte - lilhite 

Bay (~!r. Rideout) points out,those are rare t.rhere there is Sl75.'lf1 

;;iven. Very rare! :Tm.r you tell ;;;e, ~·;r. rhairman, I livec1 for years 
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'"hen I was a university student in one 

o£; the cheapest apartments in this city-mmed by Craig Dobbin, by the 

way - one of the cheapest in this city. And the least rent that I ever 

?aid was $212, I think a month for a two bedroom apartment and as 

university students we split it we got three other guys to live with 

us. And this minister stands up, brazen as bra3s, with a gall that 

I have never seen before,and he says,you know, we cannot help the fact 

that living accomodations for social assistance recipients are not what 

they should be. One hundred dollars a r.1onth~ \'here in the name of the Lord 

can you get a decent living accomodation today for $100.00 a month? Where? 

And sinm landlordism is promoted by the minister's department. If you 

gave the people more ~ney, larger allocation for rental payments, 

then they could afford to pay what some landlords request for sensible 

living accomodations. Let me reiterate that it is only, primarily, 

only because of the policy of this minister and his government that 

most welfare recipients are in the slum housing that they are in. 

~:IR. CHAIID~-~: (DR. COI.LINS) I trust the hon. member would allow me 

to remind him he has one minute left. 

MR. R. ~<oor.ES: One minute? Thank you, ~~r. Chairman. 
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~ IR. ~:.OO~S : \i'ell with only one minute I think :!.n ull 

fairness to ::~yself, i:Jecause the other topics ere fairly - I >rant to ~1ave 

another 30 or t·.1o at the ID.inister i:Jefore the three hours are up tonight. 

Thank you, cfr. Chaiman. 

::IR.. CIL.\.I~-I..~J: llrder, please! .3efore I recognize the other 

llon. memi:Jer,I would like to orin~ to the attention of the hon. :nemi:Jers of 

the co=ittee that we have in the :;allery twenty-ei.;llt ::Jem;,ers from grade 

Xl of the Lester Pearson High School, Hesleyville,accol:lpanie:::: by their 

guidance councillor,t:r. Fred :·lelendy,and also jy :·fr. Eric ilouse, :·:r. Steve 

32.l:er and :~r. Pearce ~lindsor. Hon. nemi:Jers 1 I am sure 1woulci like to c;•elcome 

SOliE HON . :'!E~!BERS: 

Hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

;fR. 'TIJODROW: t~r. Chairman, as I set out to have 

a fe':.li rer:uarl.:..s on ti.J.i:s very i:.1porto..nt totJic, vc:::y i...:..;.~o!:'tant Uepart:.leL~.t, 

I v./ould like. to r,tai.-..e two Cj_Uotations ta~~en frow t:-;.e late S~J..lator Humphrey. 

On the first. c.ne lie says, the first q·u.otation is on helping ot:;er.;:, t.li.; 

is ~·i:J..at he say.s, "Corr,tJassion is not -;,·eal~css and concern for t~le unfortunate 

is not socialis:a." Je also said on showing emotion, ".\ fellow t:J.at Joes 

J..Lr. Chaiman, can really apply to all o£ us who L.ave c..:.1ythin~ to du, or 

auy inl'ut into helping the unfortunate in our Pro'lrincc. 

t\ow wl;at I would :1lso like to do is 

pay a little i:Jit of a tribute to tl1e hard working class of people in our 

Province who are working each day to make ends meet. And I evidenced this, 

:rr. Chairman, m::cund last Christmas when a lot of flcoding took place in 

many parts of the Province and it also took place in tne Jay of Islands 

district as well. This is unfortunately what I found,aad tnat ls tl1e 

reason why I had a lllOtion on tile tlrder Paper, put :here on the first 

day of t'1e openin.:; of the :louse. I an not going to read the motion, Lr. 

Chain;Jan, but it really ;;~cant this,that if you happen to be on social service: 

and if your furnace was flooded out, the basement flooded or smaething 

of that nature,you could get assistance-But if you happen~d to be a hard 

,.·orkir.g l!uman being making maybe an average wage that poor fellO\,; in fact 
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could uot receive any assistance at all. 'rhe~e 

are c:le ;>eople I t nin:, we have to t .link a littl.; cit :.:ore a bCJut al:>~ iu 

ou:: ?rovi::~ce . 

.~ ow I say r suptJO$e t itat social services ar 

·.,elzare,or whatever )'OU want co call t hem . is a sort oi a necessary evil. 

T~tere a re tMo types or people •.mo unfortunately !:.ave to ue on social 

services . :<UI!lber one, you have the able- bodied people, and they even could 

be broken down into able- bodied married people and able- bodied single 

people as •.veil . In some ::;1ses these people try de:operately ••ard co find 

e!:!ployt~ent and they are unabl e to fi.nd it . t r.ave had this e.~.:pe:rience 

because t hey come to me, many time.s over in t he city of Corner Brook we find 

because , taybe t aey are unmarried, let us sav . for example. they get 

social ass is tauceo I do believe , and I would like s i:lcerely 
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MR. HOODROW: to perhaps remind the minister 

of this.and perhaps,you know~we should realize that even though 

a person is unmarried he is still a "human being and he has a 

right to the necessities of life. 

Now you have then, of course, you 

have people such as cripples, blind, and people 1vho are suffering from 

other types of illness and I suppose you also have people, and you 

do have them, because we have to face the fact you have people who 

take advantage of the social system 1ve have and they feel that the 

state or the Province owes them a living. I would like to sa)·, 

Mr. Chairman, that I think the state owes all of us a living 

but we have to work hard to collect it, unless we are among 

the unfortunate people who are blind, are crippled or the like. 

Now I would also like to make 

mention of the many make-work projects that took place throughout 

the Province last year,and I certainly have to congratulate the 

administration and the minister for taking such effort in giving 

people an opportunity to earn their living through th~ make-work 

projects. And the minister already stated that there have oeen 

increases over the past five or six vears but I imagine every member 

of the han. House of Assembly must feel that these increases havE 

not been high enough. In fact,I certainly feel that the minister 

would have liked to have heard the hon. llinister of Finance on 

budget day say that the increase should be ten per cent rather than 

five per cent. 

Xr. Chairman, I do not have to point 

out to this han. House that inflation has hit every aspect of our 

society, especially over the past n•o or three years. In fact 

it has hit food, clothing, heat, light, social activities and 

everythin~ else. And for that reason people in fact need just 

to be given a little more even though they are on social 

assistance. And I sometimes think as well- I am wonderL"lg, a>J.d 

it may be difficult perhapR to work this one out, but I am wondering 
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:1!t. WOODROW: if ••e should base the regulations 

on need, not to put everybody, say,in a mold,for example. If the 

regulations should be based on need because every case in fact 

today is - almost every case is an inci.ividual case and it 

should be judged on its o~ merits. I know it is not very 

~asy to do this because perhaps you would be accused of 

making chalk of one and cheese of the other. 

Now I think I should also 

pay a little tribute to the Salvation Army, the St. Vincent de Paul, 

and other organizations, and lots of general people whom in fact 

I have gone to and these people have helped the needy. In 

other words they have helped those who could not help themselves. 

There is another point, Mr. Chairman, 

which I think we shculd bear in mind, that is that the social 

service offices in this Province, they should be in keeping 

~th the dignity of human individuals. Now I for one would 

like to see the office on Harvey Road, I would like to see it 

even more becoming to the di~nity of the human beings who have to 

go there. Nobody really wants to go to receive social assistance. 

We Newfoundlanders, we are a very proud people. In fact,a lot of 

us would rather starve than in many cases go to receive social 

assistance. :~ this .perhaps. also--leads- ·orr to tha-point· of the. 

_empl:oyeu_ .!?~t.bl:l.se-nff1 res-. 
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Mr. Woodrow: And this perhaps also 1 eads on to the point 

of the employees in those offices. I think, Mr. Chairman, the employees 

in those offices should be well trained. That is important. They 

should be well trained. Now you have the good ones, you have the 

mediocre ones, and you have,I suppose~those who do not care at all. 

In fact, I am going to mention two names, I am going to mention the 

name of Pearl Halfyard over in the office on Harvey Road, She happened 

to come from Ochre Pit Cove. Pearl Halfyard is a very sincere person 

she does her job with the dignity, in fact, I do not think that anybody 

could be more dignified than she is, whether you are sitting down talking 

with her personally or talking with her over the telephone. rlow 

also in the Corner Brook office,I speak of a gentleman who looks after 

the South Shore of the Bay of Islands in the person of Fred Robinson. 

Now I just take those two names, I just pick those two names out of the 

hat~not that there are not other people,as well, as ~ood as they are 

but I would just like in fact to mention those two people. 

And also, Mr. Chairman, I feel that it would be good 

for the minister to travel more often. I do not know how much he travels 

around the Province, I am sure he travels a lot, but I say this sincerely, 

I think it would be good for him to travel more often to visit the 

various offices in the distric~s, and I say this very respectfully to 

the minister. And also to visit some of the poor people who through 

no fault of their own have to depend upon social services for a living, 

in fact, I am hoping that - he promised me he would, that he would make 

a visit to my district,! hope some time when the House is closed. 

Mr. Chairman, I could go on and on and speak about 

other things, but what have said, I 1·1ant to say to you, Mr. Chairman, 

comes from the heart. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. WOODROW: And I hope and I kno~' that the administration 

will do all they can, do all in their power to help the needy because, 

as I said and I will end up by saying, I will end up by quoting again 

the late Senator Humphrey ·"Compassion is not weakness and concern for 

the unfortunate is not socialism." Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Lewisporte. 

MR. F. ~IHITE: Mr. Chairman, suppose all of us in this 

House could get up and say something about social services, give 

examples and so on of some of the abuses or lack of action on the 

part of various constituents because it is one of the biggest things 

we have to deal with and all hon. members know that. 

Since I have been involved with a 

number of constituents, and with several people, many people who are 

on social assistance in my district,! want to make a few points and 

hopefully get some answers from the minister with respect to those 

points.because I think and I feel strongly that there should be some 

changes made in the Social Services Act and the various regulations 

tnat are published from time to time. That is my feelinp. 

Mr. Chairman, first of all I wouM 

like to say what a good job I thought that our spokesman on this matter 

did, the member for Carbonear (Mr. R. Moores},when he spoke in the 

start of the estimates this afternoon or this evening. I thought he 

did a magnificent job particularly with respect to his philosophy 

and intelligence in understanding social services and not just seeing 

it as a technical matter as I feel all too often the case. It is looked 

upon as a technical matter in many cases and it is a matter of looking 

through the regulations to see if they apply, to see if they come 

within the regulations, and if they do not it is a matter of saying, ~ell, 

too bad. 

One of the particular regulations 

that I want to say a few words about is the $50 ; 
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liR. '•'HITE: special allowance, so-called, 

additional assistance - :!.t is regulation number six- "The 

appropriate regional director may grant additional social 

assistance up to but not exceeding $50 a month ~o an adult 

or family," and I ~~ant to read this, ?fr. Chairman, because 

NH - 1 

I think it is important to read it all, "$50 a month to an 

adult or a family if, because of illne6s, the age of the 

children in the case of a family, the lack of available 

resources in the community, special education needs or other 

circumstances, such additional social assistance is considered 

necessary by the appropriate regional director for the 

support and proper maintenance of that adult or family." 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I know cases 

~~ere people have applied,in my opinion, and in the opinion of 

other people that I know, for this particular special assistance, 

so-called, but it seems like you have to create a controversy, 

or threaten that: you are going to expose it on television or radio, 

or expose it on television and radio, or kick up a racket about it 

before the regional directors will grant this special assistance. 

Now we had a case since this House 

opened of that exact thing happening. I am referring to the 

lady who was on the CBC the other night, on the programme from 

Deer Lake - I have the lady's name but there is no point in 

mentioning that- who talked about the dire straits she was in 

and she was not getting any additional social assist~nce because 

of her illness. I asked the minister about this the next day and 

asked the minister if in fact the $50 had been granted after the 

programme went on television. The minister said no, but in fact 

it was ~rRnted, Mr. Ch~i~n, after the pro2ramme went on television -

not after the programme went on television in St. Jolin's, but after 

the programme went on television in Corner Brook, which was a week 

before it went on in St. John's. I had someone check back with the 
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MR. WHITE: lady and with the regional director 

in the area and indeed it was confirmed that the $50 1cas 

granted after the lady appeared on TV the night before in 

Corner Brook. 

MR. SIMMONS: 

HR.. lffiiTE : 

regularly. 

:1R. SL.'l}!ONS: 

What? 

Oh,yes ~ Tnis happens quite 

But the l!linister ;nisled the House on that one. 

MR.. WHITE: No, not really. No. The 

specific question that I asked was was it granted today after 

last night's programme? He said no,it was not granted today 

after last night's pro2ramme. But it was misleading me because 

I did not have the facts but now that I have the facts I can 

disclose them. And the facts are that indeed the $50 was granted 

after the lady appeared on TV in Corner Brook, which was a week 

before she appeared on Here and Now_in St. John's. 

In my own district, Mr. Chairman, just 

after I got elected I came across a gentleman who it was 

recommended I go see by the han. gentleman sitting at my left, who 

had seen the man in Grand Falls in t~e hospital. It was a tragic 

thing. He lived in a community in my district and his house 

had burned down, his child had been humeri to death in the fire, 

he had been totally incapacitated in that he could not walk and 

could not use his hands. So I went to see him and he told me 

he had been out of hospital for eight months and he had not been 

seen by a social worker for eight months. And I could not believe 

this,of courae,so I went down to see the social workers and they 

did in fact confirm that they had not been to see the gentleman 

because the gentleman had not been calling them. And i1e was a 

gentleman who had been a foreman in the lumber camp and did not 

particularly want to get involved with social services. And I went 

after this special allowance for him of $50 because he could not 
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HR. WHITE: ~~alk and he could not use his 

hands or anything like that but no wav, l'Ir. Chairman could 

I get the extra $50 for that =an. I got $22.50,I think~or 

$23 or somethin~~: extra for that gentleman but no 'Way could 

we get the extra $50. Now he is getting it uow because only 

the other day when I dropped in to see bim again - he did not 

call me, I dropped in to see him again' - he told me he was 

only getting twenty something dollars and I said, "You are 

not getting it all?" He said, ''No." And guess what WQ!i 

happening when I d topped in there , Mr. Chairman? The gen tle=an' s 

wife was in hospital and here he could hardly walk and he was 

looking after three other children and he was not entitled to 

$50 of spec.ial allowance so he could hire a babysitter. 

Now those are the kinds of things 

I am talk;l.ng about. You cannot always blmu.e it on the · regional 

director. The regioual directors are given o~ers that they 

have to be pretty tight with respect to the $50. But what I 

am saying is that it should be specific:, it should be specific, 

t he $50. If a =an is sick, he !ls incapacitated, or something 

like that then he should be allowed the extra $50 allowance, not 

as it says here. It could be one or all of the factors here 

before the man is entitled to the $50. And I do not know 

what it means. "Lack of available resources in the c01111Dunity.11 

Now what does that mean? Or"educational needs, or 
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an adult or family if,because of 

illness, the age of the children in the family, in the case of a family .11 

You know, I do not know what it all means. I think the hon. gentleman 

should read the regulations again with respect to that. And I think 

the regulations should be changed so that this special allowance is not 

as vague as it is now and can be applied more generously across the 

board because the people who need this are the people who need it most. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I just want to remind the han. minister that the 

Ombudsman Report came out the other day, and I do not know if he had 

time to read it or not, but if he did not he should take it home and 

read it, because just about one-third of the complaints in this report 

by the Ombudsman deals with the Department of Social Services. And 

what is more, Hr. Chairman, where the Ombudsman had jurisdiction,in a 

lot of cases the decision of the Department of Social Services was 

overturned by the Ombudsman. Now it is case after case after case 

and I could stand here from now until twelve o'clock and read off the 

various cases that were overturned by the Ombudsman when they were 

brought to his attention - some from my own district, because I knew 

the complainant was in the right. I could not get anywhere with the 

Director of Inquiries or with officials on the minister's staff, so 

the only recourse was to the Ombudsman. And I can show you files that 

I have in my office, and right here I read the same thing and the 

Ombudsman has overturned it - 'suggested that the department should 

recommend the write-off and she was notified accordingly that her 

social assistance payments would be restored! The Ombudsman recommended 

that the department pay an additional $109 to the complainant.' 'This 

information was to convey to the complainant~ things were worked out.' 

And I can go on. 'The department concurred and the resl•lt was a 

reclassification to long-term assistance.' Now here is another trick of 

the department- and I call it•trick' because I do not know how else it 

can be described. It seems to me that when someone gets something on the 

Social Services Department in terms of getting one up on the department, 

the instant thing to do is retaliate by putting them back on short 4 term 

assistance,which means they have to hire a taxi and go to the office every 
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~·'R • \ffi ITE : time and then you complain, of course, 

and they are put back on long-term assistance again. 3ut I did not want 

to get on to that specific topic because I have some more here for the 

minister, but I hope that he does take a look at this particular report 

by the 0mbudsman in this Province. And the Social Services Department 

is the most blatant, Hr. Chairman, that is in this book. If the 

Ombudsman did not earn his salary in any other tvay than looking after 

the people who come to him because they were done in by the Department 

of Social Services, he would be earning his salary in my opinion, because 

there are seventy-two cases here that were brought to the Ombudsman's 

attention, and in most - not most of the cases, beccuse some he did not 

have jurisdiction -but in a lot of the cases, and I did not count them 

all, they were overturned in favour of the complainant. 

Hr. Chairman, I also wanted to mention 

a situation concerning common-law - well, couples, I suppose, or non

common-law couples. It seems to me that in a lot of cases instead of 

some of the social workers of the Department of Social Services 

performing a counselling role that they are almost performing the role 

of an S.S. squad or something, t:r. Chairman. It is almost like a jack

boot brigade, because it seems to me that they determine at all costs 

to catch somebody who is living common-law. You would not believe the 

times that they catch somebody supposedly living common-law. 

AN RON. MTI<BER: 

~R. WHITE: 

AN HON . MEMBER: 

HR. WHITE: 

Why do they do that, 'Freeman'? 

Pardon? 

Why do they do that? 

Because if a lady is all of a sudden, 

you know, living common-law, the Social Services Department moves in and 

finds out if she is or not and all of a sudden, you know, her social 

assistance is cut off, and in half the cases it goes before the Appeal 

Board and the Appeal Board throws it out immediately and says there was 

no evidence t9 prove that the lady was in fact living common-law, but it 

is another case. And I have a case in my otvn district of this right now 

where the social worker in .the area- and I am dealing with the minister's 

top officials on that and I am not going to bring out the names in the 
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:rR. I·~ITE : !louse - but the social r..rorker in t he 

area stated to residents of the area who have signed affidavits .:hat 

he had t heir names do~~. t4enty-one names down1 as people who ~ould 

testify in the court that the lady was living cot:~~~~on-la'"• and yet when 

the Appeal Board met in Gr and Falls, he did not produce one of !:hem. 

Not one of those witnesses did he pr oduce . NOlJ I went back to the 

various 
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Mr. White: people in Social Services and I said the people 

are out there demanding to know who the twenty-one people are. And 

to this day it has not been resolved so I guess that is another one 

that goes before Mr. Peddle. The same with single mothers. I find, 

PK - l 

Mr. Chairman, that the department suspects every single mother in this 

Province, Any girl, any teenage or older girl who makes a mistake in 

her lifetime and has an illegimate child is almost immediately classified 

as a lady of the evening, so to spea~. almost instantly, '~1 hy 

can you not give that lady an aoartment?' 'Now you know what she will be 

doing if she gets an apartment by herself; you know. And this goes on 

continuously. And in a lot of cases it probably happens. But I say, 

Mr. Chairman, that it is downright discrimination and there should be 

some special counselling for those people rather than continuously 

putting them dot•n. 

So I want to mention that, Mr. Chairman, because 

think it is very, very important. And I think the minister should look 

into it seriously because it is going on all over this Province, particularly 

within the last twelve months with the cutbacks in government spending 

and the tightening of the purse strin(ls, I can feel that 11hat is ('Oing 

on in the district and in other places in the Province that they are 

really pressing down to make sure that the money is kept back and 

this special allowance thing has gotten totally out of hand. In my 

opinion, it is almost useless from the point of its being there unless 

the regulations are changed so that it can relate to the special needs 

and the real needs of the people concerned. 

I got a few more things I want to talk about, 

Mr. Chairman, but if the minister wants to have a word or two then I 

will gladly sit down. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. Minister of Social Services. 

MR. C. BRm: Mr. Chairman, if I do not make some comments 

there are going to be too many to get at and I will not get a chance at 

all. To the first speaker,I apnreciate his comments on my beinn the 

~1orst minister . One of the things he mentioned, Mr. Chairman, was the 
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Mr. Brett: increase in the social assistance rates. Let me 

tell the han. member that I spent ten years in the field as a welfare 

officer! as we were called in those days, and I know as much about 

welfare recipients and what they go through as anybody in this House or 

anybody in the Province. And I tell you right now, Mr. Chairman, that 

every person who is indigent, whether it be for medical reasons or for 

reasons of unemployment or whatever it should be,is entitled to a decent 

standard of living. But I do not think that there is a province in 

Canada that is providing a complete and decent standard of living for 

everybody that is indigent. I do not think it is possible, You know, 

the cost is just incredible; it could never be done. And sometimes 

I wonder why - let us take a person who is, say, who has worked twenty 

or thirty years of his natural life and suddenly becomes sick. You know, 

you wonder why that person should be penalized, why he should be forced 

to eke out an existence on a small welfare allowance? I know it is not 

fair. But I repeat it is, you know, financially impossible to give 

every person like that a standard of living that you would like to give 

them, you kno~·, that would bring him up to what he had before. It is 

most unfortunate. 

But talking about welfare rates, and I hate bringing 

this up because of course you will say it is partisan, but I wonder after 

twenty-three years of a Liberal administration why they did not do more 

than they did? If you go back to 1972 -

AN HON. MEMBER: For~et the past. 

MR. BRETT: Now the han. gentleman brought this up I did 

not. If you go back to 1972,an able-bodied man with a wife and three 

children living in their own home received a maximum of $145 a month, 

and if he was unable to work he got $210. You were talking about the 

small increases that we gave,S per cent this year and 5 per cent last 

year. In January 1974 that same man,whether he was able or unable 

to work~received $245, tlov1 that is only two years later. And in 

January of 1975 it was increased to $276. In April of 1976 it was 

increased to $304. In may of 1977 it was increased to $322. And 
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Mr. Brett: in April of 1978 it was increased to S338. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. BRETT: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

NR . BREIT: 

60 per cent for other cases. 

MRS. MGISAAC: 

MR. BRETT: 

And this represents an increase of -

Hear, hear! 

- 133 per cent for able-bodied cases and 

Did you say three children? 

Yes. 

The percentage increase varies according 

to the size of the family,of course , It is larger in the case of smal1er 

families and smaller in the case of larger families. 
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~-:R. BREIT: Again as I stated in my opening 

remarks I think that this was achieved by equalizing the 

social assistance rirhts in January 1974. 

Now to get on to some of the 

other thines he mentioned: the abuse of the system. ~ow I have 

said repeatedly that t~ere is not as much abuse in the welfare 

system as the average citizen would like to think. You know, 

it is furmy, To the average citizen the person that they know, 

say a relative or a friend l~ho is on welfare 1is starving to 

death, he is not gettine enough, he or she is not getting enough, 

but if they are strangers they are getting a fortune. Is this not 

generally what is said, you know? 

A..'l" HON. liEMBER: No. 

cffi. BRETT: Yes, it is. Oh,yes. If it is a 

relative, if it is somebody you ~~ow, you realize they are not 

getting enoueh and you ~7ill say it. But how many times have 

I heard people talking about those who are abusing the system, 

you know~particularly people they do not know, '~ook at the 

crowd on welfare, they got her knocked. They can spend their 

days in the tavern, they can drive around in big cars, "And 

some of them do spend their time in the tavern and some of them 

drive around in cars, but,I mean,let us not tar them all with 

the one brush because most of them cannot afford to drive around 

in cars and most of them cannot afford to spend their days in 

the beer tavern. 

But anyway there is some abuse 

of the system but it is very, very small. It is not ten per cent. 

I lJould say it is less than two per cent. 

Now the single able-bodied: and this 

has always been a bone of contention. To say that this government 

or this administration will not issue assistance to single able-

bodied people is incorrect. In the month of February we had somet~ng 

like 3,700 families in this Province in receipt of short-term assistance, 
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~!R. BRETT: and of that number 890 cases were 

single able-bodied or 23.5 per cent of the total. So how can 

anybody look at me anc: say that this department 1il'ill not assist 

single able-bodied people? I made a statement here last year 

that maybe some of them who had come to the welfare offices shculd 

get a kick in the posterior, and I repeat it, because single 

able-bodied people are mobile. And if there is a job at the 

Tar sands in Alberta, you give me one good reason why they should 

not go• Or if they are living on Random Island in Trinity North 

and there is a job in Corner Brook,you give me one good reason 

why they should not go. Your great Liberal Prime Minister in 

Ottawa said they should go. He said if there is a job anywhere 

in Canada you should go and take it. 

HR. PECKFORD: Out of.Canada he wanted them, he 

wanted them to go out of Canada. 

HR. BRETT: I think he wanted them to go out 

of Canada. But these people are mobile. They are more mobile 

than the married man who had got a family. Sometimes I can 

sympathize with the married man, who has a family, who does not 

want to leave home. In my own district, down in the Port Rexton 

area and all down that shore,there are a lot of people who have 

been doing it for years. They leave early in the Spring and they 

go to work on the Lake boats. And a lot of them have families 

that they hardly know.And I feel sorry for them and I wish it 

were possible to create jobs to keep these men at home with 

their families. But I see nothing in the world wrong with a 

single,able-bodied man getting his tail off b~is Island, go out 

and get a job somewhere else. I see nothing wrong with it. And 

I am going to argue that. 

Now I know there are cases,you know, 

and I just pointed out in February month we assisted 890 cases. 

But if a man in my district:- and I ll:O back to my district, I am 

being parochial- if a man in my district,say in Random Island, 
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MR. BRETT: 11;oes to the welfare offic_e in 

Clarenville, if he is single able-bodied he should not b.e 

assil'ted, he would get $45 a mo~th. I know the rate is low. 

However that .m.an, if he had any gUIIlption a:t all, he can take 

a chain saw or a buck saw and he can make that much in a day 

if he has any guts at all. 

Nov housing is another issue. 

ll'M - 3 

You are ;J.ot goin11: to score any political points by talking about 

housing for social assistctce recipients, I can assure the 

hen. members that, because there are welfare ghettoes 

all over this world. 

MR. F. WITE: I am not tryi~g to score, I am 

trying to help people. 

UR. BRETT: Well,C~.-hat do you t~nk we are 

trying to do? And as long as we have people who are poor, people 

~o are disabled,you ar-e going to have welfare ghettoes. 

I am sure ehat every government 

in every province of Canada would like to be able to do away 

~dth them, I am sure the federal government would~but you cannot. 

And we are causing it. And I will say this knowing that I have said 

it many times in the House, I am repeating myself, landlord-s do 

not wane to take welfare reciJ~ients into their homes, into eheir 

apartments. They juat d.o not want to tlike them. 

MR. FLIGR'l': Nei.ther do Newfoundland and Labrador 

Housing. 
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:~ ... JHZTT: Itis ::1ost unfortunate,but how r;:any tillles 

:1ave you seen it i1appen? I k.-:1ow it does not i•"'ppen in all cases but 

:101.' •nany tiDes l:ave you .;een it '•appen that you put a welfare family 

in and in six :J.onths the c1ouse is ;;one, it is beat to pieces. You know 

it .1a;>pens and I (;now it na;:>pens a nC: it is most unfortunate 1 but because 

laadlords do not want ti1em they ;lave to .;.o to sui.Jstandard rJousinb. 

:n many cases it .aeans !>Utting t ile:n i•1 substandard housing ur putting 

tllem in hotels. So maybe that is what the hon. members opposite would like1 

we could put theo. all in the :'jewfoundland Hotel or Holiday Inn or somew11ere 

lii;:e that. 

:;;:zs . :ic.ISLIAC; 

(inaudii:Jle) 

i.lR. 31U:TT: 

your district? 

)o you have homemakers down in 

Yes,•.re have homemakers. That is true. 

Smaebody mentioned, I think it was a :::~ember from this side, the "''orking 

;ooor, ~;lat is the =n that is in the ciddle, that is the man that nobody 

talks about. The people on top, the rich, I do not think they care very 

much if the cost of electricity goes up, the cost of a can of ~lk goes 

up or tile SSA goes up or whateve::: because tney c1ave t.le :..J.Oney to cover 

it. J eitiler does tile guy on the bottom because the taxpayer is ,;oing 

to look after him anyway .So ne does not i1ave to worry about it. The 

government is :;oing to pay for it. But tuere i:; this little fellow in 

the !:!iddle tnat tne han. :nember referred to, the working poor. T:1e rich 

are squeezing hi;u to get 1;uat tlley can out of him and so are the poor. 

Je is the guy that is keeping it going, he is the guy that has to pay 

the school :axes, the guy that nas to pay the church, the guy that does 

not get any help when his kids have to go to hospital or ~;hatever. I will admit 

t.1at HE< are not <loin;; cnough,and I do not knm• if anybody can ever urin;;. 

in a pro6racme • You know, you can keep on increasing the wages but I do not think 

that is the answer to it, That only creates a viciou:; circle because lf 

fifty cents .;oes on the hourly rate of pay then ::"enty cents ~oes ontile 

can of beans, so t hat is just a vicious circle. I am a•.vare of t l1e workins 

~oor and I do not know if a programme will ever be brought in to help 

the:n I ·would li::.e to tl>ink that there are ways and means that the working 

;ooor can be i1e lped .And although one l1on. member over there ;nakes fun of -
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.~:S:. '3~.!-:TT: or lle does not exactly ::!al'"e fun but he 

C.ocs act understn.~d t:1e fify dollars e:::tra that a ;-erso:1 caa receive. I 

-::~.ade 3. state:'!ent •lere i:1 t:1e :rouse the other day tbat t:1erc ~·/2.S nc ~erso:1 

t:1:...3 .?rovi:nce t.;rho is re.:1ll,:t i·J.ungry, \V~Lctiler t:1ey are Hocki~~ ~ocr or 

·,..;~lie.re or \J:w.tever. :J1.1at I .3lil. sayint,,~nt.! I .:.41 tali~iu::; a'uout tL~.e ~·/Orkin.; 

~oor,the wan in the middle, if things get really tough for him I suppose 

:i.e can cl~;ays 60 to see his social t'lorl...er .And it is conceivaLle that a 

r.~au could be making $25, OJO a year anC: g~t ·,.;elf are- that is an actual 

fact -if the need ~xists and there is nobody else to fill a financial 

need ti1en the governnent will ~ tei' in. I am aappy that sollle members of 

ti1e iiouse recognize that we do have that group of ;;eople in tile Province 

auJ iu Canada, the working k'oor, and t:1ey are being squeezed to death. 

ft..nd I do not kl1o~v how auch lonoer tL.ey are. ~oi.ng to t'Ut up '.:it~1 J..:.ing; 

S<jueezet: because they are tiu; ones ti1at are really keeping it going. 

T"i1e iwn. lllember for Le\dsportc (i.ir. •-lhit:) 

::1entioned something about visits to - no ,chat ''as the :nember on this side 

of the douse, vists to ·,.;elfare offices. \vel! ,I ;;ot around to most of 

the offices in tne Province last year, I could not wake all of them but 

?robably I will 
0
ct to tile rest of then this Su~:uner. I •;;ould r,:u;:h prefer 

to get L"lto tlle communities rather than into t11e ·,.;elfare offices. I s;;ent 

ten years in ''elfare offices and I do not know hm; long these welfare 

officers can stand up but we used to say back in the days when I was at 

it til<"t twenty years was the life of a welfare officer because you could 

not take it any longer than that. TI•e fifty dollars extra - and I do not 

l1ave the regulations with me but it is regulation 6 of the Social Assistance 

::::egulations 0 

YR. \\TRITE: Want a copy? 

;.u. llRETT: :io ,I do not want it. It is easy for any :neo'-'er 

to get up in this tiouse and pick specific cases and say •;hat they could 

not get. :.-low what do you expect? There are several thousands of families 

in this Province that have to. live on welfare and it is conceivable that 
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~;.;ith all ti1ese people getting .:.ssistn:nc£:: 

Irma tl1is dcpartwent tilat somev.;here .:tlong t~1e line there is gain~ to ~e 

the odd slip -up. Our social <.·;orkers are not Gods; they wake w.istates, 

of course they do. The hon. member for Lewisport c. (;.:r. 'tihite) 2;ets up 

a.-Hl :1e picks out one cc.se \llllO could ~J.Ot :;et t! . .:.. e:{"Cra fifty dollars, 

.Jut I can tell )-.:.u about hundreds 
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MR. BRETT: of cases that are getting it, 

maybe thousands. So I do not feel one bit upset about 

the one person in the han. member's district who could 

not get the extra fifty dollars. I say, if he could not 

get it then there was a good reason for it. More than 

likely, there was a good reason for it. And if the 

welfare officer was wrong I would assume - I understand 

he later got it - he changed his mind for some good reason, 

I suppose, and the person received his fifty dollars. 

The Ombudsman: Again, I did 

not read in total the Ombudsman's report but I saw enough 

of it to know that there were quite a few letters, or 

whatever, cases brought to him about my department. Again, 

this goes back to what I just said, what do you expect 

where there are literally thousands of people in receipt 

of welfare? I know the frustrations of a person who is on 

welfare through no fault of his own. He is not getting 

enough to live on and he has gone to everyone 1 including 

the minister. He cannot get anything, then he goes to 

sort of the last resort, the Ombudsman, and that, I would say 

is the reason that he is getting so many letters and he will 

continue to get them. And I ~muld say that is not only 

true in this Province, I would say that is true in every 

province in Canada. 

Some mention was made of 

punishing people by taking them off long-term assistance and 

putting them on short-term assistance. Well, the hen. member 

for Lewisporte (Mr. White) indicated that my shadow, the 

han. member for Carbonear (Mr. R. Moores),gave quite a 

speech which indicated how much he knew about the welfare 

system. Probably he does, but it is obvious that the hon. 

member for Lewisport knows absolutely nothing about it. · Of course, 

I a.m not surprised at that~ I do not know anything about 

T.V. and radio and he does. 

We found it absolutely necessary 
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MR. BRETT: and I mentioned this in my 

opening remarks - it had a tremendous effect on lowering 

the case load - anybody who was on long-term assistance, 

that. are usually people who are incapacitated for mental 

of physical reasons, we found that if they had any 

employment potential at all it was wise to see them 

every month and in order to do that we put them on short

term assistance. If they can come to the office we will 

ask them to come. If they cannot, then we will go and 

visit them. But by having them on short-term assistance 

it is necessary for us to visit them at least once a month 

and in that way if there are any employment opportunities 

then we can work toward rehabilitating that person and 

getting them back into the labour market. And I think 

that is a good thing. Not only has our short-ter.m case 

load decreased from almost 9,000 back in 1972, 1973 or 

something to 3,700 in February of this year, not only 

has there been that tremendous - almost 9,000 down to 

3,700 over a period of five years or six years, and that 

is a tremendous decrease. 

I might also say there has been 

a tremendous decrease in the long-term, the number of 

people on long-term assistance, and the reason is that we 

have taken them off long-term assistance, put them on short-term 

assistance, seen them every month and where possible got 

them into the labo~r field. 

Common-law: I do not know if 

we should discuss that here or not. The church, of course, 

does not recognize a common-law union. The Department of 

Social Services does in that if two people decide to live 

common-law then the breadwinner becomes responsible for that 

family. Now, is the han. member for Lewisporte suggesting 

that if one of my workers is even suspicious, he does not 

have to be sure, if he is just suspicious that a couple are 

living common-law and that one of them is on social assistance 
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~1R. BRETT: and the other one has an 

i ncome, that we shou~d not go in there and investigate 

and we should continue to let the taxpayers feed t hat 

family? Are you suggesting that? 

MR. WHITE: No . 

MR. BRETT: That is exactly what you are 

suggesting. 

MR. WHITE: No, I did not suggest that at 

all. 

MR. BRETT: Well, I am very proud of my 

social workers, that they are trying to do something about 

this because I think it is unfair. If a man decides to 

live with a woman who has a family 
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and he has an income, then by all means 

he is responsible for supporting that -.;oman and her family~ not the 

taxpayers of this Province. Now the reason that a lot of them end up 

before the Appeal Hoard is this 1!t is one of the most difficult things 

in the •,;orld to prove. We recognize that and we know 1vhen our social 

workers go in and try to prove comoon-law union, ~1e know that nine times out 

of ten we are going to fail because,as I said,ft is very, very difficult 

to prove it. :\nd now this government -

.AN HON. }'EMBER: 

'!R • C • BRETT : 

Your ti~ is up • 

Give me one second, one minute. This 

government's policy is that we will permit the welfare recipients 

to take their lawyer which Legal Aid pays for, in to sit on the Appeal 

Board with them and of course that means we are losing more anrl more 

cases. But certainly I do not t~ink the taxpayers of this Province 

should be paying for people <vho are living common la<-r if they have 

ot..'1er income. 

~!R. CHAIR¥ .AN: 

M1>_. R. SHtM:ONS: 

The hon. member for Burr.eo - Bay d' Espoir. 

~r. Chairman, we had hoped after the excellent 

presentation tTtade by the colleague for Car~onear n~r. Moore:;-) and then 

the number of fairly germane questions raised hy ~ colleague for Le•·•isrorte 

Clr. ~fuite) ,we had really hoped that the r'linister ~Vould give us a fe~.; 

ans,.ers andre just l1ad the opportunity for the last t~Venty minutes to 

do exactly that. Instead,of course,not surprisingly,we heard the usual 

partisan tirade that all good things began in 1972 and that before 197'2 

it was a shocking regime and nothing ~.;ent right. And then beginning 

with the millennium in 1972,beginning with year one everything has gone 

right, no problems at all. And tl"!en when he took over,things moved 

from good to excellent to perfect.rlat is the usual thing we get from 

the minister.He are not at all surprised. We are dissappointed for the 

sake of the taxpayers who sent us here because we would like to have 

some answers. We would like to know whether in fact it is social 

assistance administration by television or ~rhether it is by need. 

He would lik"' to know whether the real decisions of the department-
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a minister may dismiss individual 

cases. I will tell you the lady in Deer Lake,whom I d~d not first 

bring to public at tention,she was forced to bring it to pubJ.ic 

attention herself because she had no other recourses left. The 

lady in Deer Lake I<Ould not at all agree with the minister that the 

individual case is not important. It is the individual cases that 

have to buy the groceries,! say to the minister. 

~!R. F • WHITE: That is right, the people~ 

l·'R. R .STIIJ'<ONS: All right? Mr. Chairman,if there is only 

one case of need that has not been adequately met,then there is a case 

too many. \fuen you hear a minister ' 'ho is responsible for the department 

of government that must have as its top priority humanity, it must 

have humanity -

A."' RON. ~!EMBER: Instead of arrogance. 

:m. R. SU<'1-!0NS : must have a feeling for the humani tP.rian 

concerns of people, must have a feeling for the basic humanitarian concerns 

of people; when you hear a minister get up and dismiss the individual 

case, "Oh, that is only a few cases here and there~'! do not care if it is 

only one case, ~lr. Chairman; if it is only one case it still deserves a proper 

hearing. lfuen I hear him dismiss the numbers of cases in the Ombudsman's report, 

I am a bit disillusioned, a bit disappointed I can understand, as he said that . 
having gone through the system, having gone throu~h the regional people, perhaps 

the deputy minister,then the minister,! can understand that i~ is a 

natural,logical progression for some people to say," well,I will try the 

Ombudsman". And people do it because they see him as a court of last 

re~ort. That is fine~ But what the minister skated over,what he skat~d 

over is that of the sixty or seventy two cases that went before the 

Ombudsman,having seen the minister first, I presume, if I can take his 

word,as he indicated a minute ago,what he skated over is that after these 

cases have seen him and then had seen the Ombudsman,the net result vas 

that nearly half the cases were overturned. That suddenly when it became 

a matter that would be reported in a public document,then the minister 

' 'as willing to listen. I.Jhen it comes on television from Corner Brook~ 

then he is willing to listen. Hhen he sees that t"'te Ombudsman is going 

to CTrite i t up in a rl ocument th.'l.t ·.Jill '-> e av<~il~h l e to t he c>ress,th en 
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'!F. R. S~ONS: :1e begins to lis ten, then he gets 

action. ~Tow that is wl,.at is t-rrong with the system. That. is '~hat is 

rotten 'nth the system, ¥r. Chairman. ~olhen the operative criteria 

are:Will He suffer a bad public image if we do not do something? 

The operative criteria is not, Does this person need the fifty ?ucks? 
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Mr. Simmons: Does this person need some money from the 

taxpayers of the Province! That is not the auestion at all. The 

operative question is:If we do not do it,will the Ombudsman give us 

a black eye? If we do not do it,how will we look in the T.V. 

story? That is what is sad about it and that is what is wrong 

about it. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the minister talks about 

the cases,the $50 cases, the special allowance,we call them- I do not 

think there is any term on it other than additional social assistance. If 

the minister wants to get into a partisan argument on this one, if he 

wants to be on the defensive all the time, if he wants to continually 

take the attitude,to paraphase Scripture, "Can any good come from the 

Opposition?" - you hear him talk that there was never, never a sensible 

idea from this side of the House- would he not grant that perhaps just 

by accident, even by accident that once in a while we have a good idea 

over here and that perhans he should resoond to those ideas? But all 

we hear from him is the member for Lel'•isporte (Mr. ~lhite) knoi'IS nothinn 

about social assistance, and somebody else has idea too foolish to 

answer. You know, I would love to be as smart as he is. would 

love to be as cocky, as confident as he is. I tell you what, Mr. 

Chairman, if I were I would hope I had more reason to be confident 

than he. If he wants to get partisan about it, Mr. Chairman, perhaps 

he wi 11 do the Convni ttee a 1 itt l e favour. 

MR. !~HITE: Yes. 

MR. SIMMONS: \olould he agree to table,not the names -this will 

be the red herring they will bring in tonight that we want the names 

No,we do not want the names, do you understand? ~oes even the 

minister understand what I am saying or will somehody over t~ere 

explain it to him? am not talking about names. I am asking will 

he table the totals by Provincial electoral district the totals of 

the amounts of additional assistance, these $50 amounts? !·Jill he table 

those by electoral districts? 

MR. BRffi: No problem. 
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MR. SIMMONS : The minister says, "No problem". heard that 

about the Rural Development qrants four years ago and am still 

waiting for them. I hooe the minister this time will be a man of his 

word, because I predict, I predict what you will find is that 

some people in certain districts,Trinity North being one of them• ~.•hich the 

minister happens to represent in the House, I predict that some 

districts will have a fairly large,whopping total, a fairly 

whopping total of those $50 amounts. 

MR. WHITE: Maybe not the highest (inaudible) 

MR. SIMMONS: Because you see, Mr. Chairman, the minister has 

discretion on this particular issue. The minister will show in his 

figures that other districts,including-

MR. HHITE: 

MR. SIMMONS: 

We are asking you to look into it, that is all. 

- the district of Green Bay,had a sizable 

number of these around August 1975, about the same time the minister 

got a request from the member for that district to remove, to relocate 

a welfare officer in Springdale -

ll.N HON. MEMBER: 

MR. SIMMONS: 

that one. 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

Jlh, ha! 

- and perhaps he would like to talk to us about 

And 'Jerry Dinn' talks to us about Bell Island. 

And they talk about Rell Island. 

MR. SIMMONS: Now, Mr. Chairman, we can be partisan too if 

that is what the minister wants. But what we would rather have -

f•1R. RIDEOUT: 

MR. S H1MONS : 

'Di nn' over there this t1·•o months fl aopi n~ the report. 

- is a minister, Mr. Chairman, who was not 

so awfully busy putting down welfare recipients. He is so busy at it, 

he is so caught up in it, it is almost an obsession with him. If he 

were less busy with that and if he wc>uld display some basic humanity 

on the subject, if he would recognize that,contrary to what he thinks, 

all welfare recipients are not a bunch of rogues, -

MR. WHITE: No,they are not a bunch of rogues. 

MR. SIMMONS: - in most cases they are peep 1 e ~tho through no 

fault of their own are on social assistance. And I wou~ld say to him, 
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Mr. Simmons: ~lr. Chairman, we have some roques who are 

welfare recioients just as we have some rogues who are businessmen, 

teachers, politicians, clergymen, housewives. The law of a~erages 

says that i f you have a group as large as the total welfare recipient 

force in the Province you are goin9 to have among them some con artists . 

But equally,that same law of averages says, you are going to have some 

con artist in the business world, in the political world. In any 

particular group of people we are going to have so many people who 

are 
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~:R. S U~'ONS: intent on beating the system. 

:- ~r. Chairman, I agree <dth the minister when he says that the rate of 

abuse is perhaps of the order of 2 per cent. I have no way of lmm~ing 

whether it is two or seven or one-and-a-quarter, I do not know, but 

my perception from what I hear is that it is fairly low. That does not 

mean that the abuse should not be weeded out. The abuse must be weeded 

out. nut, Mr. Speaker, it also should not mean that the entire framework, 

the entire mentality of the department should be built around weeding out 

abuses, and that, Nr. Chairman, I submit is very much the case right now. 

The mentality is geared more to the con artist approach to the <Jelfare 

recipient than to the approach that perhaps there is somebody here '"ho has 

a genuine need. 

Now, ~fr. Speaker, that brings me to the 

subject of what I call the mentality, or perhaps the attitude, of some of 

the welfare workers. I am aware , because I am aware of the forum in which 

I speak, that my remarks will be taken out of context and the minister at 

his next conference, probably over coffee or whatever, will inform his 

workers how this fellow Simmons has got something against all welfare 

workers. If I had the time I would eulogize many of them, most of them. 

But what I ~•ant to do instead is just address myself for a minute to the 

attitude of certain welfare workers, social workers. And I do not believe 

they can be completely blamed for the attitude about which I am going to 

speak in a minute. I believe they get a fair amount of that mentality 

from the kinds of things, the drivel we heard from the minister this 

evening, the attitude that all welfare recipients are a bunch of rogues, 

a bunch of con artists. If you hear that enough at conferences from your 

minister~whom you are trying to please for your 01~ security, eventually 

you will begin to think it or eventually you will begin to at least overtly 

act on that particular premise. I will give you a case. 

I had in my district a man in his late 

60s - mid-60s perhaps. He had been on social assistance for anywhere from 

twelve to fourteen or fifteen years. And he was a legitimate case. He had 

a physical handicap that was quite severe - no question he should have been 

on long-term assistance. There was no question that tomorrow he ,,•as going 

to suddenly :;et off assistance and go back to Hark - that \;as not the issue 
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at all. The man 1vas on long•term assistance and ~Vould be as lcng as 

he lived until such time as he is eligible to receive a federal pension 

- no question about it. He had a daughter in :lava Scotia and decided to 

visit her. I understand when he first went, he went for about ten days. 

He subsequently got convinced by his daughter and the good time he Has 

having in Halifax that perhaps he would stay over a few extra days and 

the visit went from ten days to t~.;ro weeks to three weeks to two months 

and he stayed there about two and one-half months. He came to the 

Province and found out he had violated the regulations. ~ow notwithstanding 

his wife lvas still in }!ill town with the youngsters, but since he legally 

was not living in the Province during that two and one-half oonth period 

he lvas not entitled to any social assistance, and not only that, got written 

a letter and told he had an overpayment. And when he came to me, I said, 

you know, 'This is so ridiculous, do not worry about it. I mean, there 

is obviously some misunderstanding here.' And then I went to talk to some 

people and I found there was no misunderstanding at all. They wanted the 

money back, and they wanted it back in no uncertain terms. Anyway, I advised 

the man to go to appeal. And we took the appeal before the Social Services 

Appeal Board, which I may say for any members who have any ideas along 

those lines, is a total waste of time, a complete waste of time, an absolute 

I•Taste of time. The people on the board serve, as I understand it, in a 

volunteer capacity, or they did when I was before the board. 

AN RON. ~:EEBER: 

HR. SU:MONS: That may - but they are not full-time 

employees of the department is the point I make. They are outside people. 

They may not be volunteers, but they are 

outside people. That is the point I want to make. The secretary to the 

board - and I hate to have to say this in a public forum, but I have said 

it in all the private forums I can and it seems to get no results -
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clR. SH!HONS: never in my life, never in all my 

life have I seen a person with a mind so completely closed,shut 

tight. We made an impression with the board, and I had the 

distinct feeling from a comment that one of the members of the 

board said to me during the recess that the case had a chance 

of being overturned in the gentleman's favour. Ar-d then I sa~v 

the employee of the department go to work on the board. Rave you 

ever seen group dynamics at world You have never really seen 

anything until you have seen that particular situation operate. 

And I advise anybody who is thinking about going before the Social 

Assistance Appeal Board not to waste their time under the present 

circumstances, not to waste their time. 

Now my suggestion for clearing up 

that matter,before going on,is that you ought to have a board 

which has no tentacles to the department at all. You give them 

the documentation and you say, ''Here, make a decision." That is 

not what happens before that board at the present time: The 

decision is being made by one person who is not a member of the 

board at all. 

Mr. Chairman, the man I talk about 

went before the board-or he went using me as his representative. 

He did not physically go before the board. He had his appeal 

turned down and he was told he had to pay the money. I think the 

amount was something of the order of $600 or $800, two and a half 

months,or whatever the case might have been, $600 or $800 

at the time. He did not pay the money,by the way. He did not 

pay it. You know why he did not pay it? The only reason he 

did not pay it, he died before he got around to starting to pay 

it. Otherwise he ~•ould have paid it. He 1.rould have had to pay 

back that money. Is it not grotesque, is it not ridiculous? 

~low if that is what the regulation says,· if that is 1.rhat it means, 

if that is a technical interpretation of the regulation, if it 

means that that fellows has to pay back that kind of money because 
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~. SI~NO~S: in his declining years, a man who 

could never work a day again in his life because of his physical 

condition, if he made the mistake of going off to visit his 

daughter while his wife stayed home and looked after the 

youngsters, you kllow,certainly Lord, Mr. Chairman, the 

regulations were not meant for that kind of situation. 

Now the minister will dismiss 

that and he will say that is only one case. Yes,it is one 

casetbut Hhat hardship it would have inflicted on that family 

if they had to find that $800 if he had lived! 

Mr. Chairman, I said a moment 

ago I was just going to say a ~~ord about the attitude of 

the social worker. I get a fair number of complaints, comments 

from my constituents and from others who are on social assistance 

that they get fairly short treatment at the hands of certain 

welfare officers. And again the danger here is that my comments will 

be taken in a general way. I pre~mble by saying that the welfare 

officers are like any other group, there are going to be some 

rotten eggs in ~he basket. There are bound to be. There are bound 

to be some peoole wi1o should never be welfare officers, like there 

are some peofle ~~o should never be teachers or politicians or 

whatever. And I say it in that context. But there are some peoole 

who, perhaps they are living proofs of the Peter principle, they 

have reached their level in incompetence and in their particular 

case it is in a welf~re office in some of the smell communities 

around this Province. And they are really taking it out on 

people. Thev are really being rough beyond justification to 

those peoole and that is <There I come back to what I said earlier, 

that while a part of the department's role must be to ensure 

that there is not anymore abuse of the system than possible, there 

is always gain~ to be some but they must assure that it is 

kept to a minimum. While that is part of their role, the larger 
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:!R. Sil~!OliS: oar~ oi t heir role has to be 

directed cowards the question, Is it possible ~his nan and 

this "'o= sitting in fronc of ce ac my desk now really naed 

the mo::tey? And 1 find from the feedback I get chat too ofcen 

the tJelfare officer operates on t~e iiTSC premise, that the 

fello1~ si:tin~ i:a front of 1lle is a crook anyway and ne is tryin~ 

to get one over on me so I am goin~ to get one over on him 

before he gets one over on me. That is sad buc I nave to 

say it because it is true in ~ number of cases . 

Mr . Chairman, jus c in cluing up , 

there is one detail that I want to bring to tbe miniscer's 

attention. He talked about short-te~ assistance. I can understand 

the justification 
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YR. SH'}:ONS : for having the recipient come regularly 

on a monthly basis, anu the minister gave the justification that in 

most cases it might be a person whom you need to see every month to 

assess his availability or his suitability to go to work - that kind of 

thing. 

Now again where you get into the problem 

is '~ith the exception to that, where you get a lady in one of the communities 

in my district who called me only in the last week or so, who tells me -

she is a widow - I am sorry, she is not a widow, she is a mother with a 

husband who is again incapacitated, but for some reason he is not 

incapacitated in any permanent way, I think he is going to be ol~y at some 

point to get back into the labour force, but certainly not in the next 

month, or two or three months. Now the welfare officer is in Burgee. I am 

talking about a community down the coast, Francois in this particular case. 

Nmc the ••elfare officer has to get aboard the boat and physically go to 

Francois and hand the cheque to that particular individual. He knows -

and he is a fairly sensible fellow, the fellow you have in Burgee - he knows 

full '~ell the circumstances in that family, that the husband is certainly 

not going to be ready to go to work this week or this month or next month. 

~:otwithstanding, because the letter of the laH requires him to do it in this 

particular way, he does it. And I am not blaming him, perhaps he has no 

discretion in the matter. But certainly 'in that kind of case he should have 

some flexibility to stick the cheque in the mail. And I understand at the 

moment he does not have that kind of flExibility. The consequence is that 

that particular family got a cheque on the first week of a given month, 

I think the first week of February, and they were due the next cheque on 

the first week of Harch and they got it about three and one-half weeks late. 

They got it about the last Heek in March. I just put that to the minister 

because I can understand the reason for the rule, but perhaps there is the 

need for a little more flexibility in that particular area where the guy 

should be able to use discretion. He can see that because of weather or 

commitments he cannot get to Francois for a month or three weeks, whatever 

the case may be, and he should have the discretion to put it in the mail 

or otherwise have it delivered to the recipient. Thank you, Nr. Chairman. 
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CHAin.l'A.i'l: (Dr . Collins) The han . the Hinister of Rehabilitation 

and :O:ecreation. 

~!R. HICKEY: Thank you, Hr. Chairman. 

I had a few things in mind, Hr. Chairmar., 

that I wanted to talk about. I am going to leave them for the time being 

because my hen. friend from Burg eo - Bay d' Espoir (~~r. Silmnons) has raised 

a couple of issues "hich I think have to take precedent over anything else, 

two very serious areas, ~~r. Chairman - one, the matter of special needs, 

which to a fair degree the minister has some control over and which comes 

to us, I believe, as a result of block funding,or the flexibility to be 

able to introduce such programmes as special needs, over and above the 

regular amount that a family or individual is entitled to under existing 

regulations. And, Hr. Chairman, the suggestion - and I hope I read my 

hen. friend wrong - but I got the distinct impression from what he said 

t hat there was some question in his mind as to the manner in which this 

programme was being implemented and the question of partisanship entered 

the whole area. Surely, Mr . Chairman, my hen. friend is not telling this 

House th~t a minister, or indeed, an official,from the highest in terms of 

the minister to the lowest person on the scale in Social Services in any 

part of this Province,will cause the dispersement of public funds on the 

sole basis of providing heat, clothing, food or the basic necessities of 

life on a partisanship basis? l-!y han. friend says that has happened. 

Nr. Chairman, I am not sure that this House has not gotten into an area 

where, you know, han. members are in a kind of suspici on syndrome. Do 

they question now everything? Because, Mr. Chairman, this is the last 

straw. 
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Mr. Hickey: If anycne is going to try to convince anyone in 

this Province that wren you get right down to basic food, shelter, 

clothing, heat~someone is going to determine or have the slightest 

thought as to what their politics are before the dispersements, 

PK - l 

Mr. Chairman, I am not prepared to accept that. And I say that that 

is a most serious inditement for any hon. member either to make, to 

allude to, to infer, and I would suggest to my hen. friend for Burgee

Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) that if he has any information to this 

effect, Mr. Chairman, he should table it. That is the kind of information 

that indeed should be tabled around here and not some of the junk that 

we have seen in the past few days. That is a complete infrigement on a 

basic right, Mr. Chairman, which is as old as time, a basic right 
-

notwithstanding what one's politics,their religion, their race or anything 

else, the basic things to preserve life, My hon. friend is going to 

suggest to me that that is now done on a partisanship basis 

nonsense, Mr. Chairman. 

There are things which are not always so clear 

or certainly do not appear to be so clear in terms of understanding. 

It is very easy, Mr. Chairman, for one to fall into the mistake of 

assuming that because of what one's politics are, or because that hon. 

member may know the politics of that person, and might well know the 

politics of the officer, even if you have to go to that extreme 

where a welfare officer has politics which are known - and I do not 

know of anyone who certainly makes them known in the field - as a 

former minister, Mr. Chairman, I can say that at no time ever 

in the thousands upon thousands of cases that came in contact with~ 

never was this matter ever a question, because, Mr. Chairman, let us 

face it I do not think no time, Mr. Chairman, no time ~ 

11R. BRffi : And your years in the field. 

MR. HICKEY : - plus my years in the field, as my hon. colleagues pointed 

out, I fhink that no one in this House, Mr. Chairman, without exception, 

whatever our politics are, surely no member of this House will disaaree 

~lith me when I say that if tt-ere is a case where that can be oroven then 

it is time to clean her out. 
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Mr. Hickey: Now the onus is on the hon. 9entleman who made 

that statement to produce some evidence to that effect, because 

that cast a reflection. And, Mr. Chairman, maybe this is what this 

House is coming to in recent time; somebody gets up and they just 

PK - 2 

wave things across, they make statements, Mr. Chairman, which reflect, 

in this particular case, on hundreds of people who obviously are 

innocent,absolute, if one can assume that the han. gentleman has 

evidence on one. 

Mr. Chairman, then he went on - I am not quarrelling 

with the han. gentleman if he has got the evidence and if he has got the 

proof, All say to him is he should produce it. If he does not want 

to produce it on the Table of the House1 he should take it to the minister 

and I will guarantee him that my colleague will deal with that very 

swiftly. This Administration does not nor would not condone this kind 

of nonsense, this kind of rank discrimination that my hon. friend goes 

very close to suggesting. 

My han. friend for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) 

went on a step further in describing a case so far as the Appeal Board 

system was concerned. And I am not going to auarrel with anything 

he said because he indicated he was involved in it, went through it from 

start to finish, representing his client, and it is certainly not my 

place to question that. I am not going to for one second suggest 

that anything the han. gentleman said is ~trong or incorrect. All I 

say to him is that surely that matter could be taken to the minister. 

Was it taken to the minister? If so, what was the decision? And 

have we got all of the facts of the case? 

Because, Mr. Chairman, when my han. friend got into 

that particular case~to me it seemed 
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MR. HICKEY: that it cordered on, or was an 

extension of the statement, the other very serious statement~ 

of partisanship in the disbursement of welfare funds. And I 

just say it again, ~1r. Chairman, that is unthinkable and 

surely there is nobody in this House can p~ssibly believe 

that. There must be a misunderstanding, there must be a lack 

of information, there must be some breakdown of communications 

somewhere. If anyone has got to arrive at the conclusion that 

we now have a system which is capable of producing, I say, 

Hr. Chairman, and I emphasize, even one person in the field 

charged with the responsiblity of disbursement of funds and 

armed with all kinds of authority, as .a >ielfare worker is, then 

we should get that person out of the field very quickly, if there 

is such a person there. 

A classic example, ~ir. Chairman, 

of how figures can be confused is a ease that my hon. friend 

from Carbonear mentioned, and I did not get all the figures but 

I think he said something, or he ended up by saying that something 

like $16 was left a wido>i or a lady to provide - well anyway 

some small amount of money, if it 1·1as not $16. He m:J.de some 

reference to $16 and I recall he related it to purchasing of 

dog food or something or other, hou one would feed a dog. 

Hr. Chairman, I want to say to 

my hen. friend, the whole system of incentive is very clear, That 

is a form of rehabilitiation, ~~hich I know something about. I 

had the honour and privilege to introduce it in 1972 because 

up to that time, Mr. Chairman, the Department of Rehabilitation 

and Social Services was but a name in terms of rehabilitation. 

There was no rehabilitiation, not one iota. It was lip-service 

that was given that word, nothing more. I do not care, 

Mr. Chairman, if this administration had never done anything 

else to improve the lot of . the individual in this Province, 
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MR. HICKEY: the job that ~•as done and is 

currently being done in the rehabilitation area, the employment 

opportunities area, by the people in the field of social services, 

comnends itself and thiR administration can be truly proud of 

th;.t one area alone. If ve did nothing else we would justify 

our existence in the field of social welfare just on that one 

point. 

Hy han. friend, for hi" information, 

there is something wrong with the figures that he h~s. Because 

people who keep boarders and the money or the earnings they get 

from boarders, as that relates to the welfare rates 1~ terms of 

the incentive programme and even before the incentive programme 

1-ras introduced - and, Hr. Chairman, those rates have not changed 

even back to the time when I was minister in '72 - <md t~1at is 

that, just to use a couple of figures, if a lady,for example, 

has two boarders who pay her $100 a month each for a total 

of $200, the charge that is made against that lady in terms of 

income is $40. It is twenty per cent of the amount of board 

that is paid,that is classified as income. That would be $40. 

In the case of that person who was getting $198 social assistance, 

the incentive programme allows her to keep first of all the first 

$30, now she had $40 earnings from her boarders, she is allowed 

to keep the first $30,that has nothing to do with her allowance, 

that leave $10, she has $10 left, you take half of that, whi~~ 

is $5 and you take that from $198 you get $193. So there was 

something out of 1-rhack <Jith those figures. 

Mr. Chairl!lan, our incentive programme, 

or_our rehabilitation effort is one which was introduced 
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Mr. Hickey: and geared to the providing an incentive to our 

people to leave the welfare role and to leave it, Mr. Chairman, not 

in one fell swoop, not just by a decision overnight- that does not 

happen. People are human . It is not so easy if people are unfortunate 

enough to be in receipt of assistance for five years to all 

of a sudden make the adjustment or make the transition of going from 

total unemployment, total dependency,into a position. I know it is 

done. I am not saying it is not done, Mr. Chairman. God blesseth 

those people who do it. But the ones we have got to be concerned about 

and the ones we were concerned about are the ones who could not do it. 

And that is where the employment opportunities division, the whole 

incentives programme, the real meaning to rehabilitation,that is where 

it all started and that is ~1hy it all started. 

Mr. Chairman, I made a note of, as I was 

listening to my han. friend for Carbonear (Mr. R. Moores) and for 

Lewi sporte (Mr. \~hi te) as they ex to 11 ed the p 1 i ght of the welfare 

recipient, and nobody quarrels, Mr. Chairman, God help us if we 

ever quarrelled with the right, indeed the necessity of the individual 

who through no fault of their own cannot provide the necessities of life. 

The state has an absolute responsibility to indeed provide it, and 

provide it to the maximum amount they can. 

But, Mr . Chairman, when we start talking about 

the plight of the welfare recipient,! thought nobody was going to 

say anything about that other area which has been referred to, 

and properly so, the working poor. Mr. Chairman, I know there are 

problems in relation to individual cases. Surely my colleague the 

minister will never say that all of his staff are gold plated, they 

are perfect, they make no mistakes. How in the name of fortune 

could you ever employ the number of people that he has to employ, 

working under the conditions they have to work under ·~ the pressures , 

the tension, and all the rest - heing human,as they are,without makinq 

some mistakes? You do not hear us, Mr. Chairman, making stupid 

statements like that, nor do you hear my colleague. But, Mr. Chairman, 
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Mr. Hickey: what has to be said is that the number of mistakes 

or the number of bad decisions are far, far less,! suggest to you, 

than the percentage of abuse in the welfare system, and my colleague 

just pointed out that that ~1as something like 2 per cent. And I 

say to this House tonight that the number of bad decisions or the 
c 

number of improper interpretations of the la~•. the rules, the re<JUlations, 

is below that 2 per cent. 

Mr. Chairman, I cannot conceive that we have 

anything but a very competent group of field workers in the field 

of social services today. We have more BSl-Js, more MSHs, I am 

not suggesting that is the answer to all ills, but, Mr. Chairman, if 

we are to say that there is no benefit in attending university and 

graduating with a BSVl then we had better start takin~ a second look 

at the university and indeed all of the money we put in there. But 

as we all know we do not say that nor do we believe that. Education 

is the answer to a great many of our problems, and certainly it was 

the answer in making more efficient, more qualified our social 

workers, our welfare ~1orkers. 

Mr. Chairman, the working poor,, those oeople who 

are in that category,have a very serious problem, and it has been outlined 

in great detail by my colleagu~ . Suffice it for me to say, 

Sir, is that I would suggest to my hon. friends that apart from the 

normal increase or cost of living increase that is provided to the 

regular welfare recipients,that 
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~'R. P.ICKEY. before we start introdu~ing any new 

programmes for those who are full-time or most of the time in receipt 

of assistance, I suggest, }!r. Chairman, that we must look at this other 

very significant area, the area where people still have to pay everything, 

1-1here they are collected from as if they have lots of money 
1 

they escape 

nothing, but they are borderline, Mr. Chairman. And I will tell this 

committee, Hr. Chairman, that there are people in that area much worse off 

than those who are in receipt of assistance full-time and who do not work 

or who cannot work or what have you. And they are working every day. 

They are getting up every morning at 6:30 A.M. or 7:00 A.M. and driving 

long distances to work. 'For what, Ur. Chairman?' you might ask, 1 For l~hat?' 

when they know of case after case after case, thousands of them, hundreds of 

them at least, where they are better off than those people who are working. 

So, ~r. Chairman, that cannot be overlooked. I know my colleague is greatly 

~oncerned about it. 

It has to be said too, Fr. Chairman, when 

we say that, you know, my hen. friends say, 'What was done in the last number 

of years?' li'ell, good heavens! Hy colleague gave some figures •.vhich show 

some of the things that were done in terms of rates. And this Province, 

l~r. Chairman, does have some limitations when it ~omes to finances. I do 

not think anyone would quarrel with raising the rates for those unfortunate 

' people who are in receipt of assistance to the highest level, because no one 

quarrels, Mr. Chairman, surely nobody quarrels with the right of that 

individual who through no fault of his otm is unemployed or in receipt of 

assistance. No one quarrels with the amount of money absolutely that is 

required. As much as we could possibly afford to pay them, we should indeed 

pay them. But there are limitations. But it is not enough to just say, 

tlr. Chairman, that, you know, there are problems within the system. I think 

one has to say too that there is a limit to how often or how far you can 

increase rates in terms of welfare. You must keep in mind the minimum wage 

and it is on a par with the minimum wage now, at least so I understand. 

And if you are going to push welfare rates beyond the minimum wage then you 

had better take a look at your whole system because you are telling people 

that it is going to pay them to be on welfare as opposed to going to work. 
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~:R. HICKEY: And then you have to say to yourself, 

'1-'ell,hm• far can ''e push the minimum wage? Hhat will that do to 

industry and small business?' So it is just not that simple, ll,r.Chairman. 

I would like to hear some han. gentlemen opposite tell us the answer to 

that one, because that is a very pertinent q~estion. Hhy do they not 

address themselves to a) the minimum wage - how far that should go, and 

also how far the welfare rates should be away from that minimum wage? 

\fuat kind of a gap should there be between the two? 

PR. CHAIRM!u"': (~~r. Young) The han. the member for St. George's. 

:ms. ~faciSMC: ~r. Chairman, I think that the proper 

test for that is for the whole works of us to see if we can live on the 

minimum wage or on what the social assistance recipients are living on. 

AN RON • ~!EMBER: Hear, hear! 

XRS. ~lac ISAAC: I think that may be the test. I do not 

think I could do it and I ·do not think the minister could do it. 

I certainly do not feel that the amount of money that welfare recipients 

are receiving is enough, not with the cost of living today. There is no 

<;ay in the world that I would even want to think about having to live on 

,;hat they are living on. But that is not my point. That was just in reply 

to what the minister said. 

I only have a couple of concerns, and one 

of them is the minister mentioned young, single people who are al:le to go 

auay to <vork, to the Tar Sands or wherever. ~ow it is fine to say young 

people can pack up and go to the Tar Sands or go to Ontario or go anywhere 

else where there may be work, but how do they get there? A lot of them 

have just come out of school and they have been 
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: ··:.s _;crs:~I.C: sitting around and not earning any r.10ney 

:Oecause there are C.efinitely no jobs so til<=J:e is no :~oney. Their ~arents 

are on 101" inco:ue, some of them are on Social Assistance- if not Social 

.~sistance,very low income or unemplo~ent-and those young people just 

do uot have the money to get there. ::.row they have gone to Canada r!anpower 

-,lith the hope that t:1ey could probaoly :;et a ticket somewhere to look 

for a joo~but unless they have a job or a definite interview Canada 

Hanpower will not look at them and will not send them there. So i.ly question 

to the minister is it is easy to say that they can go and are in the 

position to go away and maybe they will come up witil a job if they do 

happen to go,but if the minister's department is not prepared to give them tile 

money to go there, how are they supposed to get there to look for the 

jobs? That is one question. My other concern is for people <mo are on 

Social .\ssistance and who live quite a distance from the Social Assistance 

office. ~f you happen to live in Corner Brook or St. John's or some town 

;.;here there is a \Jelfare office or ::ocial Services office,you are in a 

good location; you just have to walk down the st::eet, walk into the 

office and pick up your cheque,But if you live thirty-five or forty 

miles away from that office as is the case in my district, for instance, 

people from the Robinsons area, and I will go as far as 

t:~e uigi1ldilJ.s, ti..1cy l1a.ve to get into StetJi.lenville Crossing to 1Ji.::.k up 

that cheque and ti1at amounts to about forty-five miles that they have 

to travel to get their cheque. Ti1ey usually end up paying a cab to get 

in there to the wc,lfare office, and they may have to \•a it a cou1•le of 

hours if they do not i1ave an appoint:ment ,cr if it is fairly crowued they 

still UlaY have to wait a couple of hours even if they have an appointment. 

So then they have to get back to t.1e lli.;;hlands. i3y the tir.le ti1ey get 

back with that cheque they i?robably have about $40.00 gone in t;;ud. fares 

because ;::tOS t of them do not have cars. Ti1is is a hardship on them and 

wi1en you ;,ave to whack $30.00 or $40.00 off tnat cheque in order to get 

into the office to pick it up that is $30.00 or $40.00 that you do not 

have for your family for t:b.at month•And when you have only got a couple 
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:>3Ji) .lt :.1c :lOSt, $30 o r $4J is .:erta:i~:l) ~oi:.& :o :..e :Jissed and it i s 

~vin& co .i::lyose <: iuu<isili? on t ime family. I = \OOnC:e ring ii thl!re is 

:tot a ;;ay coat i"laybe tile social vor kers • .. mo visit t he .:.reas once or twice 

;:. \~ee.k could ?roilal:.ly cielivcr t:1e c:teques in a reas .;uch os ellis or ~>'iH! 

mail cuem . Tilere ;nust be solilething coat can ile done to save c!l.e $3J or 

$40 tilat is certainly needed for the ci1ildren. I know of one case in 

?articular where there .is just a couple , a married couple, and the gentleman 

~1a.s unfortunate enough t hrough surgery to end up in a wi11oelchair because 

he had damage done to his spine , and nis wife l.as to leave him home in 

t.le ~heelchair o:- pay a bal>ysitter and travel t o :: tepae.nville Crossing 

co !•ick up tnat clleque . I do not really think t hat that is necessar: 

«nd I 8!.1 ·.;ondering if the minister can !:!BI..e soc:e a rranse:nents or probably 

contact his offices. Now I have no cocplaints whatever about t he Social 

Servi ces office.> 1n .:q area , I ila"'e to say that t he office rs are very , 

very :;ood anci anytime chac I have had oc::uio:t to approach thee ·n.ch 

probler.~S I have gotten very good satisfaction anC: you ht.•;e to speak as 

:'ou find . They are ve<y , very hel pful and ~ybe I am fortunate to he 

in a district ,,t'here we have s ood social workers. These ~rre the ttvo 

chill):;S that I 3Q \'lGit-.1:? conce~eJ aoout and t hat is fOunt; ;>eo?le ano 

·..:ould go to other parts of tl"le country to look for '.'or:· if they .1ad 

t ite mo:-.ey to &et there . Canada ~tan power will not look at them . ''ill 

Social Services help them? I know Soci41 Services will help thcm if 

t hey are accepted into the Armed Forces. 
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MRS. MCISSAC: I had occasion only a couple 

of weeks ago to call the minister's department because 

of the fact that there were three young men from St. George's 

who were accepted into the Armed Forces but had no money 

to get there. So they got the money from Social Services 

on a loan basis and they have to pay it back. But the 

cheques are one concern and young people getting to job 

sites is the other one. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Hon. Minister of Municipal 

Affairs. 

MR. DINN: Mr. Chairman, I do not very 

often get up in the House of Assembly to speak on estimates 

of other ministers' departments, but I think this 

particular department, being such a human department as it 

is, behooves everyone to net up and say a fet" ~·ords about what 

they think and feel 1 and maybe listen to other hon. members 

as they go through their particular problems that they have. 

The hon. member for St. George's (Mrs. Mcissac) just got up 

and mentioned two specific ones and I am sure the minister 

if given an opportunity will address himself to those 

problems. 

One of the areas, Mr. Chairman, 

that I would like to talk about in the minister's department 

is the community development programme. Now the minister 

last year had, as I understand it, some $3 million for this 

programme. It involved about 150 projects and it also 

involved people who had bee~ on social assistance who were 

brought back into the work force, and the total I believe 

was somewhere around 1,700 people. This kind of thing has 

to be commented upon because these are the kinds of things 

that I feel the department should become even more involved 

in. 

I remember one particular 

project that was done under this programme. The minister and 

myself went out to have a look at the project and it involved 
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MR. DINN: the water system in Phillips 

Head. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I happen to 

know that down in my department when we do a water and 

sewer system or a water system it sometimes costs millions 

of dollars, but the minister through his social •<Torkers 

out around Phillips Head got some people involved_ I 

believe it was twelve, or thirteen, or fourteen people:.. to 

build a water system and put a water system in for the 

community. He agreed under this programme to spend upwards 

of about $38,000. He came down to my department and said, 

"Would you particirate in this rrogramme with me and surply 

some monies for materials so that these people could do the 

water system?" 

talking about?" 

I said, "Well, how much money are you 

He said, "I believe that the engineers have 

figured out that it is going to cost somewhere around 

$18,000." And I said, "It sounds like a very good idea to 

me and I will see what I can do." And we got together and 

put about - I think we anticipated about $54,000 and it 

carne out to $54,000 or $55,000 when it was finished. It 

was something that has to be mentioned in this House because 

it is just one area in which I feel the minister has to be 

encouraged to do more. 

Now this water system: There 

was a little river about a mile and-a-half up into the woods, 

they put a little darn across that river so that they had a 

good level in there, they had it checked out by the 

Department of Health and everything was very good and the 

twelve people or so got together with picks and shovels and 

they started there a mile and-a-half or so to cut the trees. 

There was hardly enough room to swing a good pickaxe but 

they cut the row of trees all the way down through the woods 

and pickaxed their way from that little dam and laid the 

pipe and put in a water system. 

I talked to the people out there 

in Phillips Head on the wharf and I walked all the distance 
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MR. DINN: just to have a look at what 

had happened, 
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Mr. Dinn: what had gone on here, There were some widows 

in the community who,when the waterline went by their houses,did not 

know how they were going to get hooked up because they certainly 

could not put in their own piping and the ~uy next door, the 

neighbour,or the neighbour do1"'n the road came along and he said, 

"Well ,I will hook your's up,Ma 'am" ,he says. "And", he says, "~·e ~1ill 

see if we can get water to you." And that day there were some 

ladies in the community washing clothes in that water system and 

hanging out their clothes and talking about what a wonderful thing 

it was, what a wonderful community project it was, and how the whole 

community seemed to get together on that project and do something 

for themselves . 

Pk - l 

There was one young gentleman -I cannot remember 

his name, but if I saw him I guess the name would come back to me .saying 

to me that he was on social assistance for some twelve years, and he said, 

"That first cheque that came in was mine", he said. "I ~10rked for it". 

And he ~1as really proud of that cheaue. And I said, "You had a good 

time Friday night." And he said, "No", he said, "not ~lith that cheque 

I did not." He said, "I will have that cheque for a good long while." 

And that is the kind of programme that we got to get on to. That is the 

kind of programme that not very many people on this Island know is 

going on. It was $3 million, and this year we have something like 

a total budget of about $66 million, and that programme again is 

going forward and I believe they have $2.5 million or $3 million again. 

And I can assure the minister that if he has any other projects like 

the project that went on last year in Phillips Head he is but to 

down to my department and I will do whatever I can to see to it that 

these kinds of things are done because, ~r. Chairman, that is one of the 

things that makes me kind of proud. People ~.•ho are social assistance, 

we sometimes get the idea that they are written off, and they are not 

written off. And the minister through that kind of a programme is 

going to bring more of these people, make them the proud Newfoundlanders 

that they were,and bring them back into the labour force and give them 
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Mr. Dinn : the kind of encouragement that they need. 

Now we have heard too long in this debate tonight, 

and I sat down and listened to han. members opposite_ I listened to the 

hon. the member for St. George's (Mr. Mcisaac) whom I have to 

compliment for her fine speech, because she brought problems into 

this House, and she should be bringing these problems in a little more, 

we should be discussing these kinds of community and social problems 

rathPr than discussing the things that ~·e often hear·· in t.hio:. House, a 

comment from the hon. member for Le~dsporte (Mr. \'lhite) toniqht, "the 

helicopter kid~' And how is that going to help the social assistance 

people in this Province? Comments 1 ike 1di scrimi nation~ 'abuses' . These 

are not the kinds of words that we need to be using in this House. We 

should be talking about the problems of the people of this Province 

and solvinn some of the problems. 
S0'1F. HO~. MEMBERS: f1h, oh! 

, ~1R. DINN: Now, Mr. Chairman, I sat here tonight and 

I listened to all hon. members opposite and I would respectfully reauest 

that they listen to me just for a change, that they sit in their se~ts in 

silence. I do not know if it is even a rule, it is just a common, 

gentlemanly thing that we like to see happen in this House of Assembly, 

ThP kind of thing that we should be doing a little more listeniAa 

instead of butting in and cutting in and making snide remarks. Mr. 

Chairman, the day for that should be gone. We have had our days -. 
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. DINN: - and weeks of that. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS:· Oh, oh! 

MR. SHA IRMA~! (MR. YOUNG) : Order, please! 

indirectly 

The hon. minister speaking has indicated 

that he would like to be heard in silence , and I would 

ask that that rule be adhered to. 

The hon. Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

MR. DINN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I hope I do 

not have to call upon the protection of the Chair again because we do 

have things to say in this House, and I think they should be said, and 
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Mr. Dinn: we should all be given an opportunity to say them. 

But I say this year, Mr. Chairman, the total budget of 

this department is $66.5 million or thereabouts, and that is quite an 

amount of money to spend. Twenty-six of it,by the way, and we have 

to give credit where credit is due~comes from the federal government, 

Uncle Ottawa. 

AN HON. MEMBER: C:omes from Otta~o.•a? 

MR. DINN: That is right,the federal government. 

Forty or more from the Province, and I do not know if we can really 

afford that kind of money. But if the kind of money is spent on the 

PK - 3 

kind of programmes that the hon. minister and I witnessed out in Phillips 

Head,then I have no objection to spending $2.5 million or $3 million on 

that. And if we could increase social assistance a little more along 

with these community development programmes,! think we would be doing 

something that should be done because the meager existence that some 

of these people have to go through in this Province is something that 

we cannot'> we should not always be proud of. I hear some comments 

by people in communities that they are getting enough, and they should 

be rousted out and made get out and work and that kind of thing, 

Those that can work should ~o•ork if they can flet a jot>, but 

there are some people in this Province that cannot work. 

Now this community development programme, 
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~CR. DINN: by the way, I believe -and the 

minister lvi11 correct me if I am wrong - but I believe that these 

people are paid something like $4.20 an hour, and if they are on 

social a~sistance they get $2.50. I believe that is the maximum. 

t-~ P.ON. i'ill!BEr,: (Inaudible) close. 

~!R. DI]':,"'N: t•ell, it is pretty close to that. 

But it gives them incentive 1anyway, for people to get out and do 

something.And 1vhen they do something like providing a basic service 

like water in a community, I think they are to be commended· I think 

that if the people in the press want to get a good story, ~Vant to see 

a community that was in action last year, they should go to Philip's 

Head, take a few pictures of the water system and get off this kick that 

we all seem to have been on in the Province lately of using words like 

'abuses' and 'discrimination' and 'pork barrelling', the same kinds of 

comments that <Vere used during my estimates, Hr. Chair.nan, and they were 

refuted; and the document was placed on the table of the House and it did 

not get half the publicity that the words that were used in describing 

some of the things in my estimates got the day prior to that. And, 

!:r. Chairman, I do not want to dwell too long on this, but somehow in this 

House of Assembly we have to get back to reason. He have to get .:may from 

the partisan;'the minister skated over•, 'rogues', 'law of averages: What we 

should get back to in this House of Assembly is some kind of a law of 

decency. Mr. Chairman, the framelvork to weed out abuses - there is a book 

on abuses in this Province, and it was not this ~finister of Social Services 

that it was written about. 

AN HON. ~1El1BER: 

~~R. DINN: 

I knew we would soon have quotations. 

Well, Mr. Chairman, I will allow the hon. 

minister to answer some of the questions that were put forth by some of the 

hon. members opposite and also over here. And we should spend a little more 

time in discussing the issues of this Province rather than discussing that 

kind of garbage. 

~!R. NEARY: TI1e RCHP will write a new -

HR. CHAIR¥~~:: (Mr. Young) The hon. the member for Baie Verte -

' !hite Bay. 
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:tr. Chairman, having listened to that scenario -

If you are waiting for th.: ;,iinister of Justice (inaudible). 

(Inaudible) like ne 

ilR. CHAIRl·lA.~: (:lr. Young) Order, please! 

1-!P-. RIDEOUT: Mr. Chairman, the hon. minister who just 

took his seat begged the protection of the Chair all the while he was 

speaking and, of course, as I was about to say, he is one of the worst 

offenders in the House. And, of course, he leaves tte House in the same 

way that he has left it many other times, huffing and puffing. 

Mr. Chairman, to be quite truthful, 

I was sort of warming to some of the things that the hon. minister was 

talking about. I think the first five or ten minutes of his remarks made 

a lot of sense, especially his remarks regarding the community development 

programme, or whatever it is. But as usual, the minister had to get in 

his few political digs before he took his seat and sort of detracted from 

the remarks that he had. 

There are two or three things that I ~•ant 

to bring to the minister's attention while I have the opportunity. 

Yr. Chairman, I could take the twenty minutes that are allotted to me and 

talk about social assistance recipients not receiving enough money. It 

would be easy to do that and it is true, but the field that I find the most 

heartbreaking as far as social assistance is concerned in this Province is 

in housing to social assistance recipients who are on social assistance 

through no fault of their own. That is the field that I want to say a few 

words about, and that is the field that I find most disheartening in parts 

of my district and other parts of the Province that I have the privilege to 

visit. 

!·~r. Chairman, I have seen social assistance 

recipients in this Province living in housing - and I do not care whether 

the Minister of ~!unicipal Affairs likes the words or not - but I have seen 

them living in housing that I would think twice about whether I would put 

an animal in it. Now that is not exaggeration. You can say, ¥r. Chairman, 

that ••e have given them housing before and they have abused it. ~'ell, 

~aybe they have, and maybe there is a role for the social workers or some 
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~ T. RIDEOUT: other social assistance agency in this Province 

to play in educating those people in how to look out for real property 

and so on. 
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And I have s~en peoj>le vilo have oe:.:ome 

in 0ureaucra~ic red tape spe.nd.int; montl~s and :not1ti1s anC. 

\.linters anJ ~Ji::1ters ent~dned in the oureaucratic r~d tape tryin;; to get 

so11e decent housing for titensclves and their families. In :'ost instances, 

'~r. C<•air;:;an, that i1as not ueen people ~·TI a!)le-boJied relief, that has 

been ~eople Kilo are on Social Asaistance because tiHq have no choice 

and ti1ese are the people tl1at I am ~lost concerned about and these are 

tile people that I want to talk for a few minutes about tonigi'lt. I notice 

in the budget titat ::here is $52 million to be paid out this year in 

Social Assistance and I would assume that that includes all forms of 

Social .:O.ssistance, money paid <.:.ut for l1ousin3 renovations and so on. I 

... ,auld lil'-e for t~1e =tiniste::- ~;i1en l:e ;:,;ets a chance to speai:: next to 

attenpt to ::.reak it dom1 for us. We know how many Social 

:~ssistanc~ recipents t:1.ere are in ti12 r~ovince, let us kno'.v how Til.a.ny 

dollars are being spent:, ho\v :·u...1ny C:ollars c.r~ 2.."{.:1ctl:i ..JCiab s~-..::.1t or~ 

!ir. Chairman. I i&av2 seen so ~auy l~ou.:i~S 

leak.:; t:1rou0 h t~1e. roo£ a:aJ blows in throu~b t:1e eave:a,ar .. d. ~Iller~ ~;inJ 

::.lu\i.:i L.l t:.Lru·..:.;:l tL.e b.:J.SQ~t l:!nt r ... iiad.o·· 5 a .td :.;lol,;s O!.lt the fur:.a.cc:s. I 

l1ave taken tucn t:o the social workers ani:! .... -e still do not ~1ave .s.uy 

relief. I unci.erstaud t 11e reciulation;:;. The l:'C[,ulatio:Ls -;;;;.y tl,at tlLe 

de!lart;nent is resl,)onsLJle for making the llo01c w-ater resi:; tant and-;1hat 

is c;te other word? 

L\. l'.I.JiOUT; 

¥ t!.NEA"RY: 

MF. CRAI~AN:(R.Young) 

Waterproof. 

Haterproof 

Watertight and windpr9of • 

. iater tig ~.t ~nU ·ii::..d .. ·rcof. That is ~xactly 

Order,please! I would like the hen. gentleman to 

my left to permit the hon. member to speak without interference. 

MR.RIDF:nUT: Mr.Chairman, ~did not even hear them. 
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I understand t!1at tu.e rt!~ulations .:iay L..lt..:.y 

-':lilt ~e c:ade Hatertight and windproof. 

that '~indproof, ;;r. Chairman. You cannot :;et anyti1ing donE: .·icb. t !1e i.lase;;;ent 

\;indows and the reci~ent: and the f=ily ·.;ho are living ti1ere are a ;;ida;.- and 

no:or children. Certainly it is long-term assistance. ~ :l1en you have case:; 

;.;i<ere you go in and ;.;alk into tile upstairs anci they ;;ill take you in and 

show you and you .see the water and the Bould on the wall, that is not ;n;.ter-

tigr1t:. 

Hr. Chairu:.an, I do not know,and ti1is is 

:>hy I am int:eresteu in the minister telling us exact:ly i1ow r~ny clollars 

are being spent in proportion to the Social Assistant budget on housing 

for those peopl~, those people who have no ci1oice but to be on Soci:ll 

.~ssistance. I 2::1 not talking about able-bodied relief, I = talki~ about 

t:1ose people ti1at cannot i1elp themselves. 

::ow that is one part of the aq;uoent, The 

part, :·lr. Chairman, is that the minister's department has some sort of 

,;>rograwme ongoing .:ith the Newfoundland and Labrador :rousing Corporation 

and the intention,I have no doubt,of the programme is a good one:to provide 

aC:equace i10usin.; for those peol'le on long-term assistance ~omo need it . 

• \fter yoa::: .;;et through t h e bureaucratic red tape and after a couple of 

years, if you are lucky, you may end up getting a hmr.e for a Social Ass istant 

recipent. llut lo and behold!We went ti1rough the rates i1ere today Jepending 

on,one adult $180 per ~onth; two adults 1no children $243, two adults and 

two children $267 and so on, we have been through the rates already this evening 

and,lo and behold-,what are they bringing out to those people, ~[r. Chairma::1? 

I :1ave aeen three of them put in Roddicl,ton last Fall, three beautifully 

built i1omes by Atlantic Desi;;n,I believe it is,out in Stepnenville, t hree 

beautif,_.lly ;,uilt h.,mes brougi1t dmm to Roddickton on tlle :iorthern 

Peninsula equipped with electric heat. i~ow wilo is r:;oing to pay tllt! bill? 

They cannot get extra funds, i1r. Chairman, for fuel allot~ances because tn.at 

t.ras done away with many years ago. I think you can get a few dollars extra 

if you live on the Labrador ·coast but you cannot get it in Roddickton, you 
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?art of t~1is Province as far as I understand. T~1ey Qriag uut those ~10i!les, 

C,eautif11lly built homes, get a contractor to put in a basement and 
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· :~. T. ~_InEO~T'!': close it around dovm under, put the 

house up on top of it,set it up ~•ith electric heat in it and they 

are rot ?:etting enough money to keep body and soul alive let alone 

pay,I suppose on the average,$75.00, $80.00 or $10n.nn elec~ricity 

bill,probably $120.n0 a month with the cost of electricity today. 

They would ~e ~uch better off if they had some sort of heating 

equipment in.it that could utilize wood and oil or something of that 

nature. At least they could balance out the cost of 

heating that type of home. But, no, :!r. r:hairman, the ereat 

brains, the great bureaucratic brains that ••e have at work in this 

Province to service the people insist that you bring your home down 

to give to a poor long-term social assistant recipient equipped with 

electric heat - and then expect them to pay the bill after. I Hould 

suspect that you ~•ill find some of those homes, I would suspect that 

right now you Hill find some of those people rave their electricity 

disconnected. They cannot pay the bill. They cannot even come close 

to paying the bill. And that is what we give them. 

~low, ~'r. Chairman, my colleague for 

llurgeo -Bay d' Espoir (l:r. Simmons) made some references to the appeal 

process and I am not going to waste the time of the Committee by 

rehashing what he had to say but I do want to say this·. my experience 

with appeal process before the Department of Social .'\ssistance Appeal 

Board is that you are doomed even before you start. You are doomed 

even before you start! I have taken unemployment insurance appeal 

cases,for example,to the Appeal Committee and then I have taken a couple 

of cases right through to the umpire who is a judge,I believe~of the 

Circuit Court of Canada. At least you have a c~ance. At least you 

arguing before a person who is neither prejudiced to one side or the 

other and I have won one of the two cases,by the way,that I have taken 

before him. But in this particular Social Assistance Appeal Board you 

are shot even before you start. I have appealed decisions of the district 
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''R. T. RIDEOUT: administrator to the field officer and 

to the Appeal Committee and there is absolutPly no change. As far 

as I am concerned it is just one bureaucratic bunch backing up the 

decision that was already made in the beginning. 

~TS. ~~CISMC: Kangaroo courts. 

}'R. T. RIDEOUT: 

Kangaroo courts. You are shot even befo~e you start. So, !·!r. Chairman, I 

would suggest that the minister very seriously consider setting up 

an appeal process in his department that has some meaning to it,that 

iill at least not be ?rejudiced from the beginning against the poor 

ordinary recipient of social assistance, set it up something like 

they have in the unemployment insurance commission,or set it up -

~ffi. BRETT: It is. 

' 'R. T. RIDEOUT: 

AN RON . ~IBER: 

~. T. RIDEOUT: 

It is not,~r. ~inister. 

It is not. 

My friend from Burgee - Bay d' Espoir 

('O!r. Simmons) gave the account of the Secretary of that Appeal Committee 

and I could rehash his <7ords again but I will not because it has already 

been done. Set it up,I would suggest,something like the unemployment 

i nsurance c01mnission, something like Revenue r:anarla Hhere you '·1ant to 

get a question of entitlement for insurable earnings~something of 

t!l.at nature <-There at least you are dealing 'lith a borly of people '~ho are 

not - well,in my particular case I can only say 100 per cent of the 

time '~ho have told the line of the clecision that was made and I feel 

that the appeal process was useiess right from the beginning. 

Now in closing I just want to mention the 

Cor.~nity Development Project that the minister has on -

Employment. 

:1R. T. RIDEOUT: Yes, employment opportunities projects 

that the minister has ongoing in his department. To be positive ,I think 

it is an excellent programme. I would hope that the minister in co-operation 

with other departments, the Department of ~unicipal Affairs and Housing for 

example, maybe the Department of Tourism,would be able to initiate a number 

o f t hos e proj e cts i n various part s of the l'rovi.nce. The 'finister of ''unic i ral 
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Affairs calks about the water system 

in r~illipS Head.l think that is an excellent example of ~here chat 

t ype of programme can wo~~. It can be done in many ot~er parts of 

~~e Province if the minister could convince his colleagues to give 

hin the dollars in his depart~nt and then of course bave some 

:natch~g dollars in other departments. "~e could go a long 1~ay and, :'.r . 

Chairnan, I would even go so far as to say tonight,and I do not care 

whether it is politically popular or not because I happen to beleive 

it 1 I would 60 so fa r as t o say that we are going to have to take 

a neH direction in this Pr ovince when it comes to, especially, 

able bodied relief. l~e are going to have maybe to think more in terl:ls 

of those community projects where we can get people to build water 

systecs because they need them and pay them to do it and t!~ey are 

doing a service for their community and they are no t just drawing 

the back and sitting back on their ass in t!le meantime. ! t~ould 

suggest that is t~e -

SO~!E Fat~ . HEtBERS: 

HR . :\EARY: 

''R. RIDEOUT: 

Pear, hear! 

r~od Tory philosphy! 

I do not care. 
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~[R. RIDEOUT: if it is Tory philosophy or Socialism 

or ~'DPism or Liberalism, I happen to believe in it and that is it. 

So I would hope that the minister would do more of that type 

thiag and you could put a water system into a place like Smith's 

Harbour then, whereas if you are ever going to convince the 

Department of Uunicipal Affairs to do it you will be in the 

year 3000. But if you did it under this type of programme 

it could be done, the community would receive a service, If 

there are people there drawing social assistance they would not 

be dra~~ng it and doing nothing, they would also be doing a 

service for their community. I think that is the direction 

we have to go in. I think it is a good programme, I would 

encourage the minister to keep it going and I would encourage 

his colleagues to help him fund it so that those type of projects 

can be carried on. 

~!R. CHAIR..~:: 

MR. BP.ETT: 

The han. Hinister of Social Services. 

Hr. Chairman, I did get some good, 

constructive criticism and I thank the Opposition for it. Let 

me say at the outset that as Minister of Social Services I have 

a responsiblity to the indigent people of this Province but I 

also want to m~~e it very clear that I also have a responsibility 

to the taxpayers. 

One of the Opposition members talked 

at some length about unmarried mothers ~~d our refusal to set them 

up in apartments and the question t.ras asked, What have we 

done for unmarried mothers? A large percentage of our caseload, 

too large a percentage,I am afraid, is made up of ~married 

mothers. I think the reason for it is that since 1974 we 

introduced a system, a programme whereby an unmarried mother 

could keep her child and ~re will pay to an unmarried mother and 

one child living in her own apartment $248 a month, plus rent; 

if she is boarding with relatives we will pay her $167 a month, 
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~-!R. BRETT: and if she is boarding with non-

relatives 1~e will pay her $194 a month. 

The result of that programae, 

~r. Chairman, is that a large number of unmarried mothers are 

keeping their children. Now we believe that this is good. 

It has some side effects,though,in that we have less children 

available for adoption today than we ever had and we are 

unable to fill all the applications that 1•e have on file. 

I do not think that we should adopt the policy that every 

unmarried mother should be set up in an apartment and I am 

not su2gesting that every unmarried mother is a woman of the 

street, that is ridiculous to suggest , but I think it could 

be very dangerous to set every sin2le unmarried mother up in an 

apartment and we are not going to do it. Where we think it is 

absolutely necessary we will, but where other accommodations 

can be found then we will go that route. 

The hon. member for Lewisporte 

(~'r. White) or his seat mate, I am not suTe, one of them made 

quite a fuss about the number of cases that went to the 

Ombudsman. ~lr. Chairman, in any given month in this Province 

there are approximAtely zo,qoo plus, say 21,000 or 22,000 or 

back to 19,000 welfare cases in this Province. And I understand, 

somebody made the statement over there that if sixty or seventy 

cases went to the Ombudsman tl~t is a grand total for the whol~ 

twelve months. So I think we should be very proud that out 

of twenty-odd thousand cases a month, every month, for the twelve 

months only seventy peonle found it necessary to go to the 

Ombudsman. I do not think anybody can complain ve~; much about 

that. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Seventy-three. 

MR. BRETT: Seventy-three out of a total of 

twentv-odd thousand cases a month. So that argument does not 
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'~. BP.E'I!: hold very much «ater ove:- there. 

o~e hon. ~ember on the ocher 

side suggested that there may be some political inter ference 

in giving the $50 extra to people ~ho have special needs and 

they asked me if I woulc tahle it. Of course I •.till table 

it, ~. Chairman, and my staff, who are outs:de, cannot get 

the figures tonight but I have no hesitation whatsoever 

in this world in tabling that by electoral district. ~he 

decision as to who qualifies for that $50 is made at the 

district level. I have absolutely not.'ling in this world to 

do with it; they i1ave all the aut±ority they want in the district 

to make the decisions, they do, I never see it. So if the 

hon. member wants it tabled I will be happy to table it 

in the Legislature tomorrow. 

I eight tell the House, 

~. Chairman, that one group of people ~no will get the $50 

extra are the bli.nd people of this Province; every single, 

solitary blind person in th.i.s Province receives an extra 

$50 a month, and of course if !loth c:re blind , the man 

and wife, then thev get $50 each, which is an extra ~100 

over and above what they are getting on social ass15tance. 

The attitude of the social 

wor~ers: I guess it is a little bit ridiculous to expect that 

out of 205 fie ld lJorkers that every one of them would be 

absolutely per fect. 
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~:P .. BRETT: I have no doubt that some of them may 

':le a little bit t1d.sted in their attitude and sometimes I can understand 

~Jhy,too. As I said earlier, I was in the field and other members of this 

House were in the field; I know the pressure that is on particularly in 

some parts of Newfoundland <Vhere the caseloads are heavy,and it is not 

difficult sometimes to have an improper attitude. It is unfortunate that 

maybe some workers do have it, but as I said, out of 205 1mrkers it is 

not impossible that some of them may not be right all the time. 

Overpayments: that seems to come up 

every year. The Auditor General still was not pleased with the effort 

that we are making to collect all of the overpayments. I said last year 

and I say again now that I am going to be very flexible on this. I know 

there are times when 1ve collect and probably cause hardship, and if we do 

we always try to correct it. There is a fair amount of flexibility in the 

programme now that ·..ras not there last year, but it is a requirement that we 

collect and, you know, we have to carry on. 

Somebody suggested that there should also 

be some flexibility in granting short-term assistance. And the member for 

St. George's (Ers. !!acisaac) indicated that a person in a wheelchair had to 

travel forty miles to get a welfare order. Nmv obviously there is something 

wrong, because if there is a man in a wheelchair then he automatically 

qualifies for long-term assistance, so I do not know. This is again another 

individual case and, you know, I would just have to take a look at it, but 

certainly it does not sou_~d right. 

MRS. MciSAAC: He is still on short-term plus the fact that 

it is in the court right now. 

HR. BP.ETI: Yes. 

HRS. !1ciSAAC: But his wife still has to travel to the 

office in Stephenville Crossing to pick up the cheque. TI>is is tlte reason 

it is still on short-term, because the lawyers are working on the case. 

~~. BRETT: The Appeal Board was mentioned. I do not 

see where there is a great amount of difference in the Appeal Board that we 

have and the Appeal Board that you would go to with respect to unemployment 

insurance. If a recipient is not satisfied with the decision of a 
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clR. BRETI: social li'Orker in the first instance, 

t!1en it can be reviewed by the Adoinistrative Review Board. If they 

uphold the decision of the social worker,it then goes to the Appeal 

Board and the decision is not made by the chairman only; I think there 

are four peopl~ on that board and I think they are completely independent 

of government. If the Appeal Board upholds the decision of the social 

li'orker then it can be taken to the Supreme Court. So, you know, you can 

go all the way up the line. 

:'IRS. HciSAAC: That is expensive. 

MR. BRETI: Well, I do not know about expensive, but 

the system is in place. I think they only heard something like twenty-nine 

cases last year. Now I do not know what that s2ys for the Appeal Board, 

but again as in the case of the number who went to the Ombudsman, it is 

not very many when you consider the number of cases that 1ve have on .relfare. 

~rr.s. ~!ciSAAC: Do you pay for people to travel to look for jobs? 

:'lR. BRETT: No, this department does not pay people to 

travel to look for jobs. And while this sort of programme may be desirable, 

I do not think it belongs in the Department of Social Services. It can be 

very dangerous to send people all over the place to look for work, you know, 

if there is no guarantee of a job, but certainly I do not think that it 

belongs in this department. \i'e will do some things. There are several 

things that we will do under the new Social Assistance Regulation SL, which 

was approved just a fe~• months ago. There are some things we will do ~•ith 

respect to people getting jobs. For special tools necessary to carry on a 

trade we will give up to $100. We will pay union initiation fees, the rate 

charged by the union. We 'i'ill - well, apparently that is the only two things 

that are there under items of special need, but anyway, it is a help. 

Hith respect to people having to travel forty miles 

to get to a welfare office, I am not suggesting it is not true -

l'.RS. }!ciSMC: 

r:R. BRETT: 

Well, it is from the Highlands to Stephenville Crossing. 

but in cases like that we usually set up -

you knm-1, we have sub-offices, as it is in the. case of Carbonear, you know, 

probably there are one or two sub-offices down there where~he welfare 

officer and the social worker will go once a week or once every two weeks 
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~'"!',. BP.ET7: or "hatever is necessary. So again, 

you ~now, this is a direct case that I would have to look into, but 

it appears to me that if there are a lar~e number of l)eople who 
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MR. BRETI: have to travel forty miles to get to a welfare 

office then it may be a case where we would have to set un a sub-post 0ffice. 

MRS. ~1CISAAC: If you had to pay taxis' - if I could 

explain to the minister, this is the same position that this 

lady finds herself in who has a husband in a wheelchair. What 

she has to do is pay a babysitter to stay with him while she 

travels to Stephenville Crossing from the Highlands to pick up 

the cheque and pay a taxi or some transportation to go in there 

and come back again, No-..· if she goes on the bus she is gone from 

9:00 o'clock in the morning until about 6:00 o'clock in the evening, 

so you know, then she pays a babysitter or 1>1hatever, a housekeeper for the 

full day. So I mean itis quite costly and inconvenient for her to 

have to travel that distance to pick up the cheque, and what it is 

short of forty miles I am satisfied to walk. 

MR. BRETT: There is just one other item that I would mention 

and that is the question asked by the hon. member for Baie Verte-White 

Bay (Mr. Rideout), the breakdown in social assistance. I am sorry 

that I do not have that, the amount of money that is actually spent 

on building materials. I know it is a considerable sum, but we do not 

have that figure tonight but I will gladly table it in the House tomorrow. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hen. member for Carbonear. 

MR. R. MOORES: I know, Mr. Chairman, that this is somewhat 

irregular in that the minister should be perhaps clueing ur his denart~ent, 

but I thought it might be futile on the last effort to jump up and that 

we go to and fro from one side to the other. I would just like to 

say that most of the time I try to research the facts and the figures 

as best I can. The now Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation was 

out of the House apparently when I was speaking first off and he trudges 

into the House and partially knowing what I was talking about referred 

to some dog and this type of thing. Generally speaking,in my view 

of the debate that he carried on,he certainly did not know what he was 

talkino il.hnut.. 

That is normal for that minister. 
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MR. R. MOORES: So just to clear up my facts, my figures, and 

my research,! recalculated the discussion that I had concerning the 

widow and the two boarders that she had, and it comes out that if she 

had two boarders paying $100 a month to her that she would in the end 

receive $165,which is approximately $33 less than the widow's allowance 

which the department will pay her. Let me repeat that, she will receive 

$33 less by making $200 a month more on two boarders. 

Now the minister also talked about the grand 

new idea that this government has in relation to social assistance in 

general and how you can improve the per capita spending, how you can 

improve the programmes, the community incentive,emoloyment etc. But 

the fact still remains, Mr. Chairman, that this Province's,spendino, 

based upon the latest estimates by Health and Welfare Canada, are $19 

per capita as compared to Ontario's $70 per capita. That is not 

including federal funding. And that $19 per capita or our total 

departmental budget of $66 million is merely 5 per cent of the total 

budget of this Province. And to me, ~r. Chairman, that certainly 

does not indicate to me that this government is going overboard in 

providing basic amenities to the social assistance recipients in this 

Province. I think the minister could be well advised to recheck 

a statement like that before he makes it so conclusively. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, about two weeks 

ago I got up in Question Period and I asked the minister why he had not 

reported on the conference in Ottawa with regard to block funding. 

And I went on to say that block funding, the concept of block funding 

is going to economically revolutionize the concept of social assistance 

in tBis Province hut, in addition to that,block funding is again 

going to bail this Province out in.its dismal record with regard to 

servicing the poor. The Province stands to make this year I think 

just slightly over $3 million on the block funding concept. 
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::R. R. }!OORES: :!ost of that, or some of it at least, 

~~11 be spent on day care, homemaker services, which are generally 

spe&<ing old concepts in the social services field. They have 

been in some countries like the United States for about 

seventy years now and Newfoundland is just catching on and 

they are making a big thing about it. I hope that the 

minister will, when he is inco~orating the idea and the 

spending on day care in this Province,that he •rill not consider 

the working rich and giv~ them priority over the working 

poor, which has been done in a number of Provinces in Canada. 

The principle of day care as it ~1as initially conceived was 

meant to be for working poor mothers who had to work in order 

to survive in this society and not the working rich, like 

doctors 1 wives and dentists 1 1~ives and la1ryers 1 wives, who 

like to get out of the house and put on these social airs 

that they are volunteering or contributing to the economy. And 

when the minister made an inference that I was wrong when I said 

that the caseload was increasing, he said, "No, they have been 

decreasing." Yes, they have been decreasing on paper, that is 

true, due to Canada lvorks grants, unemployment insurance schemes, 

etc., but virtually nothing is changed. You have not, as the 

Minister of Rehabilitation and ~ecreation said, 1~ou are not doing 

that good a job at rehabilitating them." You will find that 

most of the people that you had in your community employment 

progr=es are now on the brink of being back on long-term or 

short-term assistance after their unemployment insurance payments 

terminate pretty soon. 

With those few comments, lir. Speaker, 

and realizing that the House must get on with more important 

business, thank you. 

On motion 801-01 through 804-02-03, 

carried. 
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~- RiDEOUT : !· r . C.udrman , 804-02-04 Staff ~;ousing, 

$16,000 this year where there was no vote last year:I wonder if 

the ministe·r could tell us where this is being spent? 

These funds are required to pay 

the subsidy on Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation, 

the housing units leased to this department, an occasional 

rent, fuel and electricity bill in the case of a :residence that 

is temporarily vacant but must be maintained. The $4,500 has 

been added to cover the cost of rent, heat and light on a mobile 

home at Hopedale. This amount was previously charged to suspence 

and was shown in estimates as allowance in salary details, 

806-02-02, carried, 

~. RIDJ:OUT: 

On 1!10tion 804-.02-04 through 

Hr. Chairman, 806-02-03. I notice 

that there has been a substantial decrease in the amount of 

funding this year for the appeal board. Now there wAs quite a 

discussion in coumrlttee stage thi~J evening about the appeal 

board. It looks like the funds have been a bit better than 

chopped in half. 
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MR. RIDEOUT: Is this an indication that 

the appeal board has been downgraded in any sense? Or 

does the minister have some reason to believe that there 

may not be as many cases appealed this year as last year? 

What is the reasoning behind chopping that in about half? 

MR. BRETT: Mr. Chairman, the amount voted 

last year was not spent. I think the actual amount 

spentwas somewhere in the vicinity of $2,500 and, therefore, 

that was the amount that was placed in the budget this 

year. 

On motion, 806-02-03, carried. 

On motion, 806-03-01 and 806 

806-03-02, carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Does 806-03-03 carry? 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the 

minister could tell us why there is a substantial decrease 

in the blind pension allowance this year? To $139,000 from 

$156,000 seems to be quite a decrease from one year to the 

next. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. minister. 

MR. BRETT: These are technical questions. 

I am reading the notes. It says here that the number of 

cases decreased from 183 in August 1976 to 164 in August 

of 1977. This decrease projected into 1978-79 will give a 

monthly average of $155 and if you multiply that by 75 by 

12 you will come up with the $139,500. 

On motion, 806-03-03, carried. 

On motion, 807-01 through 

807-02-02, carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Does 807-03-01 carry? 

The hon. member for Burgeo -

Bay d' Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, perhaps the 

minister will, under 807-03-01 and 02, just indicate to the 

Committee what employment opportunities projects are being 
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MR. SIMMONS : undertaken this year. 

MR. BRETT: I had that information Mr. 

Chairman, but somebody from across the House just came 

over and I had to move my files so I do not know 

exactly what I did with them. I had the list here. I 

am very sorry that I cannot find them. I will gladly 

table them if you want me to, if you remind me tomorrow. 

I had the list with me. I just had it right in front of 

me. 

MR. PECKFORD: What happened to it? 

MR. BRETT: It was right here. Just a 

minute. I do not know if I have the list or not, Mr. 

Chairman. I do not know how long it would take to read it 

out. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, if I may it could 

save time, perhaps if the minister was prepared to table 

it. 

MR. BRETT: I will do that. 

MR . SIMMONS: It is certainly information that 

is necessary to the uhole House. 

MR. BRETT: I will get a copy and table it. 

No objections at all, I will table ~t tomorrow. 

MR. SIMMONS: While he is on his feet1 perhaps 

he could indicate why the decrease, which is a matter of interest to 

my colleague behind me as well, in the amount of the 

community development programme was budgeted? The revised 

budget last was about $3 million compared to $2.5 million 

this year. was the expenditure down from the budgeted $3 

million? Could the minister just explain the difference 

there? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. minister. 

MR. BRETT: Mr. Chairman, it may sound a bit 

ridiculous but we are having some difficulty in coming up 

with enough people on short-term assistance to do projects. 

This is an actual fact. 
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MR. MORGAN: 

MR. BRETT: 

Bonavista is a prime example. 

Yes, that is a prime example. 

I do not know if there is either project in my district 

this year. I think there might be one in the hon. 

member's there. It is true that there are 3,700 cases 

or something but they are spread out and you cannot go 

into a community and start a project if you have only 

three of four people, say, in that community. So we were 

a little bit afraid that we would not be able to wisely 

spend the $3 million so the amount was reduced to $2.5 

million. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr • Chairman, on the s arne 

subject. I do know that the minister's department is 

actively looking at the possibility of such a programme 

in the Milltown, head of Bay d'Espoir area. His people 

have been down there to talk to the council and have 

received a proposal from council. I understand that the 

scheduling of it would have it begin about June. Perhaps 

I could suggest to him that he have a look at that with a 

view to moving it up. 

I do not have to make any 

speeches to him now about the unemployment situation in 

Bay d' Espoir, I am sure he is aware of i t 1 but m~ are 

getting into a very critical period there now. Many people 

who were on unemployment insurance during the Winter are 

now moving to welfare,as the minister and his officials 

know,and if it were possible to move that project up 

instead of having it take effect from June perhap,s it 

could take effect a little sooner. I realize we are 

only talking four or five weeks in the difference, but if 

it is ready to go then perhaps it could go. I understand 

that the reasons for scheduling it for June 
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MR. SIMMONS: 

were reasons of weather and so on. Of course, the weather 

may well be suitable right now. There is no snow on the 

ground down there at the moment and it might be possible 

to move it up even two or three weeks, if he would take 

that under advisement. 

MR. BRETT: Mr. Chairman, my officials 

are out there and I am sure they heard the hon. member. I 

have this project in front of me now- in the St. Alban's 

welfare district, is it not? - and it is something like 

an $84,000 project. If that can be moved up I am sure 

it will be. We are quite anxious to get going on these 

projects, actually. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

MR. WOODROW: Mr. Chairman, the hourly rates -

I think last year they were $4.20 per hour for employees and 

$5.53 for foremen- are they going to be increased this 

year or remain the same as last year? 

MR. BRETT: No, there will not be an increase 

in the rates but there is going to be an increase in the 

method of payment which is going to be good. Because last 

year they were paid from my department and there was always 

some delay. This year they will be paid directly from the 

Department of Finance which means they will get their 

cheques the same time as the civil servants do, for example. 

MR. WOODROW: 

MR. BRETT: 

increase the rates. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

White Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

or so that I have; 

But there is no increase. 

No, there is no intention to 

The hon. member for Baie Verte -

Mr. Chairman, just in the minute 

I am really enthused over this particular 

Head in the minister's department. I understand that his 

department has work activity officers stationed in various 

areas of the Province,and this may be a consideration for 
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MR. RIDEOUT: another year, why is it that 

those work activity project officers cannot evaluate 

what needs to be done in their particular districts, in 

the areas that they are responsible for, then look at 

the amount of able-bodied relief that is paid out in 

those particular areas and therefore gear able-bodied 

relief towards the community activity projects that need to 

be done in those particular areas? And I would suggest 

to the minister, if we do that we would see a substantial 

decrease in one Head and a substantial increase in this 

one and thereby be doing something beneficial for the 

able bodied relief in this Province. 

810-03, carried. 

On motion, 807-03-01, carried. 

On motion, 807-03-02 through 

On motion, Head VIII, Social 

Services, all ite~s without amendment, carried. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 

Committee rise, report progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, that the Committee 

rise, report progress and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker 

returned to the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

The hon. Chairman of Committees. 

Mr. Speaker, the Committee of 

Supply have considered the matters to them referred and have 

directed me to report having passed estimates of expenditure 

under the following Heads, X, Health, VIII, Social Services, 

all items without amendment and to report having made further 

progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received and 

adopted Committee ordered to sit again on tomorrow. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, I move that the 

remaining orders of the day do stand deferred and that this• 

House on its rising do adjourn until tomorrow Friday at 10:00 

a.m. and that this House do now adjourn. 
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On motion, the House at its 

rising adjourned until tomorrow Friday, April 28, 1978 

at 10:00 a.m. 
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